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ABSTRAKT
Tato dizertační práce se zabývá vývojem optimalizačního nástroje, který je založen na metodě
Particle swarm optimization a je poté aplikován na dva typy oběžných kol radiálních čerpadel.
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ABSTRACT
This doctoral thesis deals with the development of a shape optimization tool based on a Particle
swarm optimization algorithm, which is then applied to two different problems of two radial
pump impellers.
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INTRODUCTION

A well-known technical problem called a shape optimization has become increasin-
gly popular amongst engineers in various parts of industry or academia in the past few
years, primarily thanks to a development of computer technology and a specialized soft-
ware connected with it. The main goal of every shape optimization process is to provide
a shape/size (we can call it design) that fulfils given parameters and satisfies chosen
constraints.

Fig. 1 : Shape optimization: original design (left) vs. optimized design (right) [70].

Authors in [93] suggest that the final design must be as good as possible in some defined
sense, but for a lot of optimization problems is sufficient any feasible improvement of the
initial shape (for example fig. 1) - this approach is for our purposes quite adequate and
also reasonable. Presented work focuses its full energy mainly on the shape optimization in
a field of the hydraulic machinery - to be more accurate in a field of the centrifugal radial
pumps. The key question of finding the optimal design of a certain flow part strongly
relies on two crucial things: first on an accurate numerical simulation of the current flow
via Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and second on a suitable choice of a proper
optimization method or approach. But it must be noted that not every combination of
these two prerequisites is a win situation, they must be carefully merged in the most
effective way - in terms of a minimizing of a total computational time due to a time-
consuming nature of CFD simulations.

The pivotal aim of this work is set to explore a Particle swarm optimization al-
gorithm (shortly PSOA) and its possible modifications to create an optimization tool
for designing a proper shape of chosen radial pump impellers. PSOA is extensively in-
fluenced by the social behaviour of miscellaneous animals, such as birds, fish, etc. This
method shows convenient and perspective attributes, that could be utilized in the shape
optimization of the chosen flow parts in hydraulic machinery, mostly: could be effectively
programmed (the PSOA is defined by two basic equations - velocity and position calcu-
lations), a great robustness of an optimization search ability (due to a stochastic nature
of the algorithm) or an option to a possible computational parallelization (each particle
could be investigated separately during one iteration of the algorithm). And together with
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Pareto principles, the Particle swarm optimization algorithm could be successfully used
in multi-objective shape optimization problems.

The shape optimization tool was applied on a problem of finding the proper pump
turbine design (grant TH01020982 - Zefektivnění akumulace energie a zajištění stability
rozvodné sítě rozšířením provozního pásma přečerpávacích vodních elektráren). This design
is supported with both, CFD simulations and with an experiment performed by ČKD
Blansko Engineering. Another task, which served as a test case for the future optimization
tool, was a problem of finding the proper shape of the very low specific speed pump
[49], [50].

Both of these types of pumps are characteristic for their rather poor efficiency (espe-
cially low specific speed pump), high outlet blade angle, secondary flows (relative eddy in
the blade channel) or blocked suction space. So it means that they are very challenging
pump types to design and automatic optimization could show new ways how to shape
blades properly. Here it should be noted that optimization can not only be a tool for
finding the new shape of the pump impeller or turbine runner with improved proper-
ties, but can also provide useful information about a relation between geometrical shapes
and optimal flow patterns. This information might not be revealed otherwise, since they
would be hardly explored using manual shape modifications. Optimization, therefore, of-
fers invaluable feedback about the fluid mechanical aspects of the hydraulic machinery
flows, which might improve our understanding of some features underlying the hydraulic
machines operation and lead to a substantial improvement of the 1D tools and empirical
relations for the fast basic design of pumps or turbines.

The complete doctoral thesis is divided into the six main sections. At the beginning of
this thesis will be in short summarized current state of the art of the optimization methods
(algorithms, software), which are somehow connected with the hydraulic flow parts and
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Such optimization methods are here separated into
three groups, starting with the most basic trial and error method, continuing with the
exploitation of the commercial or non-commercial software and ending with utilization
of correct optimization algorithms. Following section is a theory section, which covers
a basic theoretical basis around the shape optimization, Bézier curves, chosen Particle
swarm optimization method and its multi-objective modification. Afterwards, 1D pump
design section briefly explains chosen procedures and techniques, which are behind the
proper design of the radial pump - such knowledge is then employed for a "starting"
design in presented shape optimization problems, which were mentioned above. After all
the theoretical background comes the application of the presented shape optimization
tool - the case of the shape optimization of the pump turbine impeller and the shape
optimization of the very low specific speed pump. Final results from this optimization
are compared with the CFD simulations and in the case of the pump turbine are also
compared with the measurements performed by ČKD Blansko Engineering.
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1 SHAPE OPTIMIZATION COUPLED WITH CFD
A problem of designing the optimal shapes using CFD for practical engineering applicati-
ons has been a subject of many articles during the last three decades. An effort to reduce
computational time of the whole optimization cycle and improve a quality of a final shape
(compared to an initial state), enabled a creation of numerous different optimization ap-
proaches and methods. There are three fundamental ways, how to achieve a proper design
that satisfies chosen parameters and respects limiting aspects of the certain shape opti-
mization problem of the specific hydraulic flow part:

• Trial and error method and methods based only on experience in a specific area
• Exploitation of a commercial or non-commercial software
• Utilization of the correct optimization method and its correct application

Each way could be illustratively transformed into a basic diagram of the shape optimi-
zation algorithm (fig. 1.1), where a step called Optimization environment could be
replaced by the chosen optimization approach.

Fig. 1.1 : Basic diagram of the shape optimization coupled with CFD [108].

All of the mentioned approaches have many representatives with their own advantages
and disadvantages and some of the most used ones, which are tightly connected with CFD
and the hydraulic flow parts, are summarized in the next three short sections: Trial and
error method - in sec. 1.1, Exploitation of a pre-programmed software - in sec. 1.2 and
Utilization of a correct optimization method and its application - in sec. 1.3.

1.1 Trial and error method
Trial and error method is the most basic method for a determination of the proper shape
of the chosen hydraulic part and is often connected with strong knowledge of a solved
problem and with deep underlying experiences in such area. It must be noted that the
trial and error method is not presented and used only in the shape optimization field
of interest, but it could be generalized on the whole area of the problem-solving. This
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method is built on repetition, varied attempts and in the end, it usually finishes with
a success (or a premature termination of the algorithm from a side of the user) - fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.2 : Basic diagram: Trial and error approach [109].

Application of trial and error method
For example in a problem of designing the proper shape of the centrifugal pump impeller,
it is necessary to know, how certain parameters (e.g. 𝛽 - angle of a blade, number of blades,
etc.) of this impeller influences a design point of the current pump, which consists of the
head, hydraulic efficiency, power or 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 [61]. An engineer starts with a sequence of
equations, which leads to a determination of the initial dimensions. Then he assembles
𝑛 - "test" cases, which substantiate several modifications of these dimensions and "tries
luck". After CFD simulations he separates suitable designs from unsuitable ones and
explores a correlation between geometrical shapes and optimal flow patterns. Based on
this, he modifies the impeller geometry and again CFD simulation must be performed.
Such a loop of modifications is repeated until he finds the best feasible solution [61].

Fig. 1.3 : Initial (left) vs. final (right) design of the blood pump impeller [13].

Fig. 1.3 shows another example of the trial and error method coupled with CFD - utili-
zation in the designing of the impeller of the blood pump, where on the left side can be
seen the initial shape of the impeller and on the right side the final shape, which led to
an improvement of the thrombogenic character of the flow ( = reduction of the blood clot
production). The shape optimization in the field of the axial pumps could be found e.g.
in [88] and similar approach, but applied on a bucket of a Pelton turbine, exists in [2].

Conclusion
The main advantage of this approach lies in pure a simplicity (fig. 1.2), but a downside
resides in a lack of precision of the final product, mainly due to a manual shape design
modification and also great time consumption is a major issue in this method. Trial and
error method does not use a full potential, which the whole computational area of a certain
problem can offer.
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1.2 Exploitation of a pre-programmed softwares
New approaches bountifully emerge with the fast development of the computer perfor-
mance in the area of the shape optimization. Engineers nowadays can choose from a variety
of tools, which are/could be coupled with CFD and can be applied to their current design
problem. For example, Fluent Adjoint solver (direct implementation in computational
fluid dynamics software ANSYS Fluent), NOMAD or EASY are worth mentioning.
These optimization tools have a certain potential and could replace trial and error
techniques used by engineers e.g. in [2], [13], [61] or [88].

1.2.1 Fluent Adjoint solver
Fluent Adjoint solver is a tool implemented within commercial software ANSYS Fluent.
It needs a fully converged CFD simulation to provide a sensitivity analysis of a possible
shape change of an examined surface area, which strongly depends on a chosen simulation
objective - in fig. 1.4 Fluent Adjoint solver outlines with the vectors of the optimal dis-
placement, how to modify a Formula 1 front part to maximize a value of a downforce,
which is crucially important for a proper car behaviour on a racing track.

Fig. 1.4 : Aplication of the adjoint solver on the Formula 1 car [102].

Adjoint solver optimization approach involves a shape modification that goes hand in
hand with a mesh morphing. Morphing takes place, when a sensitivity field is calculated
(through the adjoint equations; see subsection Discrete adjoint approach theory). This
morphing procedure has two main functions. First, it smooths the surface sensitivity field
and then provides a smooth distortion in the boundary and interior mesh. Adjoint solver
creates a rectangular computational volume, which encloses all optimized surfaces that
will be later morphed. Control points are then equally distributed in this volume. These
points in combination with the mesh coordinates define the proper movement on the
surface and in the interior mesh. [62], [94].

Discrete adjoint approach theory
There are two types of the adjoint approaches – continuous and discrete, but Adjoint
solver uses only the discrete form. Basic equations, on which is Adjoint solver built, could
be found in more detail in [67], [93]. As mentioned above, Adjoint solver needs the fully
converged flow simulation, from which the gradients of the objective function are derived.
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The gradient 𝐺 of the objective function 𝐽 = 𝐽 [𝑋𝐷, 𝑄(𝑋𝐷)] is [67]:

𝐺 = 𝑑𝐽

𝑑𝑋𝐷

= 𝜕𝐽

𝜕𝑋𝐷

+ 𝜕𝐽

𝜕𝑄

𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑋𝐷

, (1.1)

where 𝑋𝐷 is a vector of design variables (in [67] is reduced to scalar), 𝑑𝑄/𝑑𝑋𝐷 is
described as flow sensitivities and 𝑄 is a vector of conserved flow variables [67]. This
gradient could be rewritten in a form [67]:

𝐺 = 𝜕𝐽

𝜕𝑋𝐷

− 𝜓𝑇 𝜕𝑅

𝜕𝑋𝐷

, (1.2)

where 𝑅 = 𝑅[𝑋𝐷, 𝑄(𝑋𝐷)] is the discretized RANS residual vector, 𝜓 is a vector of
adjoint variables and is obtained by solving the linear system of the adjoint equations
[67]:

𝜕𝑅𝑇

𝜕𝑄
𝜓 = 𝜕𝐽𝑇

𝜕𝑄
. (1.3)

Application of Fluent Adjoint solver

Fig. 1.5 : Aplication of the Adjoint solver on the siphon draft tube [57].

Chosen applications of the Fluent Adjoint solver in the field of the shape optimization
of the certain hydraulic part could be found e.g.: the application on a car duct system
in [94] - a problem of a pressure drop minimization in such system; next a maximization
of a coefficient of pressure recovery 𝑐𝑝 of a turbine diffuser in [62]. Application on more
advanced geometry of a siphon draft tube in [57] (once again the problem of the maximi-
zation of the coefficient of pressure recovery 𝑐𝑝) - fig. 1.5, where blue and red areas indicate
possible shape change of the draft tube surface, which may lead to an improvement of
the coefficient of pressure recovery 𝑐𝑝 (or its efficiency) of this siphon draft tube. Author
in [73] used the Adjoint solver for the shape optimization of a hydraulic valve part in
a perspective of the pressure drop minimization.
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Conclusion
Among the main advantages of this tool belong: direct implementation in ANSYS Fluent
(there is no need for additional software installation); mesh morphing is also presented
in Adjoint solver (no need for additional mesher). But on the other hand, there are
great disadvantages: first is lack of a useful way to control partial or final shape of any
optimized surface - an absence of surface constraints, that fact could lead to a creation
of the unmanufacturable designs. Also mesh morphing can deform cell(s) into a state of
high skewness and in this state calculation usually cannot continue (new mesh must be
created in external mesher) [62], [94]. Another restriction is that the Fluent Adjoint solver
only allows you using a 𝑘 − 𝜖 model of turbulence with standard wall function [4].

1.2.2 Evolutionary Algorithms System - EASY

EASY is a licence free optimization tool developed by a group called Parallel CFD and
Optimization Unit of the Laboratory of Thermal Turbomachines of the National Technical
University of Athens [69].

EASY is capable of finding the optimal solution in the single-objective optimization
or solutions in the multi-objective optimization by using Generalized Evolutionary Algo-
rithms. EASY operates with three types of populations: a parent, an offspring and an
elite or archival set (in more detail in subsec. 1.3.3). In the multi-objective optimization
problems, the Pareto front is utilized for a locating of the optimal solutions [69].

Application of EASY tool
Chosen application of the EASY tool could be found in [8] in a problem of the shape
optimization of the blades of the Francis turbine or in [101] in the problem of the shape
optimization of the bucket of the Pelton turbine - fig. 1.6.

Fig. 1.6 : Comparison of the Pelton bucket geometries [101].

Conclusion
EASY is a licence-free optimization tool and its advantages/disadvantages are tightly
linked with quality attributes of evolutionary algorithms (EA) - see subsection 1.3.3.
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1.2.3 Nonlinear Optimization by Mesh Adaptive Direct Search
- NOMAD

NOMAD tool is a C++ installation of the Mesh Adaptive Direct Search algorithm
(MADS), which is designed for constrained optimization and uses series of meshes with
various sizes [52], [53].

In short the main goal of every iteration of the MADS algorithm is to create a trial
point on the mesh, that could improve a current best solution. When such iteration fails
to accomplish this improvement, then the next iteration is started on a finer mesh. The
main basis of the MADS algorithm are two crucial steps the search and the poll, which
handles creation of a trial mesh points in the close neighbourhood of the best solution
(crucial core of MADS) [7], [9], [52], [53].

Description of the MADS algorithm
MADS is an iterative algorithm, which tries to locate an optimum of the function 𝑓

over Ω (𝑓Ω) by evaluating 𝑓Ω in the trial points. The algorithm does not need derivatives
or approximations of derivatives of function 𝑓 . Each iteration (denoted by the index 𝑘)
a finite number of trial points is generated, objective function is evaluated in them and
then the function values are compared with the best feasible function value 𝑓Ω(𝑥𝑘) found
so far [7]. Each trial point lies on the mesh constructed by the equation [7]:

𝑀𝑘 =
⋃︁

𝑥∈𝑆𝑘

{𝑥+ Δ𝑚
𝑘 𝐷𝑧 : 𝑧 ∈ N𝑛𝐷}, (1.4)

where Δ𝑚
𝑘 is a mesh size parameter, 𝑛𝐷 is a finite set of directions and 𝑆𝑘 is the set of

points, where the objective function had been evaluated by the start of iteration 𝑘 - fig. 1.7.

Fig. 1.7 : Samples of MADS grids [52].

The crucial objective of each iteration is a localization of the trial point with better
objective function value than the current best 𝑓Ω(𝑥𝑘). Such a trial point is called an
improved mesh point and the iteration is successful. Each iteration is divided into two
main parts. First is called the search step and it allows evaluation of 𝑓Ω at any finite
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number of mesh points. If the search step fails in the improvement of the point with the
best value of the objective function, the second step called the poll must be invoked
before a termination of the current iteration. The poll has a task of a creation of the
trial points around the best current solution. When both, the search and the poll fails in
generating the improved point, then mesh resolution must be increased [7], [53]. MADS
algorithm is illustratively summarized by a pseudocode 1.1 [53].

Code 1.1: MADS pseudocode [53].
1 initialize x_0 as an initial point
2 set iteration k=0
3 while ending criterion is not met
4 SEARCH application (to find better solution than x_(k))
5

6 if SEARCH fails
7 POLL application (to find better solution than x_(k))
8 endif
9

10 if a better solution is found
11 call it x_(k+1) and make coarser mesh
12 else
13 x_(k+1)= x_(k) and refine mesh
14 endif
15

16 update parameters
17 check ending criterion
18 k = k + 1
19 endwhile

Application of NOMAD
NOMAD was exploited for example in [8] and [9] for the shape optimization of a Francis
turbine runner blade. The optimization cycle in [9] used at the beginning of its run low-
fidelity models with a small amount of the design parameters. It created the initial robust
shape. In the end of the cycle were used high-fidelity models with more design parameters
(for a final precise evaluation). In [100] authors designed microfluidic channels in a way
that produces constant strain-rates along the centre of the flow.

Conclusion
NOMAD is the licence-free optimization tool, which lacks graphical user interface, but
could be utilized within Matlab or Python. NOMAD does not need any derivatives of the
objective function and is suitable for the single or bi-objective optimization (shows quality
imperfections in the multi-objective optimization [52]).
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1.3 Utilization of a correct optimization method and
its application

1.3.1 Direct methods
Direct methods, such as Nelder-Mead or EXTREM algorithm, are usually used for
the simpler optimization problems. These algorithms are characterized by a fast conver-
gence and a good effectiveness in the final local search [93]. As a member of the direct
optimization algorithms should be mentioned also Response surface method [31].

1.3.1.1 Nelder - Mead algorithm
Nelder - Mead [66] (NM in short), sometimes known as the Simplex method, is a strai-
ghtforward algorithm, that does not use any derivatives of the examined function. A me-
thod is based on the minimization/maximization of a certain cost function of 𝑛 variables
and the main foundation lies on the comparison of the function values at the (𝑛+1) verti-
ces of the simplex. Every iteration the NM algorithm tries to replace the vertex with the
worst value of the examined function with 4 basic steps: reflection, expansion, contraction
and simplex reduction [58], [66] - the simplex in 2D problem is a triangle. The main steps
of NM algorithm are illustratively shown in fig. 1.8.

Fig. 1.8 : NM algorithm in 2D: reflection, expansion, contraction and reduction [58].

Description of the Nelder - Mead algorithm
The first step of the Nelder - Mead algorithm is a formation of the regular simplex with
a length side 𝑎 [58]:

𝑥𝑗 = 𝑥1 + 𝑝𝑒𝑗 +
∑︁
𝑘 ̸=𝑗

𝑞𝑒𝑘, (1.5)
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where 𝑥1 is a specified point (usually specified by a user), 𝑒𝑘 is a unit matrix and
parameters 𝑝 and 𝑞 are defined as [58]:

𝑝 = 𝑎

𝑛
√

2
(
√︁

(𝑛+ 1) + 𝑛− 1), (1.6)

𝑞 = 𝑎

𝑛
√

2
(
√︁

(𝑛+ 1) − 1), (1.7)

where 𝑛 is a dimension of current optimized problem (a number of variables).

Then the vertices of the simplex must be sorted according to the values of the objective
function and the vertex with worst value must be found. This worst vertex (vertex 𝑥3

in fig. 1.8) is afterwards reflected around a centroid (average value) of remaining points
(first case in fig. 1.8) [58]:

𝑥𝑟 = 𝑥+ 𝜌(𝑥− 𝑥𝑛+1), (1.8)

where 𝑥 = 1
𝑛

∑︀𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 is the centroid and 𝜌 > 0 is a parameter of the reflection.

If newly reflected vertex improves the value of the worst vertex, it means that this direction
is promising and the expansion takes place (second case in fig. 1.8) [58]:

𝑥𝑒 = 𝑥+ 𝜂(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥), (1.9)

where 𝜂 > 1 is a parameter of the expansion.

But if reflection or expansion fails in the improvement of the vertex with the worst value of
objective function, then the contraction (external or internal) must be invoked. External
contraction is described by third case in fig. 1.8 and is defined [58]:

𝑥𝑐 = 𝑥+ 𝛾(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥), (1.10)

similarly the internal contraction [58]:

𝑥𝑐 = 𝑥+ 𝛾(𝑥𝑛+1 − 𝑥), (1.11)

where 𝛾 is a parameter of the contraction (0 < 𝛾 < 1).

If any of the previous steps does not bring the improvement, the simplex reduction must
be applied (fourth case in fig. 1.8) [58]:

𝑣𝑖 = 𝑥1 + 𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥1) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 = 1, . . . , (𝑛+ 1), (1.12)

where 𝜎 is a parameter of simplex reduction (0 < 𝜎 < 1).
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Fig. 1.9 : Aplication of Nelder-Mead algorithm [32], [62].

Application of the Nelder - Mead algorithm
The application of the Nelder - Mead algorithm in the hydraulic machinery could be e.g.:
a diffuser (draft tube) shape optimization problem (fig. 1.9) in a way of maximization of
the coefficient of pressure recovery 𝑐𝑝 found in [32], [62], [64] or [79].

In [86] authors exploited the Nelder-Mead algorithm in an in-house software to produce
a design of the new turbine with the fixed blade runner called a "Mixer"(fig. 1.10).

Fig. 1.10 : CNC machining of "Mixer"(left), installation in the laboratory (right) [86].

Conclusion
It must be noted that the NM algorithm is usually suited for the minimization/maximi-
zation of the functions with 𝑛 ≤ 10 variables [48]. It excels in the computational speed
and straightforwardness (positive attributes in the local search), but lags behind in the
global search of the given problem, mainly thanks to a starting position of the initial
simplex and a simplex size (algorithm could be frequently prone to some local optimum).
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1.3.1.2 EXTREM algorithm
The algorithm EXTREM was introduced in 1982 by H.G. Jacob [38]. This optimization
procedure does not use any derivatives of the examined function. Algorithm is based on
a directional search - a composition of an one dimensional user search direction, orthogonal
direction and their modification [38], [80].

Description of the EXTREM algorithm
EXTREM algorithm could be described on a minimization problem of two variables as
follows: it starts with the initial first search direction. Objective function is approximated
by a polynomial along this direction (fig. 1.11 through points 1-3 and a starting point
𝑐0). Minimal value of the objective function of this approximation must be found (point
4 in fig. 1.11). Afterwards the search continues in the orthogonal direction and once again
this direction is approximated by the polynomial through points 4-6 and once again the
minimal value of the objective function along this orthogonal direction must be found
(point 7 in fig. 1.11). Next step involves a creation of the new direction using a linear
connection between the starting point 𝑐0 and the last found point with the minimal value
of the objective function [21]. Algorithm continues in such way until a certain chosen
ending criterion is met or until the algorithm termination by the user.

Fig. 1.11 : EXTREM method in 2D [21], [38].

Application of the EXTREM algorithm
Applications of the EXTREM algorithm could be found e.g. in [21] in the problem of the
shape optimization of the hydraulic turbine draft tube or in [56], where the algorithm was
used for a creation of a low Reynolds number airfoils.

Conclusion
Same case as the Nelder - Mead method, the EXTREM algorithm excels in speed, but is
frequently trapped in some local optimum.
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1.3.1.3 Response surface methodology
Response surface method/methodology (shortly RSM) was firstly reviewed in 1966
by William J. Hill and William G. Hunter [31]. It employs different statistical, mathema-
tical and graphical processes in a way of a developing, predicting, improving or optimizing
certain procedures based on data from experiments or numerical simulations [23]. RSM
is mentioned in a group of direct methods for a reason of the similar way of finding
global/local optimum - in short: Nelder-Mead utilizes simplexes, EXTREM uses lines and
their modifications and Response surface methodology exploits the approximated response
surfaces from acquired data, which come from the experiments or from the numerical si-
mulations.

Description of the response surface methodology
In the optimization process, the engineer is focused on a response 𝑦 that strongly depends
on the controllable input design variables 𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑘 [65]. The relationship between the
response and the input variables is [65]:

𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑘) + 𝜀, (1.13)

where the true aspects of the response function 𝑓 are usually unknown and often very
complicated. The variable 𝜀 is a statistical error [65]. The unknown true response function
𝑓 (eq. 1.13) must be approximated by an appropriate polynomial → the RSM employs the
first-order or second-order model. In general, the first-order model is defined according
[65] as:

𝜂 = 𝛽0 +
𝑛∑︁

𝑖=1
𝛽𝑖 · 𝑥𝑖, (1.14)

where 𝛽0, 𝛽𝑖 are regression coefficients, 𝑥𝑖 is design variable and 𝜂 is the approximated re-
sponse. Figure 1.12 shows the three-dimensional response surface and the two-dimensional
contour plot for a case of the first-order model [65]:

𝜂 = 50 + 8 · 𝑥1 + 3 · 𝑥2. (1.15)

Fig. 1.12 : Response surface for the first-order model with contour plot [65].
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If there is an interaction between variables 𝑥1, 𝑥2 in eq. 1.15, the mentioned surface
function will change for instance into the form [65]:

𝜂 = 50 + 8 · 𝑥1 + 3 · 𝑥2 − 4 · 𝑥1 · 𝑥2, (1.16)

It must be noted that the component −4 · 𝑥1 · 𝑥2 brings a slight curvature into the
approximated response function - fig. 1.13.

Fig. 1.13 : Response surface for the first-order model with interaction with contours [65].

In general, the second-order model has the form [65]:

𝜂 = 𝛽0 +
𝑛∑︁

𝑖=1
𝛽𝑖 · 𝑥𝑖 +

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛽𝑖𝑖 · 𝑥2
𝑖 +

∑︁
𝑖<𝑗

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛽𝑖𝑗 · 𝑥𝑖 · 𝑥𝑗, (1.17)

where 𝛽0, 𝛽𝑖, 𝛽𝑖𝑖 and 𝛽𝑖𝑗 are regression coefficients, 𝑥𝑖 is design variable and 𝜂 is the
approximated response. Figure 1.14 shows the three-dimensional response surface and the
two-dimensional contour plot for the case of the second-order model [65]:

𝜂 = 50 + 8 · 𝑥1 + 3 · 𝑥2 − 7 · 𝑥2
11 − 3 · 𝑥2

22 − 4 · 𝑥1 · 𝑥2. (1.18)

Fig. 1.14 : Response surface for the second-order model with contours [65].
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According to [65], the second-order model is very adaptive, meaning that it could manifest
a variety of function forms for the response surface. This model is often used in many
practical engineering problems.

It must be noted that from such approximations (fig. 1.12 - 1.14), the optimum could
be easily found by an examination of the functions plots. Another important part of
RSM is also a proper planing of experimental (or numerical) points/designs - so called
experimental strategies (designs of experiments → DoE ) - such as full factorial design,
central composite design, Box-Behnken design or D-optimal design and many more (in
depth described in [23]). These strategies help to locate the optimum by the appropriate
choice of the simulations in the near surroundings of the current best design (function
value).

Application of the response surface method
Application of RSM is countless across the various parts of the industry. While focusing on
the combination of the hydraulic machinery and CFD, these works are worth mentioning:
a task of the shape optimization of stator parts in a way of the maximizing efficiency
(while minimizing turbine power) in [55] or the shape optimization of the mixed-flow
pump with the diffuser for a purpose of finding the proper pump design point [46].

1.3.2 Gradient methods
1.3.2.1 Quasi - Newton methods
The most popular Quasi - Newton method is BFGS. It was proposed independently in
1970 by C. G. Broyden [12], R. Fletcher [22], D. Goldfarb [24] and D. F. Shanno [83].
In comparison with a well-known Newton’s method, BFGS differs in Hessian evaluation
(i.e matrix of second derivations) - does not to be computed directly, approximation is
sufficient. In more detail in [59].

Application of the BFGS algorithm
BFGS was for example applied in a problem of a finding proper shape of the hydraulic
diffuser [32] or in the shape optimization problem of the adapting pipes in [91] - fig.1.15.

Fig. 1.15 : Initial shape of an elbow in the pipe (far left) vs optimized (right) [91].
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Conclusion
BFGS occasionally suffers of inaccuracies, mainly due to a calculation of partial deriva-
tives in a gradient computation. The magnitude of the total computational time shows
similarities, compared to Nelder - Mead method - in a problem of shape optimization of
hydraulic diffuser [32] or in [59] (applied on a Rosenbrock test function - mathematical
point of view).

1.3.2.2 Adjoint approach
Discrete adjoint approach in subsection 1.2.1 was contained inside the commercial soft-
ware called ANSYS Fluent. But in many occasions commercial software with a limited
number of licences is not an option, so engineers programmed adjoint equations (discrete
or continuous) via some chosen programming language such as Python, C++, etc.. This
is plentifully exploited especially in aerodynamic shape optimization problems.

Application of the Adjoint approach
Chosen publication with this type of adjoint application could be found e.g. in: the maxi-
mization of a lift (or the minimization of a drag) in an inviscid and viscous flows problems
in [44], [45]; an aerodynamic shape optimization of the complete aircraft configuration in
[39]; a shape optimization aiming to a reduction of a shock wave in [29] or an airfoil shape
optimization in a transonic flow in [25].

1.3.3 Stochastic methods
Robust methods, such as Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) / Genetic Algorithm (GA) or
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) and their various modifications, are nowadays extre-
mely popular and exploited in the shape optimization problems, because they offer a lot of
convenient features, such as great global search ability or lower tendencies to be trapped
in some local optimum.

1.3.3.1 Evolutionary algorithm/Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithms (GA) were developed in the 60-70s at the Michigan university,
where they were used for solving problems in a field of an artificial intelligence [48].

The main idea, which is connected with the EA/GA algorithms is to search for some
optimal solutions using an analogy to the evolution/genetic theory. During the iteration of
EA/GA algorithm, the genes or the decision variables are treated using various operators,
such as selection, mutation, (re)combination or crossover, to create new populations with
new sets of modified parameters, that could lead to the improvement of the examined
function [93].

Application of Evolutionary algorithm/Genetic algorithms
Utilizations of EA/GA are introduced in e.g.: the shape optimization of the draft tube in
[21]; the multi-objective shape optimization of the cetrifugal pump in [81]; the shape opti-
mization of the GAMM Francis turbine runner in [17]. A software using CFD simulations
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and evolutionary algorithm with neural networks and surrogate models could be found in
[51], where it is used for the shape optimization of the Francis turbine runner. Authors
in [99] deeply investigated the problem of finding the proper shape of a pump turbine
impeller - they designed a runner with high lean angle of the blade with high hydraulic
efficiency (fig. 1.16).

Fig. 1.16 : Pump turbine shape optimization [99].

Another utilization of the GA algorithm could be found in [54] - a shape optimization
problem of a valve shape in a micro cross-flow turbine (fig. 1.17).

Fig. 1.17 : Valve shape optimization - original and optimized design [54].

1.3.3.2 Particle swarm optimization
Particle swarm optimization is population based stochastic optimization method de-
veloped by J. Kennedy and R. Eberhart [42] in 1995. This method is strongly inspired by
the social behaviour of fish schooling, bird flocking or swarming theory in particular. In
more detail in section 2.4.

Application of Particle swarm optimization algorithm
Chosen applications of the PSO algorithm in the field of the shape optimization could be
found e.g. in [63] or in [64] in the problem of designing the proper shape of the hydraulic
turbine diffuser, based on the maximization of the coefficient of pressure recovery 𝑐𝑝.
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Exploitation of the PSO algorithm in the axial pump impeller problem is shown in [60].
PSO utilization for the designing of a hull of the ship could be found in [35].

1.3.3.3 Artificial bee colony
Artificial bee colony (ABC) [41] is the latest meta heuristic (stochastic) method that
is based on the animal behaviour. It was developed in year 2007 by D. Karaboga and
B. Basturk. The algorithm mimics the foraging behaviour of a randomly distributed bee
colony, which searches the best source of food (nectar) in the specific target area (clear
influence of the Particle swarm optimization). The bee colony is divided into three groups:
worker (employed) bees, scout bees and onlooker bees. In the algorithm, the source of food
represents some solution of the optimization problem, a quantity of food indicates fitness
value of the source and a number of bee workers matches with possible solutions [18].

Application of Artificial bee colony
ABC application in the hydraulic machinery could be found e.g. in the problem of the
shape optimization of the centrifugal pump impeller in [18]. Derakhshan et al. also used
the Artificial Bee Colony for the designig of the blades of a wind turbine in [19]. Such
blades of the wind turbine are shown in fig. 1.18, where the output geometry from ABC
optimization and the real manufactured model are compared.

Fig. 1.18 : Impeller of wind turbine - a) output from optimization, b) real model [19].

Slightly modified ABC algorithm called AsBeC (Artificial super-Bee enhanced Colony)
was applied on an airfoil shape optimization problem in the turbomachinery field of the
interest, which could be found in [5].

Conclusion for stochastic methods
All of the presented stochastic methods excel in the robustness and great global search,
thanks to the size choice of the optimizing populations and the random population dis-
tribution in the whole given computational area. Due to these facts, they have a better
chance to find a proper optimum and avoid tendencies to a premature convergence to some
local optimum. But it must be mentioned, that the larger populations go hand in hand
with the higher computational time, so a right and useful compromise must be found,
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especially when a certain method is coupled with CFD. So an opportunity open here for
a collaboration and a combination of two methods e.g. the robust PSO in a beginning of
the optimization algorithm and the fast Nelder - Mead in the end of the algorithm [64].

In this brief conclusion lies a foundation for answering the question: why was the
Particle swarm optimization algorithm chosen as the basis of the presented optimi-
zation tool? The answer could be simply summarized into the following three statements:
robustness, global search, uncomplicated algorithm.
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2 THEORY
This chapter covers a mathematical basis around the chosen Particle swarm optimization
method, which was used for the impeller shape optimization. First mathematical con-
cepts are described, which are tied with the optimization in general (the global and local
optimum, the optimization problem), then the main type of a curve for a model parame-
trization is set - Bézier curve is outlined. After that, the main BladeGen definitions are
briefly explained and in the end, the basic equations of the Particle swarm optimization
and Pareto principles are shown together with basics from CFD.

2.1 Basic mathematical concepts
Global minimum and maximum
Be a function 𝑓 : R𝑛 → R; Ω ⊆ 𝐷𝑓 ; 𝐴 ∈ Ω. Then [59]:

• 𝑓 has in a point 𝐴 global maximum on Ω, when ∀𝑥 ∈ Ω holds 𝑓(𝑥) ≤ 𝑓(𝐴)
• 𝑓 has in a point 𝐴 global minimum on Ω, when ∀𝑥 ∈ Ω holds 𝑓(𝐴) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥)

The difference between the local and global minimum is captured in a graphical represen-
tation of the function of two variables 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) in fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1 : Global vs. local minimum.

Optimization problem
The optimization problem (finding a minimum in this paragraph) is a problem of finding
such x* ∈ 𝑀 , that for any x ∈ 𝑀 is true [36]:

𝑓(x*) ≤ 𝑓(x); ∀x ∈ 𝑀, (2.1)

where the continuous function 𝑓 : 𝑀 → R is called an objective function, or a cost
function and 𝑀 is a set of acceptable solutions. If 𝑀 = R𝑛 , then we talk about an
unconstrained optimization. In the case, that x ∈ Ω, Ω ⊂ R𝑛 , optimization changes
to a constrained, where Ω is called a constraint set or a feasible set [36].
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General multi-objective optimization problem [15]
General multi-objective optimization problem is a problem of finding such
x* = (𝑥*

1, 𝑥
*
2, . . . , 𝑥

*
𝑛)𝑇 , which satisfies 𝑚 inequality constraints [15]:

𝑔𝑖(x) ≥ 0; 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑚, (2.2)

𝑝 equality constraints [15]:

ℎ𝑖(x) = 0; 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝, (2.3)

and will optimize function [15]:

𝑓(x) = [𝑓1(x), 𝑓2(x), . . . , 𝑓𝑘(x)], (2.4)

where x = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛)𝑇 is a vector of variables.

2.2 Bézier curves
Bézier curves (fig. 2.2) are famous parametric curves, which are frequently used in various
technical areas. Among the founders belong P. E. Bézier and independently on him P. de
Casteljau [59].

Fig. 2.2 : Bézier curves.

The general equation of the Bézier curve with 𝑛 + 1 control points 𝑃0, 𝑃1, 𝑃2, . . ., is
defined as [59]:

𝑄(𝑡) =
𝑛∑︁

𝑖=0
𝑃𝑖𝐵

𝑛
𝑖 (𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ ⟨0, 1⟩, (2.5)

where 𝐵𝑛
𝑖 (𝑡) are Bernstein polynomials, which serve as a basis for Bézier curve. Bern-

stein polynomials are defined [59]:

𝐵𝑛
𝑖 (𝑡) =

(︃
𝑛

𝑖

)︃
𝑡𝑖(1 − 𝑡)𝑛−𝑖. (2.6)

The crucial attributes of the Bézier curves are primarily: the first and the last control
point are endpoints of the curve; the beginning and the end of the curve is tangent to the
first and last section of the control polyline (fig. 2.2); first derivative of the Bézier curve is
another Bézier curve (lower degree); position change of one control point causes a shape
change of the whole curve [59].
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2.3 BladeGen definitions
Two main BladeGen variables 𝑀 and 𝜃, which are later extensively exploited in the
following sections of this doctoral thesis, must be properly explained for a better under-
standing of several key elements of the presented optimization tool.

M definition
The variable 𝑀 represents in BladeGen a distance along a meridional curve, which is
defined as [4]:

𝑑𝑀 =
√
𝑑𝑅2 + 𝑑𝑍2, (2.7)

where 𝑅 is a radial location and 𝑍 is an axial direction.

M-prime definition
The variable 𝑀 ′ represents in BladeGen a radius normalized distance along the meridional
curve, which is defined as [4]:

𝑑𝑀 ′ =
√
𝑑𝑅2 + 𝑑𝑍2

𝑟
= 𝑑𝑀

𝑟
, (2.8)

where 𝑅 is the radial location, 𝑍 is the axial direction and 𝑟 is the reference radius.

𝜃 - angle definition
The variable 𝜃 - angle represents in BladeGen a rotation around Z axis from X towards
Y axis (right hand rule), which is defined as [4]:

𝑑𝜃 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛽) · 𝑑𝑀 ′, (2.9)

where 𝛽 is the angle of the blade and 𝑀 ′ the radius normalized distance along the meri-
dional curve.
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2.4 Particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSOA)
Particle swarm optimization was introduced by J. Kennedy and R. C. Eberhart in 1995.
This method was discovered through a simulation of a simplified social model and focuses
its energy on behaviour study of various animals such as fish schooling, bird flocking and
swarm theory in particular [42].

The Particle swarm optimization algorithm uses the swarm of particles randomly dis-
tributed in a computational area (some problems need a bounded computational area to
ensure a meaningful behaviour of the swarm [63]). Individual swarm members exchange
crucial information mainly about their velocities (step sizes), positions and values of exa-
mined function (fitnesses) [42]. Velocity in PSOA is not a velocity in physical point of
view, it represents only the size of the potential particle movement.

Every particle in PSOA is handled as a point in 𝑛-dimensional space. The 𝑖-th particle
is 𝑋1 = (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, . . . , 𝑥𝑖𝑛). The best previous position of any member of the swarm is
recorded and is represented as 𝑃1 = (𝑝𝑖1, 𝑝𝑖2, . . . , 𝑝𝑖𝑛) and velocity (step size precisely)
is 𝑉1 = (𝑣𝑖1, 𝑣𝑖2, . . . , 𝑣𝑖𝑛). Particle with the best value of examined function (GBEST) is
marked by index 𝑔 (see eq. 2.10) [20], [84].
Generally there are two basic particle swarm optimization concepts [20]:

• Global best particle swarm optimization (GBEST model)
• Local best particle swarm optimization (LBEST model)

and the crucial difference between these two basic models is in a swarm topology.

Fig. 2.3 : GBEST model vs. LBEST model [43].

In Global best model (fig. 2.3) all particles in the swarm are directly connected to the best
value of examined function, but in Local best model (fig. 2.3) is every particle influenced
by only a few neighbouring particles – typical number of neighbours is 2 – ring lattice
[20].

2.4.1 Global best PSO
In this model is the basic movement of the particles characterized by following equation
[20], [84]:

𝑣𝑖𝑛 = 𝑤 · 𝑣𝑖𝑛 + 𝑐1 · 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() · (𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛) + 𝑐2 ·𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑() · (𝑝𝑔𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛), (2.10)

where 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are positive constants; 𝑤 is inertia weight, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() and 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑() are
two random vectors from range (0, 1); 𝑣𝑖𝑛 is the velocity (step size) of the 𝑖-th particle;
𝑥𝑖𝑛 is a current position of the 𝑖-th particle; 𝑝𝑖𝑛 is the best previous position of the 𝑖-th
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particle (personal best); 𝑝𝑔𝑛 is the position of the certain particle with the best value of
the examined function in the whole swarm (GBEST). It must be noted that the velocity in
eq. 2.10 is not the velocity from the physical point of view, it represents possible particle
displacement (step size).

Particle positions are afterwards computed according to equation [20], [84]:

𝑥𝑖𝑛 = 𝑥𝑖𝑛 + 𝑣𝑖𝑛. (2.11)

Global best PSO could be summarized by pseudocode 2.1, which is written down bellow.

Code 2.1: Pseudocode for PSO [84].
1 initialize swarm position (random)
2 function evaluation
3 find GBEST
4 initialize velocity (with zeroes)
5

6 iteration = 1
7 while iteration < max_iteration
8 for i=1: no_particles % number of particles
9 calculate velocity

10 update position
11 function evaluation
12 find GBEST
13 update pbest ( personal best)
14 endfor
15 iteration = iteration + 1
16 endwhile

2.4.2 Local best PSO

This model differs only in velocity calculation [20], [84]:

𝑣𝑖𝑛 = 𝑤 · 𝑣𝑖𝑛 + 𝑐1 · 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() · (𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛) + 𝑐2 ·𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑() · (𝑝𝑙𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛), (2.12)

where 𝑝𝑙𝑛 is the position of the certain particle with the best value of the examined
function in the the specified neighbourhood (LBEST).

It must be noted, that PSO excels in single-objective optimization [63], but in multi-
objective optimization must be slightly modified [14], [60]. This modification involves
a Pareto principle [15] and is further introduced in section 2.5.
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2.4.3 Main PSO parameters
Inertia weight w
Authors in [84] introduced inertia weight w. This parameter is used to set an equilibrium
between the local and global search of the current optimizing swarm. Parameter 𝑤 could
be treated usually by two potential manners: constant [84] or adaptive [6], [85], [98].

Parameters c1 and c2

PSO parameter c1 stands for a “self-cognition”. The main task of c1 is to ensure a diversity
of the swarm (basically it pushes particles to inspect whole computational area) [42]. On
the other hand, PSO parameter c2 is a representative of a “social influence”. Parameter
c2 compels the swarm to converge to the current global best solution of the optimizing
function [42]. These parameters could be treated once again in two possible ways: constant
[42] or adaptive [6], [98].

Population size
Authors in [33] recommend population size between 10 and 40 (this issue was tested in
single objective problem, mostly on mathematical functions with several variables). In
[63] there were tested populations of five and ten members as the smallest feasible swarms
in a single objective problem with two and four variables. A specific size of the swarm
cannot be precisely determined, because it strongly relies on a number of variables and
on a character of the examined (optimized) problem.

2.4.4 PSO application - mathematical test function
To get a better idea of how the Particle Swarm optimization algorithm works, it is advisa-
ble to apply this optimization algorithm to some mathematical test functions. There are
a plenty of the test functions with various shapes and with different values and locations
of the global optima, such as e.g. Rosenbrock function [78] or Ackley function [1] (in
more detail in [95]). The utilization of the Global best PSOA on Rosenbrock function was
examined in a previous work [64], which deals with the combination of the Global best
PSO and the Nelder-Mead algorithm in the shape optimization problem. Ackley function
(fig. 2.4) was chosen as the testing example for this doctoral thesis. It has the global op-
timum located in the position [0, 0]/, [𝑥− 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑦− 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛] with the functional value
equals to 0. Ackley function also posses multiple local optima, which could sufficiently
mimic some complicated engineering shape optimization problem.

Examined Ackley function is defined for the two variables 𝑥 and 𝑦 as follows [1]:

𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = −20 · 𝑒𝑥𝑝

⎡⎣−0.2
√︃
𝑥2 + 𝑦2

2

⎤⎦− 𝑒𝑥𝑝
[︂
𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝑥+ 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝑦

2

]︂
+ 20 + 𝑒. (2.13)

Function limitations were set for practical visualization purposes to (−6, 6) for both, x-axis
and y-axis.
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Fig. 2.4 : Ackley function in 3D and contour plot - visualized by GNU Octave.

The application of the Global Best version of the Particle swarm optimization algorithm
is shown in fig. 2.5. The swarm had 25 individuals with the main parameters - 𝑤 = 0.8
(linear decrease), 𝑐1,2 = 2 . Total number of iterations was set to 100.

Fig. 2.5 : Global best PSO application - Ackley function.
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The Global best PSOA starts with the randomly generated set of the individuals in
the whole given computational area (in fig. 2.5 represented as crosses). The global best
individual must be found in every iteration of the optimization algorithm (in fig. 2.5
portrayed by the white cross). Such individual has the lowest functional value of the test
function (Ackley function), which is described by the eq. 2.13. The particles move during
the run of the algorithm towards the Global best individual and subsequently toward the
global optimum, which lies in [0, 0].

An important part of the PSOA is a proper parameter selection (see subsection 2.4.3),
namely the inertia weight 𝑤, PSO parameters 𝑐1, 𝑐2 and the population size.

Fig. 2.6 : PSO parameter tuning - Ackley function.
Figure 2.6 maps suitable/unsuitable sets of mentioned parameters, while thoroughly

exploring Ackley function. The inertia weight 𝑤 was picked from an interval ⟨0.1, 0.9⟩,
on the other hand parameters 𝑐1, 𝑐2 (𝑐1 = 𝑐2) lied in ⟨0.1, 3⟩. Four population sizes were
utilized (3, 5, 10, 25) in 25 different runs (100 iterations) of the Global best PSOA for
each combination of 𝑤 and 𝑐1, 𝑐2 (𝑐1 = 𝑐2). After that, a mean value of the 25 global
best individuals (of their functional values) was calculated and subsequently plotted for
a purpose of the contour graph creation (fig. 2.6). Such parameter study shows a diagonal
valley-like area of the suitable parameter combinations, which get wider with the increase
of the population size (dark blue color).
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2.5 Multi-objective particle swarm optimization
In [15] authors proposed an approach, in which Pareto dominance is utilized within the
Particle swarm optimization algorithm. This approach improved and upgraded algorithm
found in section 2.4 in a way of a possible multi-objective optimization. Basically it means,
that shape designs are evaluated purely based on two or more objectives - in our case it
was hydraulic efficiency and pump head.

2.5.1 Basic concepts [15]
Pareto optimal [15]
A point x* ∈ Ω is Pareto optimal if for every x ∈ Ω and 𝐼 = {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘} either:

𝑓𝑖(x) = 𝑓𝑖(x*); ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, (2.14)

or there is at least one 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 such that

𝑓𝑖(x) < 𝑓𝑖(x*). (2.15)

Basically, the point x* is Pareto optimal, if does not exist such x, which would increase
some objective without causing concurrent decrease of at least one another objective.

Pareto dominant [15]
A vector u = (𝑢1, . . . , 𝑢𝑘) dominates vector v = (𝑣1, . . . , 𝑣𝑘) (u ⪰ v), if:

∀𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑘} : 𝑢𝑖 ≥ 𝑣𝑖 ∧ ∃𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑘} : 𝑢𝑖 > 𝑣𝑖. (2.16)

Pareto optimal set [77]
The Pareto optimal set 𝒫* is defined as:

𝒫* = {x ∈ ℱ|x 𝑖𝑠 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑜 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙; ℱ 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠}. (2.17)

Pareto front [77]
The Pareto front 𝒫ℱ* is defined as:

𝒫ℱ* = {𝑓(x) ∈ R𝑘|x ∈ 𝒫*}. (2.18)

The concepts, which are described above, could be characterized and implemented in
bi-objective optimization problem - fig. 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7 : Schematic representation of Pareto concept in bi-objective problem [47].

2.5.2 Main algorithm
The fundamental movement of particles for Multi-objective particle swarm optimization
(shortly MOPSO) is captured by equation [15]:

𝑣𝑖𝑛 = 𝑤 · 𝑣𝑖𝑛 + 𝑐1 · 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() · (𝑝𝑖𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛) + 𝑐2 ·𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑() · (𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛), (2.19)

where 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are positive constants; 𝑤 is inertia weight, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() and 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑() are
two random vectors from range (0, 1); 𝑣𝑖𝑛 is the velocity (step size) of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ particle;
𝑥𝑖𝑛 is a current position of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ particle; 𝑝𝑖𝑛 is the best previous position of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ
particle (personal best); 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑛 is a leader particle selected from an external archive. Particle
positions are afterwards computed by rule [15]:

𝑥𝑖𝑛 = 𝑥𝑖𝑛 + 𝑣𝑖𝑛. (2.20)

External archive
The major task of the external archive (repository) is to keep records of the nondominated
solutions, which were found during the optimization cycle [15]. The external repository
consists of two main parts: the repository controller and the grid [15].

Repository controller [15]: The controller decides, when a certain solution is suitable for
archive or not. Solutions, which are not dominated, are each iteration of the algorithm
compared against solutions, which are already stored in external depository. The archive
is empty at first, so current solution is accepted at the beginning of the algorithm (case 1
in fig. 2.8). If some new solution is dominated by some member from the external archive,
then this solution is automatically discarded (case 2 in fig. 2.8). On the other hand, if
none of the solutions stored in the external repository dominates the new solution, then
the new solution is placed into the archive (case 3 in fig. 2.8). If there are solutions in the
archive that are dominated by the new solution, then these solutions are deleted from the
repository (cases 4 in fig. 2.8). Ultimately, if the external archive is full, the adaptive grid
procedure must take place (case 5 in fig. 2.8) [15].
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Fig. 2.8 : Archive cases [15].

Adaptive grid [15]: The grid maintains well-distributed Pareto front - serves in selection
of a particle leader and later in a deletion of redundant particles in archive. Simple grid
of a constant number of nodes always encloses particles in external archive. This enclosed
area is divided by the grid into several rectangle sub areas. Each sub areas with particle(s)
are provided by a chosen weight factor. Value of the weight factor is set according to the
next algorithm procedure - leader selection or particle deletion.

Leader repn selection [15]: Leader repn is chosen from external repository by a roulette-
wheel selection. Every sub area with a particle(s) is provided with the weight factor - sub
areas with one particle have greater weight values compared to sub areas with multiple
particles.

Particle deletion [15]: Redundant particles are deleted by similar principle, which was
used in the leader selection. Sub areas with multiple particles has greater weight factor
compared to sub areas with only one particle.

Roulette wheel selection [15]: Roulette wheel selection assigns probability values propor-
tional to a fitness of each individual (particle, design). After that, roulette selects from
such distribution - fit individuals get a better chance of being selected, on the other hand
less-fit individuals get lower chances. Fitness of each particle is calculated according to
chosen function, which will be described in section 4 called Shape optimization procedure.
The main task of roulette wheel selection is to maintain diversity of the optimization
procedure (avoid premature swarm convergence).

MOPSO pseudocode
MOPSO behaviour could be described by following pseudocode 2.2.
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Code 2.2: Pseudocode for MOPSO [15].
1 initialize swarm position (random) and velocities (zero)
2 function evaluation
3 create the external archive and the grid
4

5 iteration = 1
6 while iteration < max_iteration
7 for i=1: no_particles % number of particles
8 select leader from the external archive
9 calculate velocity

10 update position
11 function evaluation
12 mutation **
13 update pbest ( personal best)
14 endfor
15 update external archive and external grid
16 iteration = iteration + 1
17 endwhile

**Authors in [15] proposed mutation within MOPSO algorithm to maintain the better
diversity of the swarm. This operation is a characteristic part of Evolutionary/Genetic
algorithms and has an analogy to biological mutation - it alters one or more (or all)
particle parameters in a way which could lead to a discovery of the optimal solution.

It must be noted that maintaining "healthy" diversity is an important task in po-
pulation based algorithms (and in optimization algorithm in general), usually to avoid
population stuck in some local (not best) optimum. Diversity brings an opportunity to
free population from such local optimum and search on in given computational area.

2.6 Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
The first indications of Computational fluid dynamics (shortly CFD) are shown in early
70s. Such acronym stands for a combination of numerical mathematics, physics and com-
puter sciences applied to simulate fluid flows in miscellaneous environments using various
commercial or non-commercial software [10]. Presented thesis and afterwards optimization
software is focusing on commercial package from ANSYS called CFX, which has excellent
attributes and advantages in the field of the rotary hydraulic machines.

One of the most used approaches for modelling (simulating) mentioned turbulent flows
of the fluid is with an employment of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations
(RANS in short) or unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations (URANS) to-
gether with specific turbulence model and wall function. But before mentioning URANS
equations a concept of Reynolds-averaging must be explained. Such process separates the
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variable e.g. 𝑣 into two parts - the average 𝑣 and the fluctuating 𝑣′ (fig. 2.9) with
specific matematical rules and conditions around them, see in detail in [3].

Fig. 2.9 : Average and fluctuating part of the variable [3].

The unsteady RANS equations (with help of Einstein summation convention) for the flow
of a viscous incompressible fluid are written [3]:

𝜕𝑣𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜕𝑣𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝑣𝑗 = −1
𝜌

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖

+ 𝜈
𝜕2𝑣𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑗𝜕𝑥𝑗

− 𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗

(𝑣′
𝑖𝑣

′
𝑗) + 𝑔𝑖, (2.21)

𝜕𝑣𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖

= 0, (2.22)

where 𝑣 [𝑚/𝑠] is fluid velocity, 𝑝 [𝑃𝑎] is pressure, 𝑡 [𝑠] is time, 𝜈 [𝑚2/𝑠] is kinematic
viscosity, 𝑥 [𝑚] is position and 𝜌 [𝑘𝑔/𝑚3] is fluid density and 𝑔𝑖 [𝑚/𝑠2] is external acce-
leration (gravitational, etc.). By Reynolds-averaging process a Reynolds stress tensor
appears [3]:

𝜏𝑖𝑗 = 𝜌𝑣,
𝑖𝑣

,
𝑗, (2.23)

which is in general unknown and makes URANS equations unsolvable. Such problem
could be estimated by utilizing Boussinesque hypothesis of a closure problem with employ-
ing correct type of the turbulence model.

2.6.1 Turbulence modelling
There are several ways, how to model mentioned Reynolds stress tensor using Boussine-
sque hypothesis of the closure problem. In this thesis was primarily used a two-equation
approach [3]:

𝑣,
𝑖𝑣

,
𝑗 = −2𝑣𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑗 + 2

3𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑘, (2.24)

where 𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 1
2(𝜕𝑣𝑖

𝑥𝑗
+ 𝜕𝑣𝑗

𝑥𝑖
) is the strain-rate tensor, 𝑣𝑡 is turbulent viscosity, 𝑘 = 1

2𝑣
,
𝑖𝑣

,
𝑗 is

turbulent kinetic energy. The most common two-equations models are 𝑘 − 𝜖 (which was
utilized in the presented optimization software) and 𝑘 − 𝜔, in more detail in [3].

The 𝑘− 𝜖 model shows a stable and numerically robust regime and brings a favourable
compromise between the computational accuracy and the global robustness [4].
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2.6.2 Computational mesh
Every computational domain must be discretized into smaller geometric shapes in order
of a proper application of RANS/URANS equations for the numerical solution by a finite
volume method and correct fluid flow capturing. In presented thesis are utilized hexahedral
an tetrahedral computational meshes - fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2.10 : Types of utilized computational grids (tetrahedral vs. hexahedral type).

A lot of fluid flow problems utilized complicated shapes. A generation of structured mesh,
which consists of the hexahedral elements, is for such geometries very time expensive
and sometimes impossible. This fact is a primary motivation for employing unstructured
meshes, which are based on the tetrahedral cells. Other problems of structured mesh
application are often mesh quality issues, high number of cells in inappropriate areas. On
the other hand structured meshes excel in better computational convergence compared
to the unstructured mesh [4].

ANSYS commercial software was used for the mesh creation, namely: ICEM CFD and
TurboGrid for the structured computational grids and ANSYS Meshing for the unstructu-
red computational grids.
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3 1D PUMP DESIGN
Following text deals with the determination and aftewards the calculation of the main
radial pump impeller dimensions and outlines the basic terminology, which is connected
to such computational process. This chapter utilized and exploited a knowledge and ob-
servation mainly from [26], [27], [71], [72], [74], [90] in a strict and complex procedure,
which is implemented in presented optimization software.

3.1 Centrifugal radial pump
Pumps are mechanical devices that are used to transport fluids from point A to point B.
Pumps are based on a transformation of a mechanical energy (from a motor) to a hydraulic
energy, which consists of kinetic and pressure energies. Simple one stage centrifugal pump
consists of (fig. 3.1): 1 impeller, 2 shaft, 3 volute (spiral case), 4 suction chamber, 5 pump
bearing, 6 stern gland, 7 blade, 8 gasket [71].

Fig. 3.1 : One stage radial centrifugal pump with volute [71].

The radial pump impeller is usually described by its hub, shroud (there are pumps
without a shroud → semi open type of impeller) and blade with trailing and leading
edges - fig. 3.2. Blade experiences high pressure and low pressure states along its length,
so from this perspective blade could be divided into a pressure and suction side [26].

Fig. 3.2 : Pump layout [26].
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3.2 Performance data - basic pump parameters and
characteristics

The performance data of the radial centrifugal pump (and pumps in general) are defined
by seven main variables, namely [26]:

Pump head (Pump specific energy) H (Y) 𝑚 (𝐽/𝑘𝑔)
Flow rate Q 𝑚3/𝑠

Power P 𝑊

Rotational speed (RPM) n 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1

Total efficiency 𝜂c − or %
Critical net positive suction head NPSH3 𝑚

Energy dissipation D 𝑊

When the flow rate 𝑄 of the pump changes its value, the head 𝐻, the power 𝑃 and the
efficiency 𝜂𝑐 or 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 change its value as well. This fact creates main pump charac-
teristics as dependencies against the flow rate 𝑄 - fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.3 : Pump characteristics with system characteristic 𝐻𝐴 [26].

For our optimization purposes will the total efficiency 𝜂𝑐 be substituted by the hydraulic
efficiency 𝜂ℎ, where volumetric and disk friction losses are not included. In presented
optimization software chosen dependencies will be created only from the three values of
the flow rate. Such a restriction is caused by a time-consuming nature of CFD simulations
and by limited computational resources of department’s cluster KAPLAN, which was
employed in the optimization process.

3.2.1 Flow rate
The pump flow rate 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is defined as a volume of fluid, which the pump delivers to
its outlet per a time unit [71].
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3.2.2 Pump specific energy / Pump head

The specific energy 𝑌 [𝐽/𝑘𝑔] is defined as an energy per mass unit delivered by the pump.
𝑌 equals to an increment of the specific energy between the pump inlet and outlet [71]:

𝑌 = 𝑔 ·𝐻 = 𝑌2 − 𝑌0 = 𝑝2

𝜌
+ 𝑣2

2 + 𝑔 · 𝑦2 −
(︃
𝑝0

𝜌
+ 𝑣0

2 + 𝑔 · 𝑦0

)︃
, (3.1)

where 𝐻 [𝑚] is the pump head, 𝑝2 [𝑃𝑎] is an average static pressure at the pump
outlet, 𝑝0 [𝑃𝑎] is an average static pressure at the pump inlet, 𝑣2 [𝑚/𝑠] is an average
velocity at the pump outlet, 𝑣0 [𝑚/𝑠] is an average velocity at the pump inlet, 𝑦2 [𝑚] is
a height at the pump outlet (with respect to some reference point), 𝑦0 [𝑚] is a height at
the pump outlet (with respect to some reference point) and 𝑔 [𝑚/𝑠2] is a gravitational
acceleration and 𝜌 [𝑘𝑔/𝑚3] is a fluid density. For our purposes was eq. 3.1 reshaped into
a form:

𝐻 = 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,2 − 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,0

𝜌 · 𝑔
, (3.2)

where 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,2 [𝑃𝑎] is a total pressure at the pump outlet, 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,0 [𝑃𝑎] is a total pressure
at the pump inlet. It must be noted that the total pressure is composed of a static and
a dynamic pressures.

To be absolutely complete an Euler’s pump equation must be added to this section.
Euler’s pump equation characterizes change of the pump specific energy [27]:

𝑌2 − 𝑌0

𝜂ℎ

= 𝑢2 · 𝑐𝑢2 − 𝑢0 · 𝑐𝑢0, (3.3)

where 𝜂ℎ [−] is the hydraulic efficiency of the pump, 𝑢2 [𝑚/𝑠] is a circumferential
velocity at the impeller outlet, 𝑢0 [𝑚/𝑠] is a circumferential velocity at the impeller inlet,
𝑐𝑢2 [𝑚/𝑠] a circumferential component of an absolute velocity at the impeller outlet and
𝑐𝑢0 [𝑚/𝑠] a circumferential component of an absolute velocity at the impeller inlet.

3.2.3 Power

The power 𝑃 [𝑊 ] is defined as a ratio of a useful power and the total efficiency 𝜂𝑐 [−] (in
more detail in sec. 3.4.3) [71]:

𝑃 = 𝜌 ·𝑄 · 𝑌
𝜂𝑐

, (3.4)

where 𝜌 [𝑘𝑔/𝑚3] is the fluid density, 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate, 𝑌 [𝐽/𝑘𝑔] is the pump
specific energy.
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3.2.4 Energy dissipation
The energy dissipation 𝐷 [𝑊 ] is derived from a calculation of the hydraulic efficiency
𝜂𝐻 [−] [27]:

𝐷 = 𝜌 ·𝑄 · 𝑌 · 1 − 𝜂𝐻

𝜂𝐻

, (3.5)

where 𝜌 [𝑘𝑔/𝑚3] is the fluid density, 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate, 𝑌 [𝐽/𝑘𝑔] is the pump
specific energy.

3.3 Unfavourable phenomena in centrifugal pumps
As it was already been mentioned, in the shape optimization process within the pump
machinery, the engineer must find the proper design that satisfies chosen parameters and
respects limiting aspects of the explored problem. But in such process there are certain
flow phenomena, which negatively influence correct behaviour of the pump - particularly
negatively effect the hydraulic efficiency and the pump head. The main unfavourable
phenomena inside the centrifugal radial pump (and in pumps in general) are summarized
in following three sections.

3.3.1 Secondary flow
Secondary flow negatively affects the main pump characteristics (fig. 3.3) and can also
cause a noise or even vibrations. Such flow could be divided by a location in the pump into
the three groups: at pump’s inlet/outlet - fig. 3.4; inside the flow channel of the impeller
- fig. 3.5 and the secondary flow outside the impeller - e.g. in the volute.

Fig. 3.4 : Flow recirculation [26].

Fig. 3.4 describes an effect called recirculation, which can occur at impeller inlet or out-
let. During the recirculation at pump’s inlet the liquid always flows back on a streamline
near shroud (outer streamline) from the impeller to the suction chamber. The rate of the
recirculation increases with the flow rate reduction. It must be noted that a useful way of
an accurate prediction of such phenomenon has not been found yet [26].

The recirculation could also develop at the impellers outlet with a direction from the
stator (static domain) into the impeller (moving domain). An interaction between the
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stator and the impeller brings an immoderate flow deceleration, which leads to a creation
of the recirculation [26].

Fig. 3.5 : Secondary flow in the impeller [28], [37].

The uneven pressure and velocity distribution in the flow channel of the centrifugal pump
impeller generates a local vortex that rotates in an opposite direction than the impeller
rotation (fig. 3.5). This secondary flow occurs especially in the low specific speed pumps or
by using the pump in non-optimal regimes. The local swirl (fig. 3.5) results in a decreasing
of a value of the 𝛽2 angle, which leads to a change of the specific energy (pump head) of
the pump according to eq. 3.3 [61].

The secondary flow in the simple centrifugal radial pump with the volute can occur
also near a volute’s tongue (cutwater) - mainly due to a non-optimal values of the flow
rate.

3.3.2 Flow separation

The secondary flow in the centrifugal radial pump is not the only unfavourable pheno-
menon that affects the pump head and efficiency. Among others belong an effect called
flow separation (in more detail e.g. in [76] - fig. 3.6). The separation of the flow occurs
in the locations, where the liquid flows around a solid obstruction - the blades in the
pump impeller. As a result of the flow separation (and the blade thickness) is a change of
the pump’s flow cross-section, which leads to a velocity change and afterwards change of
a pressure distribution inside the pump’s flow channel [61].

Fig. 3.6 : Flow separation near blade profile [103].
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3.3.3 Cavitation
Cavitation is a phenomenon characterized by a formation and afterwards implosion of
cavitation bubbles (cavitas) in the liquid [68] - fig. 3.7. Bubble, which is filled with vapour,
is formed when the static pressure in a flow decreases its value to the vapour pressure due
to high velocities in current stream. Vapour cavity implodes as soon as is moved into the
regions, where the static pressure is higher than the vapour pressure (this could be in the
flow stream or on the walls of blades or shroud/hub). A development of the cavitation
causes changes of the head and efficiency of the pump, creates noise and vibrations and
even cavitation erosion [26].

Fig. 3.7 : Cavitaion bubble (cavity implosion) [26].

Cavitation erosion (fig. 3.8) of material takes place only when the hydrodynamic cavitation
intensity (HCI) surpasses the cavitation resistance (CR) of the material for a certain
period of time. Hydrodynamic cavitation intensity is dependant on the current flow (and
flow attributes), on the other hand cavitation resistance is strictly material quantity. The
term hydrodynamic cavitation intensity is utilized for the totality of the implosion energy
of all cavities [26].

Fig. 3.8 : Cavitaion erosion [104].
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3.4 Design methods and variables

3.4.1 The fundamental pump dimensions

Fig. 3.9 : Main pump dimensions [26], [87].

The position and size of the pump impeller is ensured and described by its main dimensions
- fig. 3.9 - points A, B, C, D are defined in our case by the user by using an interactive
dialogue menu (fig. 4.2), so from this perspective, the optimization procedure needs only
the diameter 𝑑1 [𝑚], which is exploited for the computation of the inlet angle 𝛽1 [𝑜] and
outlet angle 𝛽2 [𝑜].

3.4.2 Specific speed

According to the value of the chosen specific speed (𝑛𝑠, 𝑛𝑏, 𝑛𝑞), an initial shape of the
pump impeller could be simply determined - fig. 3.10. It must be noted that presented
optimization procedure focuses only on the radial type of the pump impellers - first two
impeller shapes in fig. 3.10.

Fig. 3.10 : Types of the impellers [71].
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Let’s start with the most common specific speed 𝑛𝑠 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛], which is defined [16], [27]:

𝑛𝑠 = 3.65 · 𝑛 · 𝑄
0.5

𝐻0.75 , (3.6)

where 𝑛 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is a rotational speed (RPM), 𝐻 [𝑚] is the pump head and 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠]
is the flow rate. It must be noted that some literature and its particular equations use the
specific speed 𝑛𝑏 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛], which is determined [27],[71]:

𝑛𝑏 = 𝑛 · 𝑄0.5

(𝑔 ·𝐻)0.75 , (3.7)

where 𝑛 [1/𝑠] is the rotational speed, 𝑔 [𝑚/𝑠2] the gravitational acceleration, 𝐻 [𝑚] is
the pump head and 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate. Gülich, on the other hand, uses the volume
specific speed 𝑛𝑞 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] defined as [26]:

𝑛𝑞 = 𝑛 · 𝑄
0.5

𝐻0.75 , (3.8)

where 𝑛 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the rotational speed, 𝐻 [𝑚] is the pump head and 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the
flow rate. Gülich also uses a suction specific speed, which depends on a critical value of
the net positive suction head [26]:

𝑛𝑠𝑠 = 𝑛 · 𝑄0.5

(𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3)0.75 , (3.9)

where 𝑛 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the rotational speed, 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate and 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 [𝑚]
is the critical value of 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻, usually determined from a set of experiments. For our
purposes an estimated value is sufficient [68]:

𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 = 𝜎𝑏 ·𝐻 · 𝑛4/3
𝑏 , (3.10)

where 𝐻 [𝑚] is the head of the pump, 𝑛𝑏 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the specific speed determined by
eq. 3.7 and 𝜎𝑏 [−] is a constant.

3.4.3 Hydraulic efficiency
The crucial part of the 1D design is an estimation of the hydraulic efficiency 𝜂𝐻 [−].
Such task could be performed by several methods. Presented optimization procedure
utilized an average value of four different approaches described in following sections.

Erhart’s diagram and its approximation [74]
The total pump efficiency 𝜂𝑐 [−] could be determined from a knowledge of the given flow
rate 𝑄 [𝑙/𝑠] and specific speed 𝑛𝑠 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] (or 𝑛𝑏 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛]) by using Erhart’s diagram (fig.
3.11). The hydraulic efficiency 𝜂𝐻 [−] is afterwards computed [71]:

𝜂𝐻 = √
𝜂𝑐 − (0.02 ÷ 0.04), (3.11)
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where the value 0.02 is for the large sized pump impellers, 0.03 is for the medium sized
and 0.04 usually for the smaller pump impellers. This approach has its own limitations -
it is suited for the flow rates 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] ∈ ⟨0.004, 10⟩ and the specific speeds 𝑛𝑠 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] ∈
⟨25, 1000⟩.

Fig. 3.11 : Erhart’s diagram [96].

In the presented optimization software it is quite challenging to capture the Erhart’s
diagram properly, thus an alternative approach using empirical equations, which could
describe the Erhart’s diagram with a deviation ±0.6%, is utilized [71]:

𝜂𝐻 = √
𝜂𝑐 − (0.02 ÷ 0.04),

where the total efficiency 𝜂𝑐 [−] is defined as [74]:

𝜂𝑐 = 𝑥 · (1000 ·𝑄)𝑦 · (3 + log𝑄)𝑧, (3.12)
where 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate and variables 𝑥 [−], 𝑦 [−], 𝑧 [−] are set according to

following three rules [74]:

𝑥 = 0.5374 + 5.2431 · 𝑛𝑏 − 39.0474 · 𝑛2
𝑏 + 94.9523 · 𝑛3

𝑏 , (3.13)
𝑦 = −𝑒𝑥𝑝

[︁
(1.8818 + 0.2650 · ln𝑛𝑏)−6.331 − 3.2826

]︁
, (3.14)

𝑧 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝
[︁
(1.9602 + 0.2760 · ln𝑛𝑏)−7.665 − 0.9489

]︁
, (3.15)

where 𝑛𝑏 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the specific speed - eq. 3.7. It must be noted, that this so-called
approximation is valid for flow rate in a range 𝑄 = 0.01 ÷ 10 [𝑚3/𝑠] and specific speed in
a range 𝑛𝑏 = 0.05 ÷ 0.125 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛].
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Peck’s approach [72]
In [72], Peck outlined another way for the calculation of the hydraulic efficiency 𝜂𝐻 [−]:

𝜂𝐻 =
⎛⎝100 −𝐾ℎ ·

(︃
60 ·𝑄 · 219.969
3.28084 ·

√
𝐻

)︃−0.25
⎞⎠ · 1

100 , (3.16)

where 𝐾ℎ [−] is a constant (with value 25 for the big pump impellers, 35 for the
medium sized and 40 usually for the smaller pump impellers), 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate
and 𝐻 [𝑚] is the pump head. This equation is not limited in terms of the flow rate or the
pump head [72].

Paciga’s approach [71]
Equation 3.11 is utilized in this approach in a following way [71]:

𝜂𝐻 = √
𝜂𝑐 − (0.02 ÷ 0.04)

where the total efficiency 𝜂𝑐 [−] is defined as [71]:

𝜂𝑐 =

⎯⎸⎸⎷[︃(︃ 𝑄

0.048

)︃0.083

+ (0.722 + log(𝑛𝑏)3

]︃0.5

− 𝜉, (3.17)

where 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate, 𝑛𝑏 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the specific speed, 𝜉 [−] is a constant
(with value ⟨0.18, 0.2⟩ for the single stage pump with the volute; ⟨0.2, 0.23⟩ for the multiple
stage pump). This equation is valid for the flow rate 𝑄 < 0.65 𝑚3/𝑠 and the specific speed
0.04 < 𝑛𝑏 < 0.33.

Gülich’s approach [26]
The hydraulic efficiency 𝜂𝐻 [−] is in [26] computed for the radial pumps (valid for the
flow rate 𝑄 ≥ 0.005 𝑚3/𝑠 and the specific speed 𝑛𝑞 ≤ 100 1/𝑚𝑖𝑛) as follows:

𝜂𝐻 = 1 − 0.055 ·
(︃
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑄

)︃𝑚

− 0.2 ·
(︃

0.26 − log 𝑛𝑞

25

)︃2

·
(︃
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑄

)︃0.1

, (3.18)

where 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate, 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 1 𝑚3/𝑠 is the referential flow rate, 𝑛𝑞 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛]
is the specific speed (eq. 3.8) and 𝑚 [−] is an exponent defined as [26]:

𝑚 = 0.08 · 𝑎 ·
(︃
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑄

)︃0.15

·
(︃

45
𝑛𝑞

)︃0.06

, (3.19)

where 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate, 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 1 𝑚3/𝑠 is the referential flow rate, 𝑛𝑞 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛]
is the specific speed (eq. 3.8) and 𝑎 [−] is a variable defined as [26]:

𝑎 =
{︃

1 : 𝑄 ≤ 1 𝑚3/𝑠

0.5 : 𝑄 > 1 𝑚3/𝑠.
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3.4.4 Blade angle 𝛽1 (inlet blade angle)
The calculation of the 𝛽1 angle for the middle streamline is based on one crucial condition:
a shockless (shockfree) fluid entry on the blade’s leading edge. Such condition deforms
a velocity triangle into a form described by fig. 3.12.

Fig. 3.12 : Velocity triangle at pump’s leading edge [27].

First computational approach [71] (Paciga + Strýček + Gančo’s approach)
The angle 𝛽1 is determined from fig. 3.12 using a trigonometric function [71]:

𝛽1 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔

(︃
𝑐𝑚1

𝑢1

)︃
= 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔

(︃
𝑐𝑚1

𝜋 · 𝑑1 · 𝑛

)︃
, (3.20)

where 𝑐𝑚1 [𝑚/𝑠] is the meridional velocity defined by eq. 3.21, 𝑑1 [𝑚] is the diameter
(see fig. 3.9) defined by eq. 3.23, 𝑛 [1/𝑠] are revolutions per second. The meridional velocity
𝑐𝑚1 is calculated [71]:

𝑐𝑚1 = 𝑘𝑚1 ·
√︁

2 · 𝑔 ·𝐻, (3.21)

where 𝑔 [𝑚/𝑠2] is the gravitational acceleration, 𝐻 [𝑚] is the requested pump head
and 𝑘𝑚1 [−] is a constant specified by following quasi-empirical equation [71]:

𝑘𝑚1 = 0.12 + 0.5617 · (8.23723𝑒−4 · 𝑛𝑠 − 0.041)0.8, (3.22)

where 𝑛𝑠 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the specific speed defined by eq. 3.6. The diameter 𝑑1 [𝑚], which
characterizes the proper position of the leading edge of the blade, is defined as [71]:

𝑑1 =
√︃
𝑑2

0 + 𝑑2
ℎ

2 +𝐾 ·
(︃
𝑑0 −

√︃
𝑑2

0 + 𝑑2
ℎ

2

)︃
, (3.23)

where 𝑑0 [𝑚] and 𝑑ℎ [𝑚] are the diameters entered by the user (see figures 3.9 and
4.2), 𝐾 [−] is a constant once again defined by a quasi-empirical equation [71]:

𝐾 = 0.59 + 0.47 · 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛𝑏 · 1255 𝑜), (3.24)

where 𝑛𝑏 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the specific speed defined by eq. 3.7.
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Second computational approach [90] (Strýček + Gančo’s approach)
This approach differs from the methodology found in [71] in 𝑘𝑚1 and 𝐾 determination.
These two constants are obtained from a diagram captured in fig. 3.13, which depicts
their dependencies on the specific speed 𝑛𝑠 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛].

Fig. 3.13 : Diagram for constants 𝐾, 𝑘𝑚1 and 𝑘𝑚2 [90].

Diagram (fig. 3.13) was in the presented optimization cycle transformed piece by piece
(red and blue lines) into the form of a pseudocode, which shape optimization algorithm
uses.
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Third computational approach [26] (Gülich’s approach)
To match previous approaches, the eq. 3.20 and the shockless fluid entry must be utilized:

𝛽1 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔

(︃
𝑐𝑚1

𝑢1

)︃
= 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔

(︃
(0.8 ÷ 0.9) · 𝑐𝑚,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ

𝜋 · 𝑑1 · 𝑛

)︃
, (3.25)

where 𝑐𝑚,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ [𝑚/𝑠] is the meridional velocity characterized by eq. 3.26, 𝑛 [1/𝑠] are the
revolutions per second and 𝑑1 [𝑚] is the diameter computed from eq. 3.29. The meridional
velocity 𝑐𝑚,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ [𝑚/𝑠] is in [26] determined:

𝑐𝑚,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ = 2 ·𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

𝜋 · (𝑑1,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ − 𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡) · 𝑑1
, (3.26)

where 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate with the volumetric losses (eq. 3.27), 𝑏0 [𝑚] is the
width at pump inlet (fig. 3.9). In the beginning of the diameter 𝑑1 computation is equation
for the flow rate with volumetric losses 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 [𝑚3/𝑠] [26]:

𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑄+𝑄 · 𝑎

𝑛0.6
𝑞

, (3.27)

where 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the requested flow rate, 𝑎 [−] is the constant defined by the same
way as in eq. 3.19, 𝑛𝑞 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the specific speed computed from eq. 3.8. Next step
includes a calculation of the flow coefficient 𝜙1 [−] [26]:

𝜙1 =
(︃

125
𝑛𝑠𝑠

)︃2.2

·
(︃
𝑛𝑞

27

)︃0.418

, (3.28)

where 𝑛𝑞 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the specific speed defined by eq. 3.8 and 𝑛𝑠𝑠 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛]. The diameter
𝑑1 is determined in a following way [26]:

𝑑1 = 𝑑1,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ + 𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡

2 , (3.29)

where 𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 [𝑚] is the diameter of the pump shaft defined by eq. 3.31 and 𝑑1,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ [𝑚]
is defined [26]:

𝑑1,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ = 2.9 ·
[︃(︃

𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

𝑛 · 𝜙1 · 𝑘𝑛

)︃
·
(︃

1 + 𝜙1

𝑡𝑔 𝛼1

)︃]︃1/3

, (3.30)

where 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate with the volumetric losses, 𝑛 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] are the
revolutions per minute, 𝑘𝑛 [−] is a blockage caused by the hub, 𝜙1 [−] is the flow coefficient
(eq. 3.28) and 𝛼1 [𝑜] an angle of a possible inlet pre-rotation. The shaft diameter according
[26] is determined:

𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 = 3.65 ·
(︃
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛 · 𝜏𝑎𝑙

)︃
, (3.31)

where 𝑛 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] are the revolutions per minute, 𝜏𝑎𝑙 [𝑃𝑎] is a material shear stress
(strongly depends on the shaft material) and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 [𝑊 ] is a maximal power [26]:

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜌 ·𝑄 · 𝑔 ·𝐻
𝜂𝑐,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ

, (3.32)
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where 𝜌 [𝑘𝑔/𝑚3] is the fluid density, 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate, 𝑔 [𝑚/𝑠2] is the gravi-
tational acceleration and 𝜂𝑐,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ [−] is the total pump efficiency estimated from following
three equations [26]:

𝜂𝑐,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ = 1 − 0.095 ·
(︃
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑄

)︃𝑚

− 0.3 ·
(︃

0.35 − log10
𝑛𝑞

23

)︃2

·
(︃
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑄

)︃0.05

, (3.33)

𝑚 = 0.1 · 𝑎 ·
(︃
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑄

)︃0.15

·
(︃

45
𝑛𝑞

)︃0.06

, (3.34)

where 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate, 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 1 𝑚3/𝑠 is the referential flow rate, 𝑛𝑞 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛]
is the specific speed defined by eq. 3.8 and 𝑎 [−] is a variable [26]:

𝑎 =
{︃

1 : 𝑄 ≤ 1 𝑚3/𝑠

0.5 : 𝑄 > 1 𝑚3/𝑠.

3.4.5 Blade angle 𝛽2 (outlet blade angle)
First computational approach [27]
First of all a meridional velocity 𝑐𝑚2 [𝑚/𝑠] must be computed as an average value from
three following aproaches. The velocity is dependent on a 𝑘𝑚2 constant defined by [27]
[71], [90]:

𝑐𝑚2 = 𝑘𝑚2 ·
√︁

2 · 𝑔 ·𝐻, (3.35)
where 𝑔 [𝑚/𝑠2] is the gravitational acceleration, 𝐻 [𝑚] is the requested pump head

and 𝑘𝑚2 [−] is a constant specified by following three ways, first [27]:

𝑘𝑚2 = −0.001809 + 0.001213 · 𝑛𝑠 − 1.8 · 106 · 𝑛2
𝑠, (3.36)

where 𝑛𝑠 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the specific speed (eq. 3.6). Second [71]:

𝑘𝑚2 = 0.077 + 1.41 · (8.23723 · 104 · 𝑛𝑠 − 0.041)1.2, (3.37)
where 𝑛𝑠 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] is the specific speed (eq. 3.6). And the last way, how to determine

the constant 𝑘𝑚2 is by utilizing the diagram fig. 3.13 [90]. The calculation of the 𝛽2 angle
leads to an employment of the Euler’s pump equation in form of the iterative process,
which ends when the requested pump head is found [27]:

𝐻 = 𝜂𝐻

𝑔
·
(︃
𝜅𝑤 · 𝑢2

2 − 𝑐𝑚2

𝑡𝑔 𝛽2
· 𝑢2

)︃
, (3.38)

where 𝐻 [−] is the pump head, 𝜂𝐻 [−] is the hydraulic efficiency, 𝑐𝑚2 [𝑚/𝑠] is the
meridional velocity (eq. 3.35), 𝑔 [𝑚/𝑠2] is the gravitational acceleration, 𝑢2 [𝑚/𝑠] is the
circumferential velocity (eq. 3.40)and 𝜅𝑤 is a Waisser correction for a finite number of
blades [27]:

𝜅𝑤 = 1, 01 − 0.395 + 0.457 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽2√
𝑧

, (3.39)
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where 𝛽2 [𝑜] is the blade angle at outlet, 𝑧 [−] is the number of blades. The circumfe-
rential velocity mentioned above is calculated:

𝑢2 = 𝜋 · 𝑑2 · 𝑛, (3.40)

where 𝑑2 [𝑚] is the outlet diameter and 𝑛 [1/𝑠] are the revolutions per second.

Second computational approach [71]
Paciga [71] in the Euler’s pump equation employed the impeller widths 𝑏1, 𝑏2. Such
equation must be also solved iteratively to obtain the requested head 𝐻 [𝑚]:

𝐻 = 𝜂𝐻

𝑔
·
(︃
𝜅𝑤 · 𝑢2

2 − 𝑄

𝜋 · 𝑑2 · 𝑏2 · 𝜙2 ·
√
𝑡𝑔 𝛽2 · 𝑡𝑔 𝛽1

· 4

√︃
𝑏2

𝑏1
·
√︃
𝜙2

𝜙1
· 𝑢2

)︃
, (3.41)

where 𝐻 [−] is the pump head, 𝜂𝐻 [−] is the hydraulic efficiency, 𝑔 [𝑚/𝑠2] is the
gravitational acceleration, 𝑢2 [𝑚/𝑠] is the circumferential velocity (eq. 3.40), 𝜅𝑤 is the
Waisser correction for the finite number of blades (eq. 3.39), 𝑑2 [𝑚] is the outlet diameter,
𝛽1 [𝑜] is the inlet angle, 𝛽2 [𝑜] is the outlet angle, 𝜙1 [−] is a constatnt from a range
0.75 ÷ 0.85, 𝜙2 [−] is a constatnt from a range 0.9 ÷ 0.95, 𝑏2 [𝑚] is the outlet width and
𝑏1 [𝑚] is the width around pump’s leading edge [71]:

𝑏1 = 𝑄+𝑄 · (0.03 ÷ 0.05)
𝜋 · 𝑐𝑚1 · 𝑑1

, (3.42)

where 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] is the flow rate, 𝑐𝑚1 [𝑚/𝑠] is the meridional velocity (from eq. 3.21)
and 𝑑1 [𝑚] is the diameter, which is related to the proper position of the leading edge.

Third computational approach [26]
Gülich [26] also uses an iterative process to obtain the 𝛽2 angle, but in the most advanced
and complex way:

𝐻 = 𝜂𝐻 · 𝑢2
2

𝑔
·
{︃
𝛾 − 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

𝜋 · 𝑑2 · 𝑏2 · 𝑢2 · 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛽2
·
[︃
𝜏2 + 𝜋 · 𝑑2 · 𝑏2 · 𝑑* · 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛽2

𝐴1 · 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛼1

]︃}︃
, (3.43)

where 𝐻 [−] is the pump head, 𝜂𝐻 [−] is the hydraulic efficiency, 𝑢2 [𝑚/𝑠] is the
circumferential velocity (eq. 3.40), 𝑔 [𝑚/𝑠2] is the gravitational acceleration, 𝛾 [−] is
a slip factor (eq. 3.46), 𝑑2 [𝑚] is the outlet diameter, 𝑏2 [𝑚] is the outlet width, 𝛽2[𝑜] is
the outlet angle, 𝜏2 [−] is a blade blockage (eq. 3.47), 𝑑* [−] is a dimensionless diameter
(eq. 3.45), 𝛼1 [𝑜] is the angle of possible fluid pre-rotation at inlet and 𝐴1 [𝑚2] is an area
defined [26]:

𝐴1 = 𝜋 · 𝑑1 · (𝑑1,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ − 𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡)
2 , (3.44)
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where 𝑑1 [𝑚] is the diameter defined by eq. 3.29, 𝑑1,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ [𝑚] is the diameter defined
by eq. 3.30 and 𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 [𝑚] is the shaft diameter defined by eq. 3.31. The dimensionless
diameter 𝑑* [−] is determined according [26] as:

𝑑* =

⎯⎸⎸⎷0.5 ·
(︃
𝑑2

1,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ + (1.25 · 𝑑1,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ)2

)︃
𝑑2

, (3.45)

where 𝑑1 [𝑚] is the diameter defined by eq. 3.29, 𝑑1,𝐺𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐ℎ [𝑚] is the diameter defined
by eq. 3.30 and 𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 [𝑚] is the shaft diameter defined by eq. 3.31. The slip factor is
defined according to [26]:

𝛾 = 0.98 ·
(︃

1 −
√
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽2

𝑧0.7

)︃
, (3.46)

where 𝛽2 [𝑜] is the outlet angle, 𝑧 [−] is the number of blades. The bBlade blockage
is computed from [26]:

𝜏2 =
(︃

1 − Δ · 𝑧
𝜋 · 𝑑2 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽2 · 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜆

)︃−1

, (3.47)

where Δ [𝑚] is the blade thickness, 𝑧 [−] is the number of blades, 𝑑2 [𝑚] is the outlet
diameter, 𝛽2 [𝑜] is the outlet angle and 𝜆 [𝑜] is an angle of a blade inclination (see fig.
3.14).

Fig. 3.14 : Blade inclination [26].
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4 SHAPE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
The presented shape optimization tool will find its most suitable application in the area
of the centrifugal radial pump impellers.

4.1 Master code
Under a concept of the master code are hidden lines of a very complex code, compiled
within Matlab programming language (using free licence software GNU Octave), which
has the significant role in the shape optimization algorithm. This code calls and handles
the MOPSO algorithm, which is described in sec. 4.1.2, an impeller modeller mentioned
in sec. 4.1.3, a mesh generator characterized in sec. 4.1.4 and a CFD solver remarked in
sec. 4.1.5 - all steps are summarized in the algorithm diagram in fig. 4.1. Every software
in all these steps works in a so-called batch mode - a software run in a Windows/Linux
background without any graphical user interface. This run is handled via text scripts,
which are in more detail described in following sections.

Fig. 4.1 : Diagram of the optimization loop.

4.1.1 Software input
It must be noted, that the optimization algorithm needs some initial design to begin with.
This starting 1D design is based on the empirical relations - in detail described in sec.
3. The optimization software requires namely: points A [mm], B [mm], C [mm], D [mm]
in R-z coordinate system, which characterize the size and position of the meridional flow
channel (fig. 4.2); the number of blades z [-], the blade thickness e [mm] on the three main
streamlines (hub, middle, shroud); the requested head H [m]; the requested flow rate Q
[𝑚3/𝑠] and the requested rotational speed (RPM) n [1/min]. These pump parameters are
assigned via software’s graphical interface - Pump info... window in fig. 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2 : Position and size of the meridional flow channel + operational range.

Another important input parameter is the reasonable choice of the pump’s operational
range (fig. 4.2 - right). Customers want in many occasions to have guaranteed pump
operational range with the highest possible efficiency together with required head, so
for this reason was an option Operational range implemented within the presented
optimization tool.

The crucial dimensions, which are computed by the optimization software (based on the
empirical study in sec. 3) are 𝛽1 [°] angle of the blade at inlet, 𝛽2 [°] angle of the blade
at outlet and the diameter 𝑑1 [mm]. It must be noted that the diameter 𝑑1 served only
for the determination of 𝛽1 angle and did not have another job in the shape optimization
procedure.

4.1.2 MOPSO
A leading role of the optimization cycle is proper optimization method. In this case the
MOPSO (in more detail in sec. 2.5) with Pareto principles and several modifications was
utilized in the problem of designing the proper shape of the pump impeller.

MOPSO parameters
The multi-objective particle swarm optimization needs several key parameters (sec. 2.4),
which significantly influence the behaviour of the swarm and also a behaviour of the
optimization cycle itself. These parameters are summarized in a simple table below -
some parameters were inspected in the previous researches [63] and [64].
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Tab. 4.1 : General MOPSO settings.

Name Value
Population size 10
Repository size 40

Grid size 15
Inertia weight 𝑤 0.2 (linear decrease)

Parameter 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 2

The parameters summarized in the table 4.1 can be altered by the user via the first part
of the interactive input window called MOPSO + NM info... (fig. 4.3).

Fig. 4.3 : MOPSO parameters.

Optimization objectives and evaluation function
Every optimization method or algorithm is driven by a chosen optimization objective(s).
In the presented shape optimization procedure are chosen these: the hydraulic efficiency
𝜂𝐻 , the pump head 𝐻 and the static relative pressure on the blade. These three objectives
together with shape penalties, which ensure the creation of suitable designs, formed the
evaluation function 𝑓 . The main task of the function 𝑓 and its minimal value is to
select the "best" design from the external archive (the best in the meaning of what is the
best for the user and his parameter input).

𝑓 = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐻 ·
⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒1 − 𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑡

𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑞/𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝐻

⃒⃒⃒⃒
⃒+ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝜂 · (3 − 𝜂𝐻,− − 𝜂𝐻,𝑜𝑝𝑡 − 𝜂𝐻,+)+

+ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 · (1 − 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒) + 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 + 𝑝𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑢𝑏 + 0.2 · 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝜃 + 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝐻𝑄, (4.1)

where 𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑡 [𝑚] is the current value of pump head acquired from CFD; 𝜂𝐻,− [−] is
the hydraulic efficiency acquired from CFD in the operating point on the left from pump
optimum; 𝜂𝐻,𝑜𝑝𝑡 [−] is the hydraulic efficiency acquired from CFD in the pump optimum;
𝜂𝐻,+ [−] is the hydraulic efficiency acquired from CFD in the operating point on the right
from the pump optimum. The rest of the variables are described in a following text.
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Weights 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐻 , 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝜂 and 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 : A magnitude of each weight sets a partial goal
in the optimization procedure. For example with the higher value of the 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐻 is swarm
strongly influenced by the change of the pump head 𝐻, on the other hand remaining
objectives are suppressed. The weights can be entered into the optimization algorithm by
the user via the third part of the interactive input window called MOPSO + NM info...
(fig. 4.4).

Fig. 4.4 : Computational weights.

Constant 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝐻 : The presented optimization procedure uses only one periodical flow
channel, which means that the additional parts of pump such as the diffuser, volute or
distributor are neglected. The fluid, which passes through the neglected parts, is affected
by losses. These losses decrease value of the pump head and efficiency, so to balance
this problem, requested value of the pump head must be boosted by a chosen constant
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝐻 = 0.975. Such value is based on the research in [11], where authors determined
the difference between the head of the impeller and the head of the impeller with the
volute to approximately 3%.

Variable 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒: The blade experiences the low pressure states on its suction side, so
from this perspective the blade must be checked for the critical values of this pressure for
a possible manifestation of the cavitation.

Fig. 4.5 : Surface pressure check on the blade of the impeller.

Thus, the variable 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 [−] is defined as a ratio between the area of the blade
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𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 [𝑚2] with the static relative pressure equal and lower than a chosen value (− 75000 𝑃𝑎)
(red area in fig. 4.5) and the total area of the blade 𝑆𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒 [𝑚2]:

𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

𝑆𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒

. (4.2)

It must be noted that the variable/penalty 𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 [−] does not necessary exclude the
pump designs with the low values of the static pressure on the blade, it only penalizes
them significantly.

Penalties 𝑝𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑢𝑏 and 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑: A key role of the penalties 𝑝𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑢𝑏 and 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 is to pe-
nalize the deformed shapes of the Bézier curves - fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6 : The deformed shapes of the Bézier curves in the meridional view.

In the meridional view, the Bézier curves outline the shape of hub and shroud. Such
curve could and is divided by 𝑛-points (fig. 4.7, n = 1000). Let’s focus on the hub first
- penalty 𝑝𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑢𝑏 is computed form a knowledge of each point, which is characterized by
set of coordinates (𝑧𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏, 𝑅𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏):

𝑝𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑢𝑏 = 0.01 ·
𝑛∑︁

𝑖=1
𝐴𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏 + 0.01 ·

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐵𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏, (4.3)

where 𝐴𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏 and 𝐵𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏 are defined according following rule:

𝑧𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏 − 𝑧𝑖−1,ℎ𝑢𝑏

⎧⎨⎩< 0, ⇒ 𝐴𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏 = 1; 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.
> 0 ⇒ 𝐴𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏 = 0; 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.

And:

𝑅𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏 −𝑅𝑖−1,ℎ𝑢𝑏

⎧⎨⎩< 0, ⇒ 𝐵𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏 = 1; 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.
> 0 ⇒ 𝐵𝑖,ℎ𝑢𝑏 = 0; 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛.
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Penalty 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 is calculated similarly only using the Bézier curve, which defines shroud:

𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 = 0.01 ·
𝑛∑︁

𝑖=1
𝐴𝑖,𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 + 0.01 ·

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐵𝑖,𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑. (4.4)

Fig. 4.7 : Hub or shroud curve dividing.
Penalty 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝜃: Another type of the computational penalty must be set to avoid the creation
of the deformed blade shapes at the impeller outlet (trailing edge deformation) - 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝜃.
Such trailing edge deformations make usually the hydraulic design unmanufacturable.
Generally, there are four main deformations, which could be observed during the hydraulic
design procedure, namely - c), d), e), f) in fig. 4.8.

To successfully treat this deformation problem a value of a variable 𝜃-angle (wrap angle) -
see eq. 2.9, which corresponds with the three main streamlines (near the hub, in the middle
and near the shroud) must be extracted from the BladeGen tool. To be more precise, the
value of 𝜃-angle in the end of each streamline - let’s called them 𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑, 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒, 𝜃ℎ𝑢𝑏. It
must be noted that such 𝜃-angle extraction from the BladeGen tool is done in the batch
mode via a script, which tells the BladeGen to focus and to export only the 𝜃-angle to the
simple text file. Mentioned text file is afterwards utilized within the master code, which
is described in the section above.
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Fig. 4.8 : Suitable vs. deformed designs - the trailing edge perspective.

Case a) - fig. 4.8: Suitable blade design - a large number of pumps are manufactured
like this. Occurs when the values of 𝜃-angles are equal:

𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 = 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 = 𝜃ℎ𝑢𝑏. (4.5)

Case b) - fig. 4.8: Suitable blade design - reduces pressure pulsation of the pump [27].
Occurs when:

𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 < 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 < 𝜃ℎ𝑢𝑏 ∧ 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 − 𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 ≤ 𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 ∧ 𝜃ℎ𝑢𝑏 − 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 ≤ 𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙, (4.6)

where value of 𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 was set to 10°.
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Case c) - fig. 4.8: Unsuitable deformed blade design, which occurs when:

𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 > 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 ∧ 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 < 𝜃ℎ𝑢𝑏. (4.7)

Case d) - fig. 4.8: Unsuitable deformed blade design, which occurs when:

𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 < 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 ∧ 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 > 𝜃ℎ𝑢𝑏. (4.8)

Case e) - fig. 4.8: Unsuitable deformed blade design

𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 > 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 > 𝜃ℎ𝑢𝑏. (4.9)

Case f) - fig. 4.8: Unsuitable deformed blade design, which occurs when:

𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 < 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 < 𝜃ℎ𝑢𝑏 ∧ 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 − 𝜃𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 > 𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 ∧ 𝜃ℎ𝑢𝑏 − 𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑒 > 𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙, (4.10)

where value of 𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 was set to 10°.

For cases a) and b) 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝜃 = 0, on the other hand for cases c), d), e), and f) has 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝜃 value
equal to 1.

Penalty 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝐻𝑄: A key role of this penalty is to penalize the pump impeller designs, which
create a H-Q instability in the chosen working range - fig. 4.9. It means that, if the head
value in the operating point on the left from the optimal flow rate has the smaller value
than in the optimal flow rate, the current design shows signs of the instability. This penalty
has only two values: if the instability is present 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝐻𝑄 = 1, otherwise 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝐻𝑄 = 0.

Fig. 4.9 : H-Q instability.
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Nelder-Mead modification and swarm diversity restart
An idea of a combination of two optimization algorithms, namely Particle Swarm Opti-
mization and Nelder-Mead algorithm, was explored in [64]. This idea was transformed
and modified into this optimization procedure and afterwards applied on the key element
of the MOPSO algorithm - on the external archive, where Pareto dominant designs are
stored. Basically, an area of specific dimensions (set by the user - fig. 4.10) is created
around the best design in the archive, which is determined by eq. 4.1. If another designs
(two or more) are located in such area, the Nelder-Mead algorithm is applied on them in
a task of the improvement of the design with the worst value of the evaluation function
(eq. 4.1). Only one iteration of the Nelder-Mead algorithm is investigated (all procedures,
such as the reflection, contraction, expansion and simplex reduction are investigated at
once). This modification brings another type of the diversity of the swarm and afterwards
of the optimization algorithm.

Fig. 4.10 : NM parameters.

A final improvement of the swarm diversity is by a so called "restarting" of the current
swarm (could be compared to the mutation mentioned above in the MOPSO section,
which is plentifully exploited in EA/GA). A restart concept is defined as a creation of the
completely new swarm with random parameters (identical procedure takes place at the
beginning of MOPSO algorithm). But it must be noted that this restart procedure does
NOT replace current swarm at all cost, just only if a newly restarted particle improves the
current one. This procedure takes place every third iteration of the MOPSO algorithm.

Two different types of swarm restart are thoroughly implemented inside the optimi-
zation algorithm and while iteration goes on, they’ll alternate between each other. First
restart utilizing the whole given computational areas for changing parameters such as the
𝛽 angles or the position of the control points of the Bézier curves.

On the other hand, the second type of the restart exploits a simple fact of the equation
3.20, which serves for the proper determination of the inlet blade angle 𝛽1 on the middle
streamline. In this equation, the value of 𝛽1 strongly relies on the value of the circumfe-
rential velocity 𝑢1, which depends on the diameter 𝑑1 → higher velocity 𝑢 = smaller inlet
𝛽 angle. So from this perspective it is adequate to have for the inlet values of the 𝛽 angle
increasing magnitudes, meaning that 𝛽 angle near the shroud has the lowest value and
near the hub has the highest value (fig. 4.11). The outlet values of the 𝛽2 angle for this
type of restart have identical magnitudes (fig. 4.11).
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Fig. 4.11 : Second type of the restart: the 𝛽 - angle along the blade.

4.1.3 Parametric model
The most effective way, how to create a specific design of the centrifugal radial pump
impeller, is by using the commercial ANSYS software package with a specialized tool
BladeGen. BladeGen (running in the batch mode) could be controlled via a text script
file *.bgi. The crucial parameters of the pump impeller could be defined in such file, na-
mely: 𝛽 - the angle of the blade (inlet/outlet angles); the blade thickness; the shape of
a meridional flow channel (with the Bézier curves or splines) or the position of a leading
edge and its form. The shape of each impeller is in the presented thesis (optimization
tool) parametrized in three main steps: the meridional parametrization, the blade para-
metrization and the leading edge parametrization. It must be noted that the operating
limits (boundaries) of the parametric model are first developed around data from em-
pirical equations (see section 3) and later during the optimization run around the best
suitable design proposed by the function 𝑓 (see equation 4.1) → the floating operational
boundaries.

Meridional parametrization
First, the meridional flow channel must be parametrized. This fact is done by exploitation
of the Bézier curves with five control points - fig. 4.12. On the hub (and of course on the
shroud) two points A and D (B and C for shroud) are fixed and characterize the position
and size of the meridional flow channel, the rest of them are responsible for the shape.
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Fig. 4.12 : Meridional parametrization.

The initial position of the shroud free control points (circle centres) is created in
following way: a perpendicular line at a point B to width 𝑏1 must be constructed. Another
perpendicular line at a point C to width 𝑏2 is put together. These two perpendicular lines
intersect at one of the free control points (let’s call this point Int). If a midsection of
newly created intersection point Int and point B is made, it’ll set another initial position
of the free control point. Finally, a midsection of point Int and point C creates the last
center of a restriction circle. Such construction process is similar for the hub curve. Free
control shroud points can move in such restriction circles (fig. 4.12) with the diameter
𝑑 [𝑚𝑚] defined as:

𝑑 = 𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑,𝑖𝑛𝑖

𝑀𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

, (4.11)

where 𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑,𝑖𝑛𝑖 [𝑚𝑚] is a length of the shroud curve in the initial state (fig. 4.12);
𝑀𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 [−] is a constant defined by the user (fig. 4.12). Analogously for the hub is the
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diameter 𝐷 [𝑚𝑚]:

𝐷 = 𝐿ℎ𝑢𝑏,𝑖𝑛𝑖

𝑀𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

, (4.12)

where 𝐿ℎ𝑢𝑏,𝑖𝑛𝑖 [𝑚𝑚] is a length of the hub curve in the initial state (fig. 4.12);𝑀𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 [−]
is a constant defined by the user (fig. 4.12).

Leading edge parametrization
The shape and the position of the leading edge is ensured by the Bézier curve with three
control points. Two of them are partially fixed on the shroud and hub curve - fig. 4.13.
Fixation on the shroud is set from 2.5% to 30% of the shroud curve length, on the other
hand fixation on the hub is set from 15% to 50% of the hub curve length. Such values are
not permanently set and could be alternate for user purposes, but only with a change of
some specific lines in mentioned master code.

Fig. 4.13 : Leading edge parametrization.

Blade parametrization
Two main methods of the proper blade modelling are implemented in this optimization
software - first, the linear change of 𝛽 angle along the length of the blade (𝑀 [%] - fig.
4.14 left) and second, the Gülich’s approach [26] with an inflection point in the 𝛽 angle
development (fig. 4.14 right). The linear change of 𝛽 angle supposed to be energy-efficient
solution [27].

Before anything else, the 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 angles must be computed from knowledge of the
empirical equations in section 3 and then a working range is constructed around these
values. Magnitudes of these working ranges are obtained from the interactive Parametri-
zation info... window - fig. 4.14.

The 𝛽 angle change with the inflection point is according to Gülich [26] suitable for
the designs, which try to avoid possible cavitation on the blades of the impeller. Once
again 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 must be computed, afterwards the working ranges around these values
are constructed. Then the Bézier curve with six controls points is put together. Two new
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parameters ℎ1 and ℎ2 emerged - fig. 4.14 right. Those parameters characterize a distance
of the second control point from the first one and a distance between the fifth and the
last control point. Maximal value for ℎ1 and ℎ2 is set to 30% of the length of blade on
the current streamline.

Fig. 4.14 : Blade parametrization.
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4.1.4 Computational mesh
The mesh generation is ensured by a tool called TurboGrid (also belongs in the commer-
cial ANSYS product package). TurboGrid excels in the meshes for rotational machines
and it is tightly connected with the BladeGen output. This software is also handled and
managed by a text script file called replay (basically, replay is a simple record of actions,
which were executed during the mesh creation in TurboGrid). One periodical flow channel
was used, with hexahedral elements and higher mesh resolution near walls. Total element
count did not exceed 250k cells.

Fig. 4.15 : Computational mesh of the one periodical flow channel.

Negative volume detection
Important step in presented computational hierarchy is a procedure called negative vo-
lume detection, which is performed by ICEM CFD. This procedure takes place right
after the generation of the computational mesh and has a task of revealing deformed mesh
cells inside the computational domains. This phenomenon is strongly connected with the
unsuitable impeller designs, where some mesh cells collapsed inside each other - this fact
results in the error, which leads to a software crash of the CFX solver. So, if the procedure
Negative volume detection finds such mesh, it will immediately delete this mesh, to avoid
possible ANSYS license and cluster space blocking.

4.1.5 CFD simulation
A proper CFD simulations were handled via commercial software ANSYS CFX. ANSYS
CFX stands out in the area of CFD simulations connected with the rotational hydraulic
machines like pumps, turbines etc. Every numerical calculation was performed as a ste-
ady simulation with a frozen rotor model used on interfaces, which connected static and
rotational domains. As boundary conditions served a zero static relative pressure at the
domain inlet and a constant mass flow at the outlet. It must be noted that CFD simulati-
ons were performed for three different mass flows, which corresponded with the working
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operational range set by the user at the beginning of the optimization cycle. General
solver settings are described in the table below.

Tab. 4.2 : General solver settings.

Name Value
Turbulence numerics High resolution

Advection scheme High resolution
Number of iterations 8000 iterations

Turbulence model K-epsilon
Double precision Enabled

Flow medium Water

4.1.6 Computational (working) domains

Fig. 4.16 : Computational (working) domains of the radial impeller case.

A periodical flow channel was selected for a significant total computational time reduction
- see fig. 4.16. This periodical flow channel consists of three main working regions: inlet,
rotational passage with the blade and outlet. On the left and right side of the channel are
prescribed periodical interfaces, which substitute the rest of the optimized impeller.

Static domains (absolute domains)
The static domain of the computational impeller case consists of two parts - the inlet
region and the outlet region (fig. 4.16 left). In between those parts there is the rotational
region with the blade, shroud and hub of the pump. Every region must be connected with
another one with proper interfaces - the frozen rotor was chosen in our optimization
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problem for its computational stability. The inlet boundary condition takes place in the
inlet region and is characterized by the zero relative pressure and is represented as a green
surface in fig. 4.16 (name in expressions - REGION:INBlock INFLOW ). Outlet region
contains outlet boundary condition, which was set as mass flow and is portrayed as a red
area in fig. 4.16 (name in expressions - REGION:OUTBlock OUTFLOW ).

A rotating domain (relative domain)
The rotational domain is outlined in fig. 4.16 right. A dominant part of this domain is
the blade (purple color - name in expressions - BLADE), than the hub (name in expres-
sions - Passage HUB) and the shroud (name in expressions - Passage SHROUD). This
passage revolves with revolutions 𝑛 and is the primary contributor to final parameter
values (𝐻,𝜂𝐻).

4.1.7 Results evaluation
Two crucial monitors must be set in every simulation case with the impeller design in it -
the first one is for the pump head 𝐻 and the other for the hydraulic pump efficiency 𝜂𝐻 .
The monitors are dependent on expressions, which are composed in CFX as follows:
TORQUE
(torque_z() @BLADE+torque_z() @Passage HUB
+torque_z() @Passage SHROUD )* numberofblades

PUMP HEAD
( massFlowAve (Total Pressure ) @REGION : OUTBlock OUTFLOW -
massFlowAve (Total Pressure ) @REGION : INBlock INFLOW )/(997* g)

HYDRAULIC EFFICIENCY
(( massFlowAve (Total Pressure ) @REGION : OUTBlock OUTFLOW -
massFlowAve (Total Pressure ) @REGION : INBlock INFLOW )*
numberofblades *( massFlow () @REGION : INBlock INFLOW /997))/
(2* pi*torque *( revolutions /60))

After successful termination of the CFD simulation in ANSYS CFX a result file (*res)
is always created. The result file contains a history of chosen monitors. Values of these
monitors are bound with iterations of the CFD calculation. This fact is exploited further
in a way of the correct design case evaluation - the last 2000 iterations are extracted from
the final result file (*res) and afterwards a mean values of the pump head 𝐻 and the
hydraulic efficiency 𝜂𝐻 are calculated.

Computational parallelization
One of the most important advantage of PSO (MOPSO) algorithm is that the necessary
CFD simulations could be redistributed to multiple workers. This fact is transformed into
a batch calculation using a department cluster called KAPLAN and a simple shell script
file - it means that the all designs are sent for the CFD simulations at once → significant
savings in the total computational time.
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Fig. 4.17 : Computational parallelization [93].

The computational parallelization can be simply described by a diagram displayed in fig.
4.17. Master is a local computer with the master code and ANSYS package software.
A main task of the master computer is to create the impeller models (designs), compu-
tational mesh, prepare impeller cases in CFX-pre and perform postprocessing. The CFD
simulations takes over KAPLAN computational cluster with 1+13 computational nodes
(one main node with 32 cores and 13 nodes each with 8 cores). The most suitable (ma-
ximal) computational distribution of the CFD simulations is: 8 cases for the main node
(each simulation occupies 4 cores) and for nodes 1-12 only two simulations (once again
each simulation occupies 4 cores) → ten particles of the MOPSO algorithm (node no.
13 will serve as an observation node on the cluster with no CFD simulations on it).
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5 TOOL APPLICATION
Presented optimization software, which employs MOPSO and NM algorithms and pro-
cedures, possesses an output graphical interface, which is divided into the five pump
property windows - described by fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1 : Software layout.
Window 1) shows during the optimization procedure the Pareto front with the selected
best design (green color). The pareto front consists of the pump head 𝐻, the hydraulic
efficiency 𝜂𝐻 and the operational constant 𝑐𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 (all three variables are acquired from
the CFD simulations). The best design is established by the evaluation function 𝑓 defined
by eq. 4.1. Window 2) outlines two main performance characteristics, namely: 𝐻 − 𝑄

(red color) and 𝜂ℎ −𝑄 (green color) in three operation points. These dependencies belong
to the current best design. Window 3) has a task of presenting the Bézier curves of the
pump meridional flow channel (red color) and the leading edge (blue color) of the current
best design. Window 4) describes the 𝛽 angle development along the length of the blade.
Such development is captured on the three main streamlines - near the hub (blue), near
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the shroud (green) and on the middle streamline (red). Plotted 𝛽-curves belong to the
current best design. Window 5) demonstrates the current best shape of the pump blade
together with the static pressure distribution.

5.1 Pump turbine
The first main task for the presented optimization software is a problem of finding the
proper shape of the pump turbine impeller (grant TH01020982 - Zefektivnění akumu-
lace energie a zajištění stability rozvodné sítě rozšířením provozního pásma přečerpávacích
vodních elektráren). Such impeller (and the hydraulic machine itself) works in pump and
turbine modes, so it must be noted that in the presented thesis the shape optimization
was done only for the pump mode of the pump turbine.

5.1.1 Pump turbine assembly
This section covers a basic description of the pump turbine system/hydraulic machine
(see fig. 5.2 and 5.3), which operated both as the turbine for generating energy, and in
the reverse as the pump for transporting fluid (water).

Fig. 5.2 : Pump turbine in power plant in Hebei Province, China - Andritz [105].
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In the pump mode fluid flows from the draft tube through the impeller to the spiral
case (volute), in the turbine mode is the other way around. The pump turbine is usually
composed of the five main hydraulic parts [30]:

Draft tube - supplies fluid to the inlet of the impeller (pump mode) or converts the
kinetic energy of the flow to the pressure energy (turbine mode).

Spiral case (volute) - converts the kinetic energy of the flow to the pressure energy
(pump mode) or ensures an uniform flow distribution at the stay vanes (turbine mode).

Fig. 5.3 : Pump turbine [30].

Impeller - converts the mechanical energy from a motor to the hydraulic energy (pressure
and kinetic) (pump mode) or converts the hydraulic energy of the flow into the mechanical
energy (turbine mode).

Fig. 5.4 : Pump turbine impeller type [30].

The main shape and also the size of the pump turbine impeller is fundamentally dependant
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on the required head and the flow rate (fig. 5.4). Usually, the high head pump turbines
with the low specific speed manifest by a narrow shape of the impeller channels at the
inlet section. On the other hand the impellers for the low heads and with the high specific
speeds are characterized by the large impeller channels width at the inlet section [30].

Guide vanes - different openings ensure the different values of the flow rate. The vanes
leads the flow from the impeller to the stay vanes and spiral case (volute) (pump mode)
or from the stay vanes to the impeller and afterwards to the draft tube (turbine mode).

Stay vanes - ensure a proper structural integrity of the spiral case (volute) and lead the
flow to the spiral case (pump mode) or to the guide vanes (turbine mode).

5.1.2 Requested and given parameters
Requested pump turbine parameters and crucial optimization parameters represents
table 5.1 [75], [92]. Such table contains values for the prototype impeller and also scaled
values for the model impeller, which was measured by ČKD Blansko Engineering
(ČBE) (section 5.1.5) [75], [92].

Tab. 5.1 : Requested and shape optimization pump turbine parameters [75], [92].

Prototype Model
Pump head 𝐻 [𝑚] 435 34.77
Flow rate 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] 26.9 0.181

RPM 𝑛 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] 600 1100

The shape of the pump turbine impeller was also strictly constrained with the di-
mensional restrictions - table 5.2. Once again, mentioned table 5.2 contains values for the
prototype impeller and also scaled values for the model impeller.

Tab. 5.2 : Dimensional constraints [75], [92].

Prototype Model
Inlet diameter 𝑑0 [𝑚𝑚] 1560 240.58

Outlet diameter 𝑑2 [𝑚𝑚] 2918 450
Inlet width 𝑏0 [𝑚𝑚] 670 103.32

Outlet width 𝑏2 [𝑚𝑚] 210 32.39
Number of blades 𝑧 [−] 9 9

Presented dimensional constraints firmly set the size of the impeller. This fact means
that size was NOT under the process of the shape optimization. Altogether, three
impellers were optimized. They are called in following sections: Design A, Design B
and Design C.
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5.1.3 CFD simulation
The unsteady (URANS) simulations were utilized for the purpose of data correlation
between the measurements (section 5.1.5) and CFD simulations. The computational grids
of all pump turbine domains such as the distributor (guide vanes), the impeller and the
draft tube were built in ICEM CFD and TurboGrid as fully hexahedral, only the spiral
case (volute) was meshed in ANSYS meshing as tetrahedral with the prismatic layers
near walls (fig. 5.5).

Fig. 5.5 : Sample of the computational mesh.

Informations about mentioned computational meshes for the pump turbine CFD model
are transparently summarized in following table 5.3.

Tab. 5.3 : Mesh overview.

Type Number of elements
Spiral case Tetrahedral ≈ 1600000

Guide vanes Hexahedral ≈ 2000000
Impeller Hexahedral ≈ 900000

Draft tube Hexahedral ≈ 1100000

The CFD calculations were done in the commercial software ANSYS CFX using stan-
dard k-𝜖 model of turbulence. The "High Resolution" option was selected for the advection
scheme, "Second Order Backward" for the transient scheme and "High Resolution" for
turbulence numerics. Chosen time step corresponds to 3𝑜 of the pump turbine impeller
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revolution. Each time step had 5 inner iterations. As a domain initialization served ste-
ady simulation (RANS) with mixing planes between relative and absolute computational
domains. The requested variables (velocity, pressure, etc.) for the evaluation of the pump
head 𝐻 and the hydraulic efficiency 𝜂𝐻 were averaging from the last 10 whole revolu-
tions of the pump impeller. Locations of the pressure taps were identical compared to
the measurement performed by ČKD Blansko (see section 5.1.5 - fig. 5.59). For a proper
𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 determination, a two-phase calculation (water / vapour) with Rayleigh-Plesset
cavitation model with the value of a saturation pressure 3170 𝑃𝑎 (25 𝑜𝐶) [97] was utilized.
The change of the pump head in 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 determination was inspected over the 6 whole
revolutions of the pump turbine impeller.

Complete pump turbine model
As was mentioned, the basic pump turbine system consists of four main parts, namely:
spiral case (volute) (1), guide vanes (distributor) (2), impeller (3) and draft tube (4) -
fig. 5.6. The RANS and URANS simulations were performed only for the pump mode,
which is simply described by the yellow arrows in fig. 5.6.

Fig. 5.6 : CFD model of the pump turbine.

Following four subsections will describe each individual domain inside the complete pump
turbine CFD model, with relevant boundary conditions and corresponding domain inter-
faces.
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Spiral case (volute)
The spiral case (volute) belongs into a group of absolute computational domains. The
tetrahedral mesh with the prismatic layers near the stationary walls was utilized for this
domain. The spiral case includes the outlet boundary condition, which was portrayed by
a yellow area (fig. 5.7) and characterized by the mass flow rate (tab. 5.4).

Fig. 5.7 : Model of the spiral case.

The main performance characteristics were constructed from six operating points (OP1 ÷
OP6), the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 curve was compiled from three operation points (COP1 ÷ COP3) -
tab. 5.4. The mass flow rate 𝑄𝑚 [𝑘𝑔/𝑠] was computed from a selected value of the flow rate
𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] and a value of the water density, which was measured by ČBE and afterwards
averaged for a purpose of CFD simulations (𝜌 = 997.9407 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3):

𝑄𝑚 = 𝜌 ·𝑄. (5.1)

Tab. 5.4 : Values of the flow rate for simulated operation points (OP).

Flow rate 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] Mass flow rate 𝑄𝑚 [𝑘𝑔/𝑠]
OP1 0.05 49.897
OP2 0.1 99.794
OP3 0.15 149.691

COP1 0.155 154.681
OP4/COP2 0.181 180.627

COP3 0.195 194.598
OP5 0.2 199.588
OP6 0.25 249.458

Figure 5.7 also displays domain interface between the spiral case and the guide vanes
(distributor) with a green area and also blades (stay vanes) as walls with red areas.
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Guide vanes
As was mentioned, the main task of the guide vanes is to control the turbine. The CFD
simulations were performed only for one fixed opening, which had value 𝑎0 = 20 𝑚𝑚.

Fig. 5.8 : Model of the guide vanes.
The guide vanes belong to the absolute computational domain, which has two interfaces
towards to the spiral case (volute) and the impeller (green areas in fig. 5.8). The fixed
blades of the distributor are portrayed by the red color.

Pump turbine impeller
All pump impeller designs (A, B, C) were utilized in the relative computational domain
- fig. 5.9. The domain spins with the model RPM (𝑛 = 1100 1/𝑚𝑖𝑛 - tab. 5.1) and has
two domain interfaces (transient rotor stator) towards the guide vanes and the draft
tube (once again portrayed with the green color).

Fig. 5.9 : Pump turbine impeller.
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Draft tube
The draft tube (absolute domain) includes the inlet boundary condition portrayed by
the zero static relative pressure (yellow area in fig. 5.10). This domain also contains the
domain interface (green area) toward to the impeller and also small portion of the impeller
hub, which rotated in the same direction and with same RPM as the impeller.

Fig. 5.10 : Draft tube model.

It must be noted that for the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 determination was NOT chosen the zero relative
pressure as the inlet boundary condition. The static pressure always started at value
250000 Pa and was slowly decreased towards the point of the crucial head change. Such
high inlet pressure ensured cavitation-free start for the all examined operational points.

Wall y+ overview
For a proper and stable behaviour of the default 𝑘 − 𝜖 model of turbulence and the
numerical simulation in general in ANSYS CFX, it is recommended to have wall 𝑦+ [−]
in a range 30 < 𝑦+ < 300. For this fact was constructed table 5.5 with wall 𝑦 + [−]
overview of every computational domain in the optimal flow rate 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠.

Tab. 5.5 : Wall y+ overview.

Area-average value of 𝑦 + [−]
Draft tube ≈ 46

Impeller Design A ≈ 79
Impeller Design B ≈ 84
Impeller Design C ≈ 83

Guide vanes ≈ 11
Spiral case (volute) ≈ 48
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5.1.4 Impeller designs
5.1.5.1 Design A
This design (let’s call it the design A) differs from the rest of the optimized designs in
two crucial things: it was made by the early stage of the presented optimization software
and utilized input from an another in-house optimization software based on the quasi-
potential flow [75], [89]. Such input set a fixed shape of the meridional flow channel and
laid a foundation for a characteristic form of the 𝛽 angles along the length of the blade
(fig. 5.20). The 𝛽 angle was parametrized on the three streamlines (near the hub, shroud
and on the middle streamline) in six different locations ⇒ 18 modified parameters. The
maximal 𝛽 angle change was set in each location to the value 2.5𝑜.

Early stage of the optimization procedure utilized PSOA (with five particles) and its
Global Best modification. The Pareto principles were NOT used and each design was
evaluated according a simple rule ⇒ a task of the minimization of following equation:

𝑓 = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡1 · |1 − 𝐻𝐶𝐹 𝐷

𝐻
| + 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡2 · |1 − 𝜂𝐻,𝐶𝐹 𝐷|, (5.2)

where 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡1 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡2 [−] are optimization weights (with chosen value = 1), 𝐻 [𝑚] is
the requested pump head, 𝐻𝐶𝐹 𝐷 [𝑚] is the current pump head from the CFD simulation
and 𝜂𝐻,𝐶𝐹 𝐷 [−] is the current hydraulic efficiency from the CFD simulation.

Design A was optimized as the single periodical flow channel with the frozen rotor
interfaces between relative and absolute domains. It must be also mentioned that the
impeller was set into the whole computational domain of the pump turbine - with the spiral
case (fig. 5.7), draft tube (fig. 5.10) and guide vanes (fig. 5.8). The shape optimization
was stopped by the user after six iterations - swarm grouped in a very close non-moving
area (fig. 5.11).

Fig. 5.11 : Swarm behaviour and result difference between used methods [75], [92].

Fig. 5.11-left also shows a progressive movement of PSOA particles towards some best
solution, fig. 5.11-right compares hydraulic qualities of the in-house software based on the
quasi-potential flow (input or initial design) and a final state accomplished by the PSOA.
It must be noted that this design was as the only one manufactured and also measured
by ČKD Blansko Engineering (section 5.1.5).
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Impeller properties
Following table shows the hydraulic efficiencies and the 𝛽 angles of the design A compared
to the quasi-empirical methods vividly described in section 3. Mentioned efficiencies are
linked only to the impeller, so without the draft tube, spiral case and distributor. The 𝛽
angles were evaluated only on the middle streamline.

Tab. 5.6 : Computed pump turbine parameters - design A.

Design 1. method 2. method 3. method 4. method
Hydr. efficiency 𝜂𝐻 [%] 93.7907 89.506 [74] 90.950 [72] 88.954 [71] 92.925 [26]

Inlet angle 𝛽1 [𝑜] 29.67 18 [71] 21 [90] 14 [26] -
Outlet angle 𝛽2 [𝑜] 43.64 26 [27] 25 [71] 38 [26] -

The best estimation of the hyd. efficiency of the pump impeller shows Gülich’s appro-
ach [26] (tab. 5.6). When comparing 𝛽2 of the design A and results from the quasi-empirical
equations, once again the Gülich’s estimation [26] shows the most convenient match. The
angle 𝛽1 of the design A extremely differs from all 1D computational approaches.

Fig. 5.12 : Impeller - design A.

The basic shape of the design A is described by fig. 5.12 in three different views. Such
design is remarkable by its high values of the outlet angle 𝛽2 and blades with a "lying"
shape - fig. 5.13 (mainly thanks to a 𝛽 angle behaviour along the length of the blade - fig.
5.20).

Fig. 5.13 : Impeller - design A - leading edge detail.
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Pump characteristics
Figures 5.14, 5.16 and 5.17 show comparison between the ČBE measurement (black color,
see section 5.1.5) and the CFD simulations (red color). All requested values of the pump
head (tab. 5.7) are coloured green and are defined by following table.

Tab. 5.7 : All requested head values (RHV) for the pump turbine model.

Flow rate 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] Head 𝐻 [𝑚]
RHV1 0.168 35.97
RHV2 0.181 34.77
RHV3 0.194 33.57

The comparison was done for one selected guide vane opening 𝑎0 = 20 𝑚𝑚 (fig.
5.14). The pump head is well predicted around the requested head values, but for the flow
rate 𝑄 = 0.1 𝑚3/𝑠 a large underestimation is observed. Focusing on a point defined by
flow rate 𝑄 = 0.05 𝑚3/𝑠 - a large overestimation is noticeable. It must be noted that the
head values acquired from the CFD simulations are without disk friction and volumetric
losses → this fact is mentioned by "without losses"in fig. 5.14

Fig. 5.14 : 𝐻 −𝑄 characteristics: design A.

The head underestimation/overestimation phenomena might be caused by a very complex
flow in the non-optimal flow regimes. For the flow rate 𝑄 = 0.05 𝑚3/𝑠 an extremely
swirling flow (fig. 5.15) could be found in the whole computational domain. It must be
noted that such complex flow is hard to capture and to simulate with the two equation
turbulence model so another model could be used.
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Fig. 5.15 : Streamlines 𝑄 = 0.05 𝑚3/𝑠: design A.

The pump efficiency (fig. 5.16) is predicted well in almost all points, where CFD si-
mulations were performed. The only exception was a point defined by the flow rate
𝑄 = 0.05 𝑚3/𝑠, in which the value from the numerical simulation was underestimated
compared to the ČBE measurement. Once again, the efficiency values are NOT including
the disk and volumetric losses.

Fig. 5.16 : 𝜂𝑐 −𝑄 characteristics: design A.
The last pump characteristic is dependency of the critical net positive suction head

𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 [𝑚] on the flow rate 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] (fig. 5.17).
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Fig. 5.17 : 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 −𝑄 characteristics: design A.

The 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 curve (fig. 5.17), which is based on the two-phase numerical simulations, is
evaluated identically as in the ČBE measurement - the static pressure on the domain’s
inlet is slowly decreased in time and a change of the pump head 𝐻 [𝑚] under 97 % its
value is investigated. From an intersection of the blue and red curve (fig. 5.18), the critical
value of the inlet pressure is found and afterwards 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 is calculated.

Fig. 5.18 : 𝐻 − 𝑝𝑖𝑛 dependency for flow rate 𝑄 = 0.155 𝑚3/𝑠: design A.
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It must be noted that figures 5.14, 5.16 5.17 compared the values from the measurement
(black color) and from the CFD simulations (red color), where the volumetric losses
and the disc friction losses are not included. Such losses lower the magnitudes of the
observed variables and could be roughly estimated by the empirical equations found e.g.
in [26] ([61]) or by including additional flow domains into the numerical simulations, which
unfortunately leads to a significant increase of the computational time.

Fig. 5.19 : 𝜂𝐻 −𝑄 and 𝐻 −𝑄 characteristics: design A.

Design A must be examined also from the highest hydraulic efficiency point of view.
Such efficiency must be located in the design point (in the point, in which the shape
optimization was performed) - in this case is the point characterized by flow rate 𝑄 =
0.181 𝑚3/𝑠. Design A successfully achieved the highest efficiency in mentioned design
point prerequisite.
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Pressure and velocity distributions inside the impeller

Fig. 5.20 : Angle 𝛽 - design A.

The 𝛽 angle behaviour of the design A (fig. 5.20) results in the inverse static pressure
distribution on the blade near the leading edge - the suction side of the blade has higher
static pressure than the pressure side (fig. 5.21).

Fig. 5.21 : Blade loading - optimal 𝑄.
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Let’s inspect an average static pressure and average velocity distribution of the design A
in the meridional and a blade-to-blade point of view. Starting with the meridional point of
view: the optimized design A manifests with the higher velocity values in a middle section
of the pump shroud, which caused significant pressure drop in such observable area (fig.
5.22).

Fig. 5.22 : Average static pressure and velocity distribution - optimal 𝑄.

Following figure (fig. 5.23) displays the static pressure distribution in the blade-to-blade
view in three locations of presented design A - near the hub, in the middle of the impeller
and near the shroud. The inlet part of the suction sides of the blades experiences a high
pressure drop. It is noticeable primarily near the shroud of the impeller, this fact is
captured by a dark blue color in fig. 5.23. Sudden pressure drop is very dangerous and
could lead to the creation of cavitation bubbles, if the static pressure reaches its critical
value.

Fig. 5.23 : Average static pressure distribution (hub, middle, shroud) - optimal 𝑄.
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An important part of the flow examination of each design is an investigation of the correct
fluid flow at the blade’s leading edge → shockless fluid entry. For this purpose are
created and drawn velocity vectors in a blade-to-blade view in three main locations - near
the hub (fig. 5.24), in the middle of the impeller (fig. 5.25) and near the shroud (fig. 5.26).
It must be noted that the velocity vectors could also reveal possible fluid recirculation,
which leads to the head and efficiency decrease.

Fig. 5.24 : Average velocity vectors near leading edge (hub) - optimal 𝑄.

Fig. 5.25 : Average velocity vectors near leading edge (middle) - optimal 𝑄.
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Fig. 5.26 : Average velocity vectors near leading edge (shroud) - optimal 𝑄.

Blue vectors (fig. 5.25, 5.26, which are located near the trailing edge of the blade, indicate
certain areas with the fluid recirculation caused by the specific shape of the blade - the
blades of the design A are strongly deformed in the outlet area towards the shroud, mainly
for a proper achievement of the pump head. The sudden shape change of the blades creates
the flow separation, which is described in sec. 3.3.

Surface streamlines

Fig. 5.27 : Surface streamlines - 𝑄 = 0.1 𝑚3/𝑠.
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Fig. 5.28 : Surface streamlines - 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 (optimal flow rate).

Fig. 5.29 : Surface streamlines - 𝑄 = 0.25 𝑚3/𝑠.

Figures 5.27-5.29 capture the fluid behaviour on the blades of the design A in three flow
regimes - in 𝑄 = 0.1 𝑚3/𝑠, 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 (optimum) and 𝑄 = 0.25 𝑚3/𝑠.
Figure 5.28 confirms recirculation passages near the shroud at blade’s outlet, which were
uncovered by the velocity vectors in figures 5.25 and 5.26. As it was mentioned, the fluid
recirculation decreases the values of the hydraulic efficiency and the pump head, so such
phenomenon must be suppressed as much as possible in the shape optimization process.
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5.1.5.2 Design B
Impeller properties
Table 5.8 shows the hydraulic efficiencies and the 𝛽 angles of the design B compared to
the quasi-empirical methods described in section 3. Mentioned efficiencies are linked only
to the pump turbine impeller, so without the draft tube, spiral case and distributor. The
𝛽 angles were evaluated only on the middle streamline.

Tab. 5.8 : Computed pump turbine parameters - design B.

Design 1. method 2. method 3. method 4. method
Hydr. efficiency 𝜂𝐻 [%] 94.9468 89.506 [74] 90.950 [72] 88.954 [71] 92.925 [26]

Inlet angle 𝛽1 [𝑜] 20.35 18 [71] 21 [90] 14 [26] -
Outlet angle 𝛽2 [𝑜] 56.66 26 [27] 25 [71] 38 [26] -

The best estimation of the hydraulic efficiency of the pump turbine impeller shows
Gülich’s approach [26] (table 5.8). When comparing 𝛽2 of the design B and the results
from the quasi-empirical equations, once again Gülich estimation [26] shows the most
convenient match. The angle 𝛽1 of the design B was estimated as best by the method
found in [90].

Fig. 5.30 : Impeller - design B.

Fig. 5.31 : Impeller - detail of design B.

Design B is geometrically characteristic for its short blades (see fig. 5.30) and highly
sloped trailing edge, which has a slight curvature (fig. 5.31).
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Pump characteristics
The highest hydraulic efficiency point of the design B is subtly offset towards the higher
values of the flow rate (fig. 5.32). Interesting fact of this design is that it misses the huge
head overestimation in the point 𝑄 = 0.05 𝑚3/𝑠 (fig. 5.32, 5.33) compared to the design
A or C. Once again, the values of the pump head and the efficiency are not affected by
the volumetric and the disk friction losses.

Fig. 5.32 : 𝜂𝐻 −𝑄 and 𝐻 −𝑄 characteristics: design B.

Fig. 5.33 : Streamlines 𝑄 = 0.05 𝑚3/𝑠: design B.
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Pressure and velocity distributions inside the impeller
The Design B investigated the pure linear development of the 𝛽 angles along the length
of the blades (fig. 5.34).

Fig. 5.34 : Angle 𝛽 - design B.
The 𝛽 angle behaviour results in the "normal" pressure distribution on the pump

blades. The suction side has lower values than the pressure side (fig. 5.35).

Fig. 5.35 : Blade loading - optimal 𝑄.
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Focusing on the meridional point of view: the optimized design B presents with the
slightly higher averaged velocity values in inlet section near the pump shroud and lower
averaged velocity values near the pump hub (fig. 5.36). The average static pressure change
is remarkable by a gradual transition from the low values of the pressure (impeller inlet)
to the higher values, which are located at the impeller outlet - fig. 5.36.

Fig. 5.36 : Average static pressure and velocity distribution - optimal 𝑄.

Following figure (fig. 5.37) displays the average static pressure distribution in the blade-
to-blade point of view in the three main locations of the design B - near the hub, in the
middle of the pump turbine impeller and near the shroud. A critical place of this design
is located near the shroud on the suction side of the blade (at the beginning) - there
is a small low pressure spot (dark blue color in fig. 5.37). Such sudden pressure drop is
very dangerous and could lead to the creation and afterwards the manifestation of the
cavitation bubbles, if the static pressure reaches its critical value.

Fig. 5.37 : Average static pressure distribution (hub, middle, shroud) - optimal 𝑄.
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Next figures examine the correct water flow inside the design B impeller, namely near the
hub (fig. 5.38), in the middle of the impeller (fig. 5.39) and near the shroud (fig. 5.40).

Fig. 5.38 : Average velocity vectors near leading edge (hub) - optimal 𝑄.

The velocity vectors around the blade tip at the impeller’s hub shows a massive fluid shock
- fig. 5.38 (detail look). Such water shock leads to the unsuitable flow patterns along the
length of the blade - hand in hand with the pump turbine head and efficiency decrease.
The velocity vectors in the middle section of the pump turbine impeller (fig. 5.39) reveal
starting fluid recirculation in the end of the blade at its suction side.

Fig. 5.39 : Average velocity vectors near leading edge (middle) - optimal 𝑄.
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Fig. 5.40 displays continuing water recirculation in the end of the blade at the suction
side. Such recirculation occupies and blocks larger area than in the middle section (fig.
5.39). From the perspective of the shockless fluid entry - middle section shows signs of
the mild water shock at blade’s tip, on the other hand water in the shroud section is
remarkable for its flawless entry.

Fig. 5.40 : Average velocity vectors near leading edge (shroud) - optimal 𝑄.

Surface streamlines

Fig. 5.41 : Surface streamlines - 𝑄 = 0.1 𝑚3/𝑠.
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Fig. 5.42 : Surface streamlines - 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 (optimal flow rate).

Fig. 5.43 : Surface streamlines - 𝑄 = 0.25 𝑚3/𝑠.
Figures 5.41-5.43 capture the fluid behaviour on the blades of the optimized design B in
three chosen flow regimes - in 𝑄 = 0.1 𝑚3/𝑠, 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 (optimum) and 𝑄 =
0.25 𝑚3/𝑠. Figure 5.42 confirms recirculation passages near the shroud at blade’s outlet,
which was uncovered by the velocity vectors in figures 5.39 and 5.40. Such recirculation
also propagates itself into the higher (fig. 5.43) and lower (fig. 5.41) values of the flow
rate. This phenomenon is probably caused by the insufficient length of the blade, which
goes hand in hand with the inadequate water guiding inside the pump impeller.
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5.1.5.3 Design C
Table 5.9 shows the hydraulic efficiencies and the 𝛽 angles of the design C (fig. 5.44)
compared to the quasi-empirical methods described in section 3. Mentioned efficiencies
are linked only to the pump turbine impeller, so without the draft tube, spiral case and
distributor. The 𝛽 angles were evaluated only on the middle streamline.

Tab. 5.9 : Computed pump turbine parameters - design C.

Design 1. method 2. method 3. method 4. method
Hydr. efficiency 𝜂𝐻 [%] 96.859 89.506 [74] 90.950 [72] 88.954 [71] 92.925 [26]

Inlet angle 𝛽1 [𝑜] 37.5 18 [71] 21 [90] 14 [26] -
Outlet angle 𝛽2 [𝑜] 42.83 26 [27] 25 [71] 38 [26] -

The best estimation of the hyd. efficiency shows Gülich’s approach [26] (tab. 5.9).
When comparing 𝛽2 of the design C and the results from the quasi-empirical equations,
once again Gülich’s estimation [26] shows the most convenient match. The angle 𝛽1 of the
design C extremely differs from all 1D computational approaches found in sec. 3.

Fig. 5.44 : Impeller - design C.

The length of the blades of the design C offers compromise between the long shape of the
design A and the short shape of the design B. A possible geometrical fault of the design
lies in the trailing edge, which is formed by the slight curvature (same as in design B) -
fig. 5.45.

Fig. 5.45 : Impeller - detail of design C.
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Pump characteristics
The highest hydraulic efficiency point of the design C is subtly offset towards the higher
values of the flow rate (fig. 5.46). Once again the unsuitable phenomenon towards lower
values of the flow rate could be observed in design C simulations (fig. 5.46 and 5.47).

Fig. 5.46 : 𝜂𝐻 −𝑄 and 𝐻 −𝑄 characteristics: design C.

Fig. 5.47 : Streamlines 𝑄 = 0.05 𝑚3/𝑠: design C.
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Pressure and velocity distributions inside the impeller
Design C investigated the development of 𝛽 angles with inflection point along the length
of the blade (fig. 5.48).

Fig. 5.48 : Angle 𝛽 - design C.
The 𝛽 angle behaviour results in the "normal" pressure distribution on the pump

blades. The suction side has the lower values than the pressure side (fig. 5.49).

Fig. 5.49 : Blade loading - optimal 𝑄.
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The design C has slightly higher average velocity values in the inlet section near the
pump shroud (fig. 5.50 ) and the low velocity value areas near the hub (also in inlet
area). The pressure change is remarkable by a gradual transition from the low values of
the static pressure (impeller inlet) to the higher values, which are located in the impeller
outlet - fig. 5.50 - same behaviour as in the design B.

Fig. 5.50 : Average static pressure and velocity distribution - optimal 𝑄.

Following figure (fig. 5.50 ) displays the average static pressure distribution in the blade-
to-blade view in three main locations of the optimized design C - near the hub, in the
middle of the impeller and near the shroud. The critical places are located in the middle
and near the shroud section on the suction side of the blade (at the beginning) - there
are high pressure drop spots (dark blue are in fig. 5.51). Sudden pressure drop is very
dangerous and could lead to the creation of cavitation bubbles, if the static pressure
reaches its critical value.

Fig. 5.51 : Average static pressure distribution (hub, middle, shroud) - optimal 𝑄.
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Next three figures examine the correct water flow inside the optimized design C impeller,
namely near the hub (fig. 5.52), in the middle of the poump turbine impeller (fig. 5.53)
and near the shroud (fig. 5.54).

Fig. 5.52 : Average velocity vectors near leading edge (hub) - optimal 𝑄.

The velocity vectors around the blade tip at the impeller’s hub shows a mild fluid shock
- fig. 5.52. Such water shock could lead to the unsuitable flow patterns along the length
of the blade hand in hand with the pump turbine head and efficiency decrease.

Fig. 5.53 : Average velocity vectors near leading edge (middle) - optimal 𝑄.
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Mentioned mild fluid shock is also slightly noticeable in the middle section view of the
pump turbine impeller - fig. 5.53). Fig. 5.54 displays initial water recirculation in the end
of the blade at the suction side (very small area, defined by dark blue vectors). From the
perspective of the shockless entry - the shroud section is remarkable for the flawless water
entry.

Fig. 5.54 : Average velocity vectors near leading edge (shroud) - optimal 𝑄.

Surface streamlines

Fig. 5.55 : Surface streamlines - 𝑄 = 0.1 𝑚3/𝑠.
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Fig. 5.56 : Surface streamlines - 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 (optimal flow rate).

Fig. 5.57 : Surface streamlines - 𝑄 = 0.25 𝑚3/𝑠.
Figures 5.55-5.57 capture the fluid behaviour on the blades of the design C in three chosen
flow regimes - in 𝑄 = 0.1 𝑚3/𝑠, 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 (optimum) and 𝑄 = 0.25 𝑚3/𝑠.
No recirculation passages could be seen in the optimal (fig. 5.56) and the over optimal
flow regimes (fig. 5.57). On the other hand, under optimal regime (fig. 5.55) shows signs
of water recirculation on the blades (and afterwards in the pump’s flow passages), which
has negative impact on the pump’s head and the hydraulic efficiency. Globally, the design
C has the best surface streamlines among the all optimized designs.
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5.1.5 ČBE Measurement
Design A was manufactured (fig. 5.58) and subsequently measured in ČKD Blansko
Engineering (shortly ČBE) in grant collaboration TH01020982 - Zefektivnění akumu-
lace energie a zajištění stability rozvodné sítě rozšířením provozního pásma přečerpávacích
vodních elektráren.

Fig. 5.58 : Impeller model [92].

Figure 5.59 shows the location of the pressure taps in the pump turbine measurement.
These location were afterwards utilized in the comparative CFD simulations. The inlet
static pressure was measured in 12 location (cross-section F-F), the outlet pressure was
measured in 4 different places (cross-section B-B).

Fig. 5.59 : Pressure taps locations [92].
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Main performance characteristics [92]
Experiments were performed for four different openings of the guide vanes: 18 mm, 20
mm, 22 mm, 24 mm. For comparative CFD simulations was chosen opening 𝑎0 = 20 𝑚𝑚
(black curves in figures 5.60, 5.61 and 5.62).

Fig. 5.60 : H-Q dependencies - experiment [92].

Fig. 5.61 : 𝜂𝑐-Q dependencies - experiment [92].
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The flow regimes for all openings show instabilities in 𝐻 −𝑄 dependencies towards to
the zero value of flow rate, on the other hand 𝜂 − 𝑄 dependencies show wide operation
range with high values of efficiency around BEP/requested points. The last main pump
characteristic, which was measured and examined by ČBE, was 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 dependency on
the pump flow rate (fig. 5.62).

Fig. 5.62 : 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3-Q dependency - experiment [92].

The 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 curve of the Design A has a common parabolic shape, with the lowest point
located to the left from the optimal flow rate, which is characterize by 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠

(fig. 5.62).
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5.1.6 Complete results and design comparison

Three different geometries of the pump turbine impeller were created as the output of the
shape optimization tool based on the Particle swarm optimization, namely: Design A
(portrayed in this section by the red color) - this design was made in the collaboration with
the OFIVK in-house software based on the quasi-potential flow [89], Design B (displayed
by the blue color) and Design C (coloured by green). These designs are compared in
following subsections on the geometrical, performance characteristic and the flow patterns
base in a way to uncover basic differences and their possible advantages or disadvantages.

Geometrical comparison
First, the geometrical comparison must take place. In fig. 5.63 are all three impeller designs
drawn over one another to reveal the main shape and length differences. The red design
A is remarkable by the longest blades, on the other hand, blue design B is distinguished
by the shortest blade’s length. In the middle lies green design C, with the compromisable
impeller blade’s length.

Fig. 5.63 : Design comparison - blade perspective.

It should be noted that the suitable length of the blade has a key role in a right fluid
(water) guiding in the impeller and consequently in the correct behaviour of the pump.
This means that the long shaped blades are very convenient for water directing in the
pump rotational passages, but the area of blades causes higher hydraulic losses due to
greater wall-water interaction and thereby sheer stress. Such losses are one of the main
contributors to the pump head and hydraulic efficiency decrease. On the other hand,
short blades must deal with a larger "pressure shock" on blade’s length compared to the
longer blades. With high values of pressure on one side of the blade goes hand in hand
low pressure areas on the other side - such areas could initiate the formation of cavitation
bubbles.
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The length of the blade can be also visualised by the 𝜃-angle (the wrap angle) in the
meridional point of view. This fact is captured in fig. 5.64, where the design A is on the
left side, design B is in the middle and design C is on the right side.

Fig. 5.64 : Design comparison - 𝜃-angle perspective.

Fig. 5.64 confirms visual blade’s lengths of the designs in fig. 5.63. Design A has the highest
value of 𝜃-angle, which equals up to 160𝑜. On the other hand, design B is characterized
with the lowest highest value only up to 100𝑜. The most convenient 𝜃-angle development
along the blade shows design C - with highest value of hydraulic efficiency in the design
point 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 (tab. 5.11) and advantageous values of 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 (fig. 5.70).
A change of the 𝜃-angle of the design C tries to copy (imitate) the leading edge of the
blade, such imitation positively influences the flow inside the pump turbine impeller.

The last geometrical comparison is focused on the 𝛽 angle, to be more precise on the
inlet and outlet values (tab. 5.10) and the global shape along the blade, which is shown
in fig. 5.65. This pump parameter had a crucial part in the proper blade shaping process
appearing in the presented shape optimization tool.

Tab. 5.10 : Inlet/outlet 𝛽 angle comparison.

Design A Design B Design C
Hub 37.06/50.43 29.09/46.56 50.5/42.83

Middle 29.67/43.64 20.35/56.66 37.5/42.83
Shroud 25.61/40.48 28.48/40.18 22.81/42.83

As was mentioned, design A was founded on the output from the OFIVK in-house
optimization software based on the quasi-potential flow [89]. This design is characteristic
with the most complicated shape of the 𝛽 angle along the blade. The angle near the hub
(red color, first figure in fig. 5.65) decreases its value at the beginning (around the leading
edge) and afterwards continues almost linearly. On the other hand, 𝛽 angle in the middle
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streamline and near shroud could be compared to a quadratic function - a valley-like
development with inlet 𝛽1 on one side and outlet 𝛽2 on the other side.

Design B explores the pure linear change of the 𝛽 angle. Such change should be energy
efficient with uniform pressure distribution [27].

Fig. 5.65 : 𝛽 angle comparison.

Design C goes in a way, which was mentioned in Gülich [26]. The 𝛽 angle development
along the length of the blade has the inflection point. This inflection point provides the
slow 𝛽 change at inlet and outlet of the blade, which decreases pressure loading in these
locations. Such decrease shows a positive influence on 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 curve [26]. Almost constant
𝛽 angle near trailing edge is also favourable for impeller trimming.

From the exact value point of view, all impeller designs show quite high values of
inlet/outlet 𝛽 angles (tab. 5.10) - especially outlet 𝛽 angle, which predominantly lies in
interval 20𝑜 − 35𝑜 for radial centrifugal pumps [26], [71]. But it must be also mentioned
that high values of the outlet 𝛽 angle are caused by the small magnitude of the outlet
width 𝑏2, which has a key role in the determination of 𝛽2.

Going back to the figures 5.60 and 5.61, there are not any abnormal instabilities in the
performance characteristics of the design A. Only saddle like instability in 𝐻 −𝑄 curve,
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which is primarily caused by the distributor. From this point of view and in this case, the
high values of 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎 angles does show stable behaviour during the pump run.

Performance characteristics and cavitation qualities comparison
Previous subsection brings information about the shapes of optimized impellers, but wi-
thout a suitable comparison with the main performance characteristic, such as 𝜂𝐻 − 𝑄

or 𝐻 −𝑄, is quite useless, so table 5.11 and figures 5.66 - 5.70 summarize acquired data
from the URANS CFD simulations of the optimized designs A,B and C.

Table 5.11 compares values of all pump turbine designs in the design point described
by the flow rate 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠. Design A, which was measured by ČKD Blansko
Engineering served as a reference model.

Tab. 5.11 : Computed pump turbine parameters in 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠.

Design A Design B Design C
Hydr. efficiency 𝜂𝐻 [%] 85.5/100 % 86.24/ + 1.22 % 89.54/ + 4.72 %

Pump Head 𝐻 [𝑚] 34.92/100 % 36.46/ + 4.41 % 36.93/ + 5.76 %
Power 𝑃 [𝑊 ] 61877/100 % 64605/ + 4.41 % 65438/ + 5.75 %

Energy dissipation 𝐷 [𝑊 ] 10493/100 % 10308/ - 1.76 % 7644/ - 27.15 %

Both, design B and design C outperformed design A in the hydraulic efficiency delivered
by the CFD simulations (tab. 5.11), projected in numbers by 1.22 % (B) and 4.72 % (C),
respectively. Globally, the widest range (in requested flow rates - see tab. 5.7) of the high
hydraulic efficiency values belongs to the green design C - fig. 5.66.

Fig. 5.66 : 𝜂𝐻 −𝑄 characteristics comparison.

Unfortunately only design A has the highest value of the hydraulic efficiency in the
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crucial design point characterized by the flow rate 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠. Design B and C has
the optimum slightly shifted to the right in a way of higher values of the flow rate.

Another important variable, which was closely observed, was the pump head 𝐻 [𝑚].
Fig. 5.67 shows comparison between achieved designs and once again all data came from
the URANS CFD simulations. In such figure are also marked requested pump head values
(portrayed by black crosses) - it is noticeable that only design A managed to reach these
values, both design B and design C exceeded e.g. required point defined by the flow rate
𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 by 4.41 % and 5.76 %, respectively.

Fig. 5.67 : 𝐻 −𝑄 characteristics comparison.

It must be mentioned that the interesting phenomenon was found, while evaluating pump
heads, especially in region 𝑄 < 0.15 𝑚3/𝑠. Usually (without any flow instabilities) head
of the centrifugal pump has the highest value in the zero flow rate and with a discharge
increase slowly lower its magnitude (when the distributor (guide vanes) is presented mild
saddle-like instability is common in regimes with the low value of the flow rate - it could
be seen in the measurement of ČKD Blansko Engineering displayed by fig. 5.14). But the
URANS CFD simulations can not detect such "normal" head behaviour towards zero flow
rate and huge head overestimations/underestimations are registered. It is possible that
the chosen two equation model of turbulence (default k-𝜖 in this case) does not properly
catch and simulates very turbulent and dissipative flow regimes in complicated flow paths
of the pump distributor and impeller, which goes hand in hand with the low values of the
flow rate.
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The next important pump performance characteristic is the power - flow rate depen-
dency (fig. 5.68), which has in the field of the radial centrifugal pumps almost linear form
[26], with the lowest value of the power located in the zero flow rate and the highest value
in the maximal pump flow rate. All optimized designs shared similar power - flow rate
curves, they crucially differ from the optimal flow rate 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 to maximal
observed discharge, where the lowest power values in such interval has design A and the
highest design C.

Fig. 5.68 : 𝑃 −𝑄 characteristics comparison.

Fig. 5.69 : 𝐷 −𝑄 characteristics comparison.
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The energy dissipation shows an amount of energy of flowing liquid dissipated (converted
into a another type of energy, thanks to the hydraulic losses) in the current operation
point of the pump. So lower the value of 𝐷 [𝑊 ] is, then higher values of the hydraulic
efficiency must be. All designs show the lowest point in the optimal design point described
by flow rate 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠, but interesting fact that only design A has the maximal
hydraulic efficiency 𝜂𝐻 in it (fig. 5.69).

The last compared pump characteristic is the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 − 𝑄 dependency, which has
a crucial role in the proper determination of cavitation qualities of the optimized designs
- lower the value of the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 [𝑚] is, then the better performance without cavitation is
expected inside the pump turbine system. The most important values of the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 were
examined in three different flow rates, in 𝑄 = 0.155 𝑚3/𝑠, 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠 (optimal
flow rate) and 𝑄 = 0.195 𝑚3/𝑠 (fig. 5.70).

Fig. 5.70 : 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 −𝑄 characteristics comparison.

When comparing 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 in optimal flow rate, designs B and C strongly outperformed
design A and almost double reduced the value of 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 in such point (from 6 𝑚 to 3 𝑚
in the case of design B and almost to 2 𝑚 in the case of design C - fig. 5.70). Examined
points on the left from the optimal flow rate and also on the right are in cases of design
B and C below values of design A. Globally, design A shows the worst 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 values in
three explored operational points, with minimum shifted towards smaller flow rate and
radical 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 increase with discharge 𝑄 = 0.195 𝑚3/𝑠. On the other hand, design
C excels in the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 field of examination, with the wide range of the lowest achieved
values.
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Fig. 5.71 : Water vapour inside impellers (optimal 𝑄) - design comparison.

Focusing on fig. 5.71, it displays the formation of the water vapour inside optimized
impellers (in the optimal flow rate) based on the overpressure in inlet boundary condition,
which is in mentioned fig. 5.71 characterized by the heights - 8 𝑚, 6 𝑚, 4 𝑚 and 2 𝑚.
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Both, design B (blue) and design C (green), shows the initial source of the cavitation
bubbles near the leading edge area of the suction part of the blade. Contrarily, the water
vapour developed in design A further along the length of the blade in the middle of the
flow passage.

The cavitation goes hand in hand with the lowest static pressure on the blade, with
the blade loading and also with overall pressure distribution inside the meridional flow
channel. The lowest static pressure near hub has blue design B, on the other hand, design
C achieved this fact on the middle streamline and also near shroud (fig. 5.72). It must be
said that during designing of the radial pump impeller, it is crucial to avoid blade loading,
which posses design A, where pressure and suction side of the blade almost switched their
roles - this design has the worst 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 values in all observed computational points.

Fig. 5.72 : Blade loading - design comparison (optimal 𝑄).

Figure 5.73 compares the average static pressure inside the pump flow passage from the
meridional point of view, with the order: on the left design A, in the middle design B
and on the right side design C. The measuring scale (legend) was set the same for all
optimized designs, from the static pressure interval ⟨−7 · 104 𝑃𝑎, 3 · 105 𝑃𝑎⟩.

Only the design A shows the significant pressure drop in the meridional flow channel (in
meridional point of view), which is portrayed by the dark blue color in fig. 5.73 located near
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impeller’s inlet towards to the shroud - comparing with the achieved 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 values, such
pressure drop (low pressure values) negatively affected the optimized design A. Design
B and C demonstrate the gradual pressure change from the low values (impeller inlet)
to the higher values near the pump impeller outlet. This gradual change without any
distinct pressure instabilities shows perspective and favourable attributes in the hydraulic
efficiency and also in the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 dependencies.

Fig. 5.73 : Meridional flow channel - static pressure comparison (optimal 𝑄).

While comparing the water vapour volume fraction of the design A in fig. 5.71 and the
pressure distribution of the design A in fig. 5.73, it is strongly noticeable that the sudden
pressure drop near the shroud is the main contributor in the early vapour manifestation
during the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 determination.

Overall flow patterns comparison
Following figures 5.74, 5.75 and 5.76 capture the flow in the optimum inside the pump
turbine model with the optimized impellers.

Fig. 5.74 : Streamlines of average velocity (optimal 𝑄) - design A.
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Fig. 5.75 : Streamlines of average velocity (optimal 𝑄) - design B.

Fig. 5.76 : Streamlines of average velocity (optimal 𝑄) - design C.

From the streamline point of view, Design A shows narrower streamlines in the outlet
section of the model compared to design B and C.

MOPSO and operational parameters comparison
Another possible comparison is in a way of the initial settings of the presented shape
optimization tool (= settings, which the user enters into the interactive dialogue menus
right before the shape optimization). Some of these adjustments crucially influenced the
final shape of the pump turbine impeller and strongly affected the tool behaviour during
the shape optimization process.

From this section is excluded the design A, which was made in the collaboration with
the OFIVK in-house shape optimization software based on the quasi-potential flow [89]
and utilized very early state of the presented optimization tool. This early stage tool
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modified the 𝛽 angle shape along the length of the blade on three streamlines in six
main locations = 18 modified parameters. This was done only for the optimal flow rate
(𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠) and in the whole system of the pump turbine hydraulic machine
(including the spiral case, draft tube and guide vanes).

Table 5.12 summarized the initial main MOPSO/NM settings. Both design B and C
share identical values of these adjustments, which are based on the previous researches
found in [63], [64].

Tab. 5.12 : MOPSO parameters comparison.

Design B Design C
Population size 10 10

Grid size 15 15
Repository size 40 40
Inertia weight 𝑤 0.2 (linear decrease) 0.2 (linear decrease)

Parameter 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 2 2
Parameter 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐻 6 6
Parameter 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝜂 2 2

Parameter 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 3 3
Parameter 𝜌 (NM) 2 2
Parameter 𝜂 (NM) 1 1
Parameter 𝛾 (NM) 0.5 0.5

The main differences between the design B and C are presented in the initial design
settings (user settings of the shape optimization tool described by Parametrization info...
window), which are catalogued via tab. 5.13.

Tab. 5.13 : Design parameters comparison.

Design B Design C
Changing model parameters 22 28
Shroud angle - inlet change 10 20
Middle angle - inlet change 10 20

Hub angle - inlet change 10 20
Shroud angle - outlet change 15 5
Middle angle - outlet change 15 5

Hub angle - outlet change 15 5
Meridional change 30 150

From the highest value of the hydraulic efficiency and the lowest value of 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 in
the optimal flow rate defined by 𝑄 = 0.181 𝑚3/𝑠, it is recommended to choose the
software settings according to the values of the design C, with the widest possible change
of the inlet blade angle and the narrowest possible change of the outlet blade angle. The
meridional change, which controls global shape of the meridional flow channel, supposed
to be in the interval ⟨30, 150⟩.
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Archive data comparison
The last design comparison is focused on the key element of the MOPSO optimization
algorithm - the archive, where suitable impeller designs are stored.

Fig. 5.77 : Blade angle comparison in archives.

All individuals from the archive of the design B optimization run (fig. 5.77 left) show
a dominant behaviour (trend) of the outlet angle 𝛽2. The angle 𝛽2 has larger magnitude on
all investigated streamlines than the inlet angle. On the other hand, the archive members
of the design C optimization run (fig. 5.77 right) strongly differs on hub and on the middle
streamline. On the streamline near the hub the trend of the angle magnitudes is opposite
comparing to the archive individuals of the design B. The 𝛽 angle values on the middle
streamline is quite mixed - some cases have the inlet angle bigger, some smaller - there is
not a common/noticeable trend of the angle values.

Next step of the archive comparison is a focus on the two main pump parameters, which
were investigated during the shape optimization - the hydraulic efficiency and head. The
design B archive has slightly higher values of the pump head but lacks a consistency and
higher magnitudes of the hydraulic efficiency of the design C run (fig. 5.78).

Fig. 5.78 : 𝜂𝐻 −𝐻 comparison.
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Pump turbine - partial conclusion

Three different types of pump turbine impeller designs were created (optimized) using
the modified PSO/MOPSO optimization algorithm implemented in the presented shape
optimization tool. In the previous sections and subsections were these designs portrayed by
the red (design A), blue (design B) and green color (design C). Such designs have own
advantages and disadvantages and the following text tries to briefly summarize them and
afterwards deduces important conclusions, why is one design more suitable than the other
one in the chosen pump mode only regime. The crucial task of the shape optimization
tool was to design the proper impeller of the pump turbine to achieve the wide range of
the high hydraulic efficiency in the requested flow rates together with the required head
values and good hydraulic qualities related to the cavitation. The size of the impeller was
NOT included under the process of the shape optimization - inlet and outlet diameters
and also inlet and outlet widths were firmly set due to the unchanging geometries of the
draft tube and the guiding vanes flow domains.

Presented optimization tool extensively utilized the Multi-objective particle swarm
optimization algorithm enhanced by the Pareto principles and the commercial AN-
SYS software package, which was controlled and handled by the so-called master code
- lines of the complex code with the MOPSO algorithm written in MATLAB program-
ming language and compiled using free licensed GNU Octave software. For the impeller
model creation was exploited BladeGen tool, the mesh was prepared in TurboGrid (ti-
ghtly bonded with BladeGen) and pre-processing, post-processing and own CFD RANS
simulations were done in ANSYS CFX, which excels in the flow capturing inside the
hydraulic rotary machines. All mentioned tools from the ANSYS family were handled by
the simple text files, which used only one periodical flow channel of the pump turbine im-
peller and run in so-called batch mode = software run without the graphical interface.
Following three designs critically differ from the geometrical point of view in modelling
(shaping) blades - design A follows the path, which was found by another optimization
tool; design B utilized the pure linear change of the 𝛽 angle and the design C was inspired
by the knowledge from Gülich in [26]. It must be also mentioned that the Bézier curves
were frequently utilized within presented optimization tool for their favourable attributes,
to properly shape the meridional flow channel, the leading edge of the blade and in case of
the design B also to correctly form the 𝛽 angle along the length of the blade. The shape
optimization tool and afterwards the optimization MOPSO algorithm employed TEN
particles in their process/run together with the chosen end restriction, which was set to
the total number of iterations → 25 iterations.

Design A has the longest and the most complicated shape of the blade, which is closely
connected with the 𝛽 angle development from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the
blade. This development was based on the output from the in-house shape optimization
software [89] and set a huge limitation for a possible change - basically, the PSO algorithm
(very early stage of the optimization tool) worked only in the close surroundings of the
initial form of the blade and the distinctive shape change was not an option. Final 𝛽
angle shape along the length of the blade near the shroud could be compared to the linear
change, on the other hand, on the middle streamline and near the hub the 𝛽 angle shape
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remotely resembles the quadratic function. Design A has high hydraulic efficiency, but
the lowest from all optimized designs. It fulfils requested pump head values (it did not
overestimate them as the design B and design C). From the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 point of view is
design A in the end of the line of the optimized impellers with the highest (= the worst)
magnitudes in the observed flow regimes. For the next comparison, let’s set this design as
the unsuitable one and compares it with chosen suitable design C.

Design B plentifully explored the linear change of the 𝛽 angle on all three examined
streamlines (near the shroud, in the middle and near the hub). This linear change of
the 𝛽 angle is the simplest one using only the inlet and outlet values of the 𝛽 angles.
Such change should be according to [27] energy efficient. Design B is characteristic for the
shortest blade length among the all optimized impellers. In all performance characteristics
and also in the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 −𝑄 dependency lies this design in the middle - between the design
A and C. But from a visual point of view this design could NOT be recommended due to
unnaturally lying and short shape of the blades.

Design C utilized the inflection point in the 𝛽 angle development mentioned in [26].
Such inflection point was created by the Bézier curves and ensures the gradual change of
the 𝛽 angle at the blade’s inlet mainly for the reducing blade loading in such area and also
for the outlet, which could be fully explored in the blade trimming. This design excelled
in the hydraulic efficiency point of view, with the highest possible achieved values and
with the widest range of the highest efficiency in the requested operational points. Design
C also has the lowest values of 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 in the observed flow rates. Where this design
falls behind is in the requested pump head magnitudes in the requested flow rates - it
overestimated them. Such fact could be corrected by the user/engineer by decreasing the
magnitude of the 𝛽2, which is the main contributor in the proper pump head achievement.

Suitable/unsuitable design comparison
So, why is one pump impeller design suitable and another one not? These brief paragraphs
will try to show and bring some insight into this subject, while comparing the chosen
unsuitable design A and the suitable design C.

Let’s start with the development of the 𝛽 angle along the length of the blade. From the
comparative CFD simulations arises, that the engineer should avoid modelling blades with
the extremely crooked shapes of the 𝛽 angle developments, such as in design A (figure
5.20). It creates the unstable flow patterns in the flow passages of the radial centrifugal
pump, mainly the local eddies near the blades (fig. 5.24 - 5.26 and fig. 5.27 - 5.28) and the
sudden static pressure drops inside the flow channel (fig. 5.23). These mentioned unstable
flow phenomena strongly and negatively influence the main performance characteristics
of the radial pump. Local eddies (depends on the position inside of the pump’s flow
passage) affect the hydraulic efficiency and pump head - usually the hydraulic efficiency
is decreased by the formation of the local flow recirculation anywhere in the flow channel,
and if local eddy is presented near trailing edge of the blade, it affects the value of the
outlet 𝛽 angle, which is the main contributor in the proper pump head achievement.
The sudden and radical pressure drops are projected into the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 − 𝑄 dependency
(fig. 5.70) - where design A has the highest (= the worst) values of achieved 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3.
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With the 𝛽 angle development goes hand in hand the blade loading. From this point of
the view, design A has the most unusual blade loading of the all optimized designs (fig.
5.72) - the suction and the pressure side of the blade almost switch their roles near the
leading edge, meaning that the suction side had the higher static pressure values than the
pressure side and also the overall average static pressure values near leading edge area
are lower in the case of the design A, than the rest of the optimized design. On the other
hand, the design C exploited the approach with the inflection point in the middle of
each parametrized streamline. This modification was done by utilizing high degree Bézier
curves, while modelling blades in the BladeGen tool. Mentioned inflection points ensured
the moderate change of the 𝛽 angle in the leading edge area and of course in the trailing
edge area as well. According to Gülich [26], the mild change in the beginning of the blade
will quite positively influence the cavitation attributes of the current impeller - this fact
was successfully confirmed by numerical simulations united in fig. 5.70, where the design
C came as a winner with the lowest possible 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 values of the all optimized designs.
The subtle change of the 𝛽 in the trailing edge area is beneficial in the blade (impeller)
trimming (change of the outlet diameter) - if the impeller is already manufactured, it
could be reused for the different operating conditions such as the smaller heads. Design
C also excels in the highest values and in the widest range of the highest values of the
hydraulic efficiency in requested operational points. One defect of this impeller is that it
overestimated requested heads in chosen flow rate regimes, but it could be improved by
the engineer by the slight outlet 𝛽 angle decrease. The important conclusion comes from
the perspective of the proper modelling of the 𝛽 angle - it is crucial to avoid extremely
crooked shapes. A way of the simple shapes is a key, but it is very important to make
a mild change of the angle near the leading edge - it reduces some of the blade loading,
which is afterwards transformed into the favourable values of 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 and also must inlet
𝛽 angles must be NOT forgotten - angle values must be sorted from the hub to the shroud
in the descending order.

From a brief evaluation of the shape of the blade in the blade-to-blade view (view,
in which is the blade transformed/projected into the developed cylindrical surface area),
it is strongly recommended to avoid the radical shape change as in the design A (fig.
5.23) located near the trailing edge in the middle/near the shroud region of the impeller.
Such change leads to the unsuitable flow patterns in the flow channel accompanied by
the formation of the local eddies. The shape change in the blade-to-blade view should be
gradual as much as possible - see design C in fig. 5.51.

When the suitable 𝛽 angle development is outlined, then the proper length of the
blade must be set as well. Let’s quickly employ the design B to this debate too and
choose the right length, which will form favourable flow patterns in the radial centrifugal
pump impeller. The long shaped blades usually guide water well in the flow passages of
the pump, but with the length increase goes hand in hand the increase of the area of blade
→ higher hydraulic losses due to the greater wall-water interaction. On the other hand,
very short blades produce smaller losses, but often must deal with the higher level of the
blade loading. The design A possesses the longest length of the blade among all optimized
designs - with the maximal value of the 𝜃-angle (wrap angle) equals to 160𝑜; the design B
is on the other end of the spectrum with the shortest blades, with the maximal value of
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the 𝜃-angle equals to 100𝑜. Both, the design A and the design B belong into a group with
the unsuitable 𝜃-angles → in this case (the pump turbine impeller in the pump mode =
the centrifugal radial pump impeller) the proper shape of the impeller should possess the
maximal value of the 𝜃-angle from the interval ⟨100𝑜, 160𝑜⟩ - preferably from the middle
of this interval, such as design B with 120𝑜. When focusing on the fig. 5.64, the change of
the 𝜃-angle is also crucially important - it looks, that the development of the angle, which
tries to imitate the shape of the leading edge, is promising.

The last major difference between the so-called suitable and unsuitable design lies in
the meridional point of view, to be more accurate in the average static pressure develop-
ment inside the meridional flow channel. It is recommended to have once again a gradual
change of the average static pressure from the low values, which are located near im-
peller inlet, to the high values, which are presented near impeller outlet (see design C in
fig. 5.73). Such pressure change positively influences the hydraulic efficiency and also the
𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 dependency.

To summarize the previous four paragraphs: from the comparative CFD simulations
(and also from the measurements) emerge, that it is crucially recommended to make blades
of the radial pump impeller as simple as possible. The extremely crooked shapes show
the inconvenient flow patterns inside the impeller, which leads to the lower values of the
hydraulic efficiency and the higher values of the 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3. The mild change of the 𝛽
angle near the leading edge is also crucially promising (on all streamlines) - it reduces
some of the blade loading, which positively reflects in 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 dependency. With the
proper shape of the blade goes hand in hand the gradual change of the average static
pressure in the meridional flow channel, this fact is also very important in the process of
designing the radial pump impeller.
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5.2 Low specific speed centrifugal pump
The (very) low specific speed centrifugal pumps are widely used in various parts of in-
dustry, such as a pharmacy, an oil industry and even in a space engineering to deliver
heterogeneous fluids in small amounts into the relatively high heads. This operating en-
vironment goes hand in hand with some unfavourable flow phenomena, which negatively
influence the proper run of these mentioned pumps [40].

Rather poor hydraulic efficiency is characteristic for the low specific speed centrifugal
pumps, mainly due to the major secondary flows (local eddies) inside the pump’s flow
channels (fig. 5.79).

Fig. 5.79 : Local eddies in the radial low specific speed pumps [34].

This fact has a major role in the hydraulic losses increase and also in the decrease of the
outlet 𝛽 angle, which is the crucial contributor in proper achievement of the requested
head. The lower hydraulic efficiency is not the only problem connected with the low
specific speed pumps, also the pressure fluctuations and structural vibrations play a huge
role here and must not be forgotten.

Fig. 5.80 : Designs of low specific speed pump [34], [49], [50].

Several various pump modifications, which tried to reduce mentioned local eddies inside
the flow channels, pressure fluctuations or structural vibrations, appeared in past few
years - fig. 5.80 [34], [49], [50].
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Figure 5.80 type a) demonstrates a classical type of the blades used in the centrifugal
pump designs, which will be utilized and inspected in this part of the doctoral thesis;
fig. 5.80 type b) shows an employment of the splitter blades (= shorter blades, which are
iserted in the middle of the pump’s flow channel to ensure proper fluid guiding) [34]; fig.
5.80 type c) displays design with thick trailing edges, which have a role in a narrowing
of the flow channel (smaller flow area in the channel = higher relative velocity → lower
probability of the local eddy formation) [49], and fig. 5.80 type d) also shows the thick
trailing edges but with the recirculation channels [50].

As it was mentioned above, the so-called "classical" approach of the blade modelling
was exploited in the following subsections of this thesis. But before a discussion about
the optimized design and the comparative CFD simulations, the two main chapters must
be properly clarified - the performance characteristics and the disk friction losses, which
have a key role in a main differences between the low specific radial centrifugal pump
impeller and the radial centrifugal impeller mentioned and utilized in section 5.1.

5.2.1 Disk friction losses
Disk friction losses in the centrifugal radial pump are produced by the front and rear
shrouds of the impeller, which revolve in the water as hydraulically smooth or rough disks
[26].

A participation of the disk friction losses in the power consumption of the centrifugal
radial pump decreases exponentially with increasing specific speed. With the low specific
speed pump, the disk friction is the primary cause of the loss: for the pump with 𝑛𝑞 =
10 min−1 and 𝑅𝑒 = 107 - the disk friction is approximately 30 % of the useful power of
the impeller [26].

The disk friction losses are dependent on the following parameters [26], [27]:
• Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒 [−]
• Average mean roughness of the rotating disk/casing wall 𝑅𝑎 [𝜇𝑚]
• Axial sidewall gap 𝑠 [𝑚]
• Shape of the casing and size of the impeller sidewall gap.

Calculation (estimation) of the disk friction losses for optimal low rate [27]
First, the Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒 [−] must be calculated from a following equation [27]:

𝑅𝑒 = 𝑟2
2 · 2 · 𝜋 · 𝑛

𝜈
, (5.3)

where 𝑟2 [𝑚] is the outlet impeller radius, 𝑛 [𝑠−1] are revolutions per second and
𝜈 [𝑚2 · 𝑠−1] is a kinematic viscosity.

The axial sidewall gap 𝑠 [𝑚] is afterwards computed from a knowledge of the magnitude
of the Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒 [−] [27]:

𝑠 = 2.97 · 𝑟2

𝑅𝑒0.34 , (5.4)

where 𝑟2 [𝑚] is the outlet impeller radius.
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The next step includes a determination of a roughness coefficient 𝑘𝑧 [𝑚] [27]:

𝑘𝑧 = 4.5 · 10−6 ·𝑅𝑎0.97, (5.5)

where 𝑅𝑎 [𝜇𝑚] is an arithmetic mean roughness of the impeller disks. And then the
calculations of loss coefficients for the hub 𝛾1 [−] and the shroud 𝛾2 [−] take place [27]:

𝛾1 = 1[︁
3.8 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔

(︁
𝑑2

2·𝑘𝑧

)︁
− 2.4 ·

(︁
2·𝑠
𝑑2

)︁0.25]︁2 , (5.6)

and [27]:

𝛾2 = 1[︁
3.8 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔

(︁
𝑑0+Δ𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑

2·𝑘𝑧

)︁
− 2.4 ·

(︁
2·𝑠

𝑑0+Δ𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑

)︁0.25]︁2 , (5.7)

where 𝑑0 [𝑚] is the inlet impeller diameter, 𝑑2 [𝑚] is the outlet impeller diameter, 𝑘𝑧 [𝑚] is
the roughness coefficient (eq. 5.5), 𝑠 [𝑚] is the axial sidewall gap (eq. 5.4) and Δ𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 [𝑚]
is the thickness of the shroud.

A power dissipation caused by the hub of the impeller is [27]:

𝑃𝑧1 = 1
4 · 𝛾1 · 𝜌 · (2 · 𝜋 · 𝑛)3 ·

(︂
𝑑2

32

)︂5
, (5.8)

where 𝛾1 [−] is the loss coefficient (eq. 5.6), 𝜌 [𝑘𝑔 ·𝑚−3] is the fluid density, 𝑛 [𝑠−1] are
revolutions per second, 𝑑2 [𝑚] is the outlet impeller diameter. Analogically for the shroud
[27]:

𝑃𝑧2 = 𝑃𝑧1 − 1
4 · 𝛾2 · 𝜌 · (2 · 𝜋 · 𝑛)3 ·

(︂
𝑑0 + Δ𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑

32

)︂5
, (5.9)

where Δ𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 [𝑚] is the thickness of the shroud.

A total power dissipation 𝑃𝑧 [𝑊 ] is afterwards computed [27]:

𝑃𝑧 = 𝑃𝑧1 + 𝑃𝑧2, (5.10)

where 𝑃𝑧1 [𝑊 ] is the power dissipation caused by the hub (eq. 5.8) and 𝑃𝑧2 [𝑊 ] is the
power dissipation caused by the shroud (eq. 5.9). Finally, a relative disk loss 𝜐 [%] could
be estimated from a ratio between the total power dissipation and the theoretical power
of the pump [27]:

𝜐 = 𝑃𝑧

𝑃𝑡ℎ

= 𝑃𝑧

𝑄·𝐻·𝜌·𝑔
𝜂𝑐

, (5.11)

where 𝑃𝑧 [𝑊 ] is total power dissipation (eq. 5.10), 𝑄 [𝑚3 · 𝑠−1] is the requested flow
rate, 𝐻 [𝑚] is the requested pump head, 𝜌 [𝑘𝑔 ·𝑚−3] is the fluid density, 𝑔 [𝑚 · 𝑠−2] is the
gravitational acceleration and 𝜂𝑐 [−] is the total pump efficiency.
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Tab. 5.14 : Used pump parameters for disk friction losses computation.

Value
Average mean roughness 𝑅𝑎 [𝜇𝑚] 1.6

Shroud thickness Δ𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 [𝑚] 0.01
Total efficiency 𝜂𝑐 [−] 0.45 (fig. 3.11)

Fluid density 𝜌 [𝑘𝑔 · 𝑚−3] 997
Kinematic viscosity 𝜈 [𝑚2 · 𝑠−1] 1𝑒−6

Inlet diameter (original design) 𝑑0 [𝑚] 0.425

For the requested pump parameters, such as the head, RPM, the flow rate and the
outlet diameter, which are summarized in tables 5.15, 5.16 and the additional pump
constraints depicted in the table 5.14 is the relative disk loss 𝜐 ≈ 27 %.

5.2.2 Effects of the impeller outlet angle on the pump head
In the case of the low and the very low specific speed centrifugal pumps, the outlet angle
can be considerably larger than the basic recommendation e.g. in Gülich [26]. Such high
value of angle deforms shape of the blade (fig. 5.81) and consequently change a shape of
the theoretical head values (fig. 5.82).

Fig. 5.81 : Outlet blade angles - different pump settings [106].

Fig. 5.82 : Theoretical head values [82].
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5.2.3 Requested and given parameters

The main requested low specific pump parameters represents table 5.15. Such table con-
tains values for the prototype impeller, which was designed and afterwards measured in
a hydraulic laboratory of Viktor Kaplan department of Fluid Engineering (shortly
OFIVK) of Brno University of Technology [49], [50].

Tab. 5.15 : Requested pump parameters [49], [50].

Prototype
Pump head 𝐻 [𝑚] 32
Flow rate 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] 0.00694

RPM 𝑛 [1/𝑚𝑖𝑛] 1450

Requested pump parameters are utilized in equation 3.6 to properly determine pump’s
specific speed 𝑛𝑠 [𝑚𝑖𝑛−1]:

𝑛𝑠 = 3.65 · 𝑛 · 𝑄
0.5

𝐻0.75

𝑛𝑠 = 3.65 · 1450 · 0.006940.5

320.75

𝑛𝑠 = 33 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1.

For the additional understanding of the term "low specific speed" pump are computed
the values of the differently evaluated specific speeds, namely: 𝑛𝑏 = 0.027 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1 (eq. 3.7)
and 𝑛𝑞 = 9 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1 (eq. 3.8).

Design constraints
The shape and the position of the pump impeller were strictly constrained with the
dimensional restrictions united in the table 5.16.

Tab. 5.16 : Dimensional constraints [49], [50].

Prototype
Outlet diameter 𝑑2 [𝑚𝑚] 320

Outlet width 𝑏2 [𝑚𝑚] 10
Number of blades 𝑧 [−] 7

Presented dimensional constraints once again firmly set the size of the pump impeller.
This fact means that size was NOT under the process of the shape optimization, only
the shape was.
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5.2.4 CFD simulations
An unsteady (URANS) simulations were utilized for the purpose of data correlation of
CFD simulations between presented designs. The computational grids of the low specific
speed pump impellers were created in commercial TurboGrid software as fully hexa-
hedral. Inlet domain and spiral case were meshed in ANSYS meshing as tetrahedral
with the high resolution prismatic layers towards the walls (fig. 5.83, 5.84).

Fig. 5.83 : Sample of the computational mesh.

The CFD calculations (RANS and URANS) were done in commercial software ANSYS
CFX using standard k-𝜖 model of turbulence. The k - 𝜖 turbulence model was chosen
as in previous case of the pump turbine impeller, mainly due to the robust and stable
behaviour during CFD simulations. The "High Resolution" option was selected for the
advection scheme, "Second Order Backward" for the transient scheme and "High Resolu-
tion" for turbulence numerics. Chosen time step corresponds to 3𝑜 of the pump impeller
revolution. Each time step had 5 inner iterations. As a domain initialization for URANS
cases served steady simulation (RANS) with mixing planes between relative and absolute
computational domains. Requested variables (velocity, pressure, etc.) for evaluation of
pump head 𝐻 and hydraulic efficiency 𝜂𝐻 were averaging from last 10 whole revolutions
of the pump impeller. 𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 values was NOT evaluated in this case.

Complete model
The complete computational domain of the low specific speed centrifugal pump consists
of the inlet tube (1) (with a certain part of the hub = nut), pump impeller (2) and the
spiral case/volute (3) - all mentioned parts are captured in fig. 5.84.
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Fig. 5.84 : Complete CFD domain of low specific speed centrifugal pump.

The inlet tube (1) is the absolute non-moving domain, with the nut (fig. 5.85), which
rotated in the same direction and with the same RPM as the impeller. This computational
domain contains inlet boundary condition (portrayed by the yellow surface in fig. 5.84,
5.85), which was characterized by the zero relative static pressure.

Fig. 5.85 : Inlet tube with the nut.

Spiral case (3) is another absolute non-moving domain in the whole computational mo-
del. It contains outlet boundary condition, visualized by the blue surface in fig. 5.84. Such
boundary condition was defined by the mass flow rate 𝑄𝑚 [𝑘𝑔/𝑠], which was computed
using known density of the water 𝜌 = 997 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 (this is the default setting in ANSYS
CFX commercial software). Total number of the six operational points (OP) was numeri-
cally simulated and for the purpose of the mutual comparison also examined - all points
are summarized in table 5.17 with both, mass flow rate 𝑄𝑚 and flow rate 𝑄.
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Tab. 5.17 : Values of the flow rate for simulated operation points (OP).

Flow rate 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] Mass flow rate 𝑄𝑚 [𝑘𝑔/𝑠]
OP1 0.0015 1.496
OP2 0.003 2.991
OP3 0.006 5.982

OP4 (optimal flow rate) 0.007 6.979
OP5 0.008 7.976
OP6 0.01 9.97

The last domain is the pump impeller (2). It is the relative rotating computational
domain with the hub, the shroud and the blades, which rotate with RPM set according
the table describing requested parameters (tab. 5.15). Figures 5.84 and 5.85 also include
green surfaces - they are domain interfaces between stationary and rotating parts of the
complete pump computational model (for unsteady simulations are in ANSYS CFX called
the transient rotor-stator type of the interfaces).

Wall y+ overview
Table 5.18 summarized wall 𝑦+ [−] of every computational domain, which was employed
in URANS CFD simulations. Exact wall 𝑦 + [−] values were evaluated in the optimal
flow rate defined by the table 5.15.

Tab. 5.18 : Wall y+ overview.

Area-average value of 𝑦 + [−]
Inlet tube ≈ 18

Original impeller ≈ 13
Optimized impeller ≈ 28

Spiral case ≈ 40

It must be noted that only one impeller design was created (optimized) using only the
linear change of 𝛽 angle, mainly because the unsuitable and the unstable tool behaviour
during its run, while exploiting the inflection point approach → the optimization tool
cyclically frozen in the phase of the random generation of the impellers; it cannot create
suitable design, which could be afterwards examined via the numerical simulation. Such
unstable behaviour is most likely caused by the long and narrow shape of the meridional
flow passage of the pump, where even small changes of the 𝛽 angle significantly change
(deform) the blades. From this perspective, such created impeller is called in following
sections the Optimized impeller and is compared with so-called Original impeller
(with thick trailing edges and narrow flow channels), which was designed at OFIVK. The
comparison is done only on the CFD simulations base.
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5.2.5 Optimized design and complete results comparison
Blades of the optimized impeller (design)
As it was mentioned, only the linear change of the 𝛽 angle was utilized to design the
impeller of the low specific speed pump, mainly due to the unstable behaviour of the shape
optimization tool, while exploiting inflection point approach mentioned in [26]. The shape
optimization tool struggle revolved mainly around the random creation of the impellers
in the beginning of the MOPSO algorithm - it did not manage to create suitable designs,
so the optimization algorithm could not continue.

The optimized impeller is portrayed by figures 5.86 and 5.87. Fig. 5.86 introduces the
optimized design by using two different views - the top and side look. On the other hand,
fig. 5.87 is focusing in more detail on the impeller inlet and the leading/trailing edge of
the blades.

Fig. 5.86 : Geometry of the optimized impeller.

The optimized design is characteristic for its blade length, the mild curvature of the
leading edge and the sloped trailing edge.

Fig. 5.87 : Geometry of the optimized impeller - detail.

Figure 5.88 outlines the 𝛽 angle development along the length of the blade. The inlet
angles are sorted by the values in the descending order from the hub to the shroud. The
outlet angles are the other way around, with the highest angle magnitude near the shroud
and the lowest near the hub. Interestingly, all the 𝛽 angle shapes (developments) intersect
in 60 % of the blade length.
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Fig. 5.88 : Developments of the 𝛽 angle of the optimized impeller.

The higher difference between the 𝛽1 values (especially while comparing values near the
hub and on the middle streamline) creates the slight curvature along the length of the
blade - it is noticeable in the detail perspective of the optimized impeller portrayed by
fig. 5.87.

Computed parameters - comparison
Following table (tab. 5.19) united and afterwards compares the main parameters of the
optimized impeller of the pump. The 𝛽 angles were evaluate only on the middle stre-
amline. The hydraulic efficiencies are computed only for the impeller and only for the
optimal flow rate.

Tab. 5.19 : Computed pump parameters - optimized impeller.

Design 1. method 2. method 3. method 4. method
Hydr. efficiency 𝜂𝐻 [%] 90.32 55.96 [74] 79.76 [72] 51.28 [71] 69.83 [26]

Inlet angle 𝛽1 [𝑜] 29.79 NaN [71] 24 [90] 12 [26] -
Outlet angle 𝛽2 [𝑜] 38.62 42 [27] 25 [71] 32 [26] -

The hydraulic efficiency comparison between the CFD simulation and the 1D methodology
described in sections above shows only how significant the disk friction losses are in the low
specific speed pumps (10−35 % decrease in the hydraulic efficiency). The best estimation
of the inlet 𝛽1 angle brings the second computational approach [90]. The best 𝛽2 angle
guess is done by the first approach, which is based on the methodology of Haluza [27].
Also must be clarified the "NaN" acronym by the 1. method [71], while inspecting the
inlet 𝛽1 angle. This methodology failed in the computation of the 𝛽 angle, to be more
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accurate, it evaluated the 𝑐𝑚1 velocity in such methodology as a complex number, which
is strongly unsuitable in further computation.

Tab. 5.20 : Computed pump parameters - impeller comparison.

Original impeller Optimized impeller
Hydraulic efficiency (CFD) 𝜂𝐻 [%] 86.97 90.32

Inlet angle 𝛽1 [𝑜] - 29.79
Outlet angle 𝛽2 [𝑜] 63 38.62

The optimized design managed to acquire the better/higher hydraulic efficiency of the
impeller in the optimal flow rate and also it managed to reduce the outlet 𝛽 angle from
63𝑜 to 39𝑜 (see table 5.20).

Blades comparison
The original impeller and the optimized impeller could be compared from the geometrical
point of view. This fact is done in a well arranged way in fig. 5.89, where on the left with
the green color are characterized thick blades of the original design and on the right are
blades designed by the MOPSO algorithm, which was employed in the shape optimization
tool.

Fig. 5.89 : Design comparison.

From such perspective (view in fig. 5.89), it is strongly noticeable a crucial geometrical
difference between those two impellers. The original design has thick blades especially
towards the trailing edge to ensure narrow flow channels, which should better guide water
in the small flow rates. The optimized design exploited the traditional blade modelling
with the constant blade thickness, which was set to Δ = 6 𝑚𝑚 [26].
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Performance characteristics
Four main performance characteristics were constructed from the six operational points
(see table 5.17) for both, the original design (portrayed by the green color) and the
optimized one, which is coloured red. Each individual performance dependency is always
pictured in one comparative figure to uncover possible similarities or differences.

First performance characteristic is the 𝐻 −𝑄 dependency (fig. 5.90), with the design
point marked as a black cross. From the chosen numerical simulation point of view, the
original design did not reach requested head 𝐻 = 32 𝑚. On the other hand, the optimized
design strongly overestimated required head in flow rate 𝑄 = 0.00694 𝑚3/𝑠.

Fig. 5.90 : 𝐻 −𝑄 dependency comparison.

An interesting phenomenon could be observed in the 𝐻 − 𝑄 dependency, while focusing
on the optimized impeller. The head values have a rising tendency from the smaller flow
rates to the higher magnitudes - this fact is quite unusual for the 𝐻 − 𝑄 dependency in
the radial centrifugal field of area with the outlet angle 𝛽2 ≈ 40𝑜 (see section 5.2.2). It is
the head instability, probably caused by the very dissipative and turbulent flow inside the
impeller and the spiral case, thanks to the global small flow rates, which are characteristic
for the low specific speed pumps.
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The second evaluated performance characteristic is the 𝜂𝐻 −𝑄 dependency - fig. 5.91.
Both designs do not have the highest possible value of the hydraulic efficiency in the design
point defined by the flow rate 𝑄 = 0.00694 𝑚3/𝑠 - maxima are shifted towards larger
flow rates, where the optimized impeller excels with the higher efficiency magnitudes.

Fig. 5.91 : 𝜂𝐻 −𝑄 dependency comparison.

Fig. 5.92 : 𝑃 −𝑄 dependency comparison.

P - Q dependency (fig. 5.92) uncovers the higher power consumption of the optimized
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design, which goes hand in hand with the higher values of the pump head and the hydraulic
efficiency.

Fig. 5.93 : 𝐷 −𝑄 dependency comparison.

The last observed performance characteristic of the low specific speed centrifugal pump
impellers in this section is the dependency of the energy dissipation 𝐷 [𝑊 ] on the current
flow rate 𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] - fig. 5.93. Both designs show unusual and strongly deformed develo-
pments of such dependency, which has commonly a shape as the quadratic function with
the minimum around the value of the highest hydraulic efficiency. Mentioned deformation
could be caused by the thick blades in the case of the original design and in the case of
the optimized design it is a strong shift of the highest hydraulic efficiency values towards
the higher values of the flow rate.
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Pressure and velocity distributions - meridional view
In this section are first examined pressure (fig. 5.94) and afterwards velocity distributions
(fig. 5.95) in the meridional point of view, with the original design on the left of and the
optimized design on the right.

Figure 5.94 displays the contours of the average static pressure inside the impellers for
a clipped range ⟨−40000 𝑃𝑎, 300000 𝑃𝑎⟩. Both designs indicate the gradual change of
the average static pressure from the low values near the pump impeller inlet to the high
values, which lie at the impeller outlet.

Fig. 5.94 : Avg. static pressure distribution in the meridional point of view (optimal 𝑄).

Fig. 5.95 : Avg. velocity distribution in the meridional point of view (optimal 𝑄).
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The average velocity distributions in fig. 5.95 uncover recirculation passages inside both
impellers → sudden drops in the velocity, captured by the dark blue color. The original
impeller has the local recirculation near the inlet, where the leading edge of the blade
is. On the other hand, in the optimized impeller the local eddies developed further in
the flow passage - in the middle section towards the impeller outlet. These facts are also
confirmed in figures 5.107 and 5.108.

Pressure and velocity distributions - blade-to-blade view
Both designs indicate the gradual change of the average static pressure from the leading
edge to the trailing edge - fig. 5.96 and 5.97. While focusing on the original design, to be
more accurate on the leading edge near the hub and on the middle streamline, there is the
mild pressure drop caused by the improper water inflow into the impeller’s passage (dark
blue color). The same phenomenon is observable on the leading edge of the optimized
impeller, but this time is located near the shroud.

Fig. 5.96 : Avg. static pressure (hub, middle, shroud) - original design (optimal 𝑄).

Fig. 5.97 : Avg. static pressure (hub, middle, shroud) - optimized design (optimal 𝑄).
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Pressure and velocity distributions - blade loading
The last comparison in the area of the pressure distributions is focused on the blade
loading of each design. The average static pressure along the length of the blade has usual
development for the original and the optimized design - the pressure side of the blade has
the higher values than the suction side. A major instability shows the original design. It is
located on the trailing edge → massive pressure change caused by the thick trailing edge
interaction with the volute cutwater (tongue of the volute).

Fig. 5.98 : Blade loading - design comparison (optimal 𝑄).

From the global perspective, both designs share similar average pressure blade distribution
along the length of the blade (except the pressure drop in the original design mentioned
above).

Velocity vectors - blade-to-blade view
Figures 5.99-5.101 capture the vectors of the average velocity in the flow passages of the
original design. First is outlined the flow near hub - fig. 5.99. The mild water shock is
observable in the near hub region, with no flow recirculation areas across the whole flow
channel.
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Fig. 5.99 : Avg. velocity vectors near hub - original design (optimal 𝑄).

Figure 5.100 focuses on the flow in the middle streamline. Once again the mild water shock
is observable, while inspecting a detail of the leading edge. The small flow recirculation
area is starting to be formed in the first third of the length of the blade, which propagated
itself up to the impeller’s shroud (fig. 5.101).

Fig. 5.100 : Avg. velocity vectors on middle streamline - original design (optimal 𝑄).
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Near the shroud area of the original design is evaluated in fig. 5.101. The crucial unsuitable
phenomenon here is the huge local eddy, which blocks almost the whole area between each
individual leading edge. Such local eddy negatively influences performance characteristics
of this design of the low specific speed pump.

Fig. 5.101 : Avg. velocity vectors near shroud - original design (optimal 𝑄).

Last three figures in this section 5.102-5.104 orient towards the optimized design and flow
inside impeller’s passages. Common attribute for this design is the local eddies, which are
formed in the second half of each flow channel and created the unsuitable flow patterns
along the length of the blade (confirmed by fig. 5.108).

Fig. 5.102 : Avg. velocity vectors near hub - optimized design (optimal 𝑄).
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Fig. 5.103 : Avg. velocity vectors on middle streamline - optimized design (optimal 𝑄).

Fig. 5.104 : Avg. velocity vectors near shroud - optimized design (optimal 𝑄).

Focusing on the unproblematic water entry inside the flow channel of the optimized design
- water imperfectly flow around the leading edge on the all three visualized streamlines
(near the hub in fig. 5.102, on the middle streamline in fig. 5.103 and near the shroud in
fig. 5.104).

Surface streamlines
Figures 5.105 and 5.106 illustratively indicate the streamlines projected on to the each
individual blade of both, the original an the optimized impellers. In the original design
are confirmed the recirculation passages near the leading edge. On the other hand, while
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inspecting the optimized design - the local eddies further in the pump’s flow channel are
also affirmed.

Fig. 5.105 : Surface streamlines - original impeller (optimal 𝑄).

Fig. 5.106 : Surface streamlines - optimized impeller (optimal 𝑄).
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Recirculation passages

Fig. 5.107 : Streamlines inside of the original impeller (optimal 𝑄).
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Fig. 5.108 : Streamlines inside of the optimized impeller (optimal 𝑄).

The crucial fault of the low specific speed centrifugal pumps is the formation of the local
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eddies, mainly due to the globally small values of the flow rate, which are strongly cha-
racteristic for this pump type area. Figures 5.107 and 5.108 focus and afterwards display
mentioned local eddies inside the flow channels of both, the original an the optimized
design, with 3D streamlines and pink isosurfaces of the small values of the velocity - this
fact is captured on the quarter of the one pump revolution. In the case of the original
impeller, the recirculation passages formed near the leading edges of the blades, on the
other hand, the optimized design shows the local eddies further inside the pump’s flow
channel. While comparing both mentioned figures, an idea behind the design with the
thick blades is strongly noticeable - such blades try to "copy" positions of the created lo-
cal eddies, presented in the optimized design for the purpose of the unproblematic water
flow along the length of the blades.

Partial conclusion - low specific speed pump
The created shape optimization tool, illustratively described in subsections above, was
applied on the problem of the creation of the proper design of the very low specific speed
centrifugal pump (𝑛𝑠 = 33 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1). Such pumps suffer with several unsuitable flow and
behaviour phenomena, which directly and negatively influence the proper run of the pump.
Among them primarily belong: the formation of the local eddies, the pressure fluctuations
or the structural vibrations. Several methods of "how to properly design blades" emerged
in past few years, mainly the thick trailing edge approach or the splitter blade approach
is worth mentioning. But in this doctoral thesis was utilized only the "classical" approach
with the constant blade thickness, which is very characteristic for the centrifugal pump
field of area. Such approach was exploited for a purpose of the possible local eddy or
pressure fluctuation elimination.

The shape optimization tool possesses two different procedures, how to model the 𝛽
angle development, which is strongly connected with the shape of the pump’s blade. The
first approach utilizes the pure linear change of the 𝛽 from the leading to the trailing edge
of the blade on the all exploiting streamlines. On the other hand, the second approach
uses the inflection point within the 𝛽 development, which creates the mild 𝛽 angle change
near the leading and the trailing edge of the blade. Here must be noted that only the
linear change was fully exploited, mainly due to the unsuitable behaviour of the shape
optimization tool, while exploring the inflection way of the blade modelling. The software
struggled in the creation of the random pump impeller designs, which took place in the
beginning of the MOPSO algorithm.

A tool set-up was identical as in the case of the Design C (displayed in the pump tur-
bine sections of this thesis), with the widest possible change of the inlet angle and smallest
possible change of the outlet angle. Once again, only TEN particles were employed during
the shape optimization process and for the ending criterion was chosen finite number of
iterations → 25 iterations. As it was been several times mentioned, only one approach
was utilized in this section, so from this perspective it was created only one design (the
optimized design), which was compared with the thick trialling edge design developed
in OFIVK in Brno University of Technology (the original design).

The optimized design is characteristic for its excessive blade length, the mild curvature
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of the leading edge and the sloped trailing edge. The impeller possesses the constant blade
thickness along the length of the blade - Δ = 6 𝑚𝑚. The inlet 𝛽 angles are sorted by
the values in the descending order from the hub to the shroud. On the other hand, the 𝛽
outlet angles are the other way around, with the highest angle magnitude near the shroud
and the lowest near the hub. Interestingly, all the 𝛽 angle shapes (developments) intersect
around 60 % of the blade length.

From the performance characteristic point of view (the main pump dependencies on
the flow rate), the optimized design has the overall higher efficiency and also power values.
The highest value of the hydraulic efficiency is shifted towards the higher values of the
flow rate. The optimized design overestimated the requested pump head, which is defined
by the value 𝐻 = 32 𝑚. The shape optimization tool did not manage to eliminate
the main flaws of the low specific speed centrifugal pump - in the flow channels of the
optimized design are presented noticeable local eddies, which are the main contributors in
the pressure pulsation (structural vibrations) and unsuitable (low) values of the hydraulic
efficiency. The local eddies were confirmed by the 3D visualisation of the streamlines inside
the pump flow channel, together with the highlighting of the smaller values of the fluid
velocity. The pressure pulsations of the optimized (red) and the original design (green)
are outlined in fig. 5.109, where the total pressure difference between the outlet and inlet
boundary conditions in the optimal flow rate are depicted.

Fig. 5.109 : Total pressure pulsation comparison.

The optimized design has in certain time passages almost 1.6 · 105 𝑃𝑎 pressure difference
compared to 0.4 · 105 𝑃𝑎 pressure difference delivered by the original design. This fact
negatively influenced pump head characteristic, with the strongly inconsistent deliver of
the pump head values along the examined time period.

With the formation of the local eddies in the flow passages of the pump goes hand in
hand the pulsation of the examined torque, which consists of the torque from the pump
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blade, the shroud and the hub. Figure 5.110 compares the torque data of the green original
and the red optimized design in the optimal flow rate - the optimized design shows the
major periodical torque pulsation with the higher differences than the original design.
This phenomenon had the lead role in the strong value inconsistency of the hydraulic
efficiency during examined time period, which led even to non-physical values of such
examined variables.

Fig. 5.110 : Torque comparison.

From the overall perspective, the optimized impeller should be marked as the unsuitable
design, mainly for its greater flaws, which were described in the text above.
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6 CONCLUSION
This doctoral thesis aims to contribute to the study in the field of the shape optimization
in the hydraulic machinery, to be more accurate in the field of the shape optimization
of the radial centrifugal pumps. The thesis and author’s work is focused on the creation
of the shape optimization tool based on the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm
(PSOA). Such algorithm is strongly influenced by the social behaviour of the miscellane-
ous animals, such as birds or ants - it means that the algorithm run is population based
(stochastic nature). Each individual member of the current population carries the infor-
mation about the actual design features, the best achieved design so far and the velocity,
which helps the member to properly move in the given computational area. PSOA together
with the Pareto principles forms a strong alliance, which is suitable for the exploitation in
the multi-objective shape optimization → introducing of the Multi-objective Particle
Swarm Optimization (MOPSO).

The created shape optimization tool extensively exploited the commercial ANSYS
software package, which was fully and autonomously controlled and handled by the mas-
ter code - the complex code within the MOPSO algorithm written in the MATLAB
programming language and compiled using free licensed GNU Octave software. For the
impeller designs was exploited BladeGen tool (software for the pump/turbine model ge-
neration), the fully hexahedral mesh with the high cell resolution near walls was created
in TurboGrid (here lies a tight bond with BladeGen) and pre-/post-processing and CFD
RANS simulations were done in ANSYS CFX, which excels in the flow capturing inside
the rotary hydraulic machines. All mentioned tools and software from the ANSYS family
were handled by the text files, which used only one periodical flow channel of the radial
pump for the purpose of time saving and run in the batch mode = the application run
without the graphical interface (software run in the background of the Windows/Linux
operating system). It must be noted that all the RANS simulations were performed re-
motely using the department’s computational cluster KAPLAN. For this purpose were
created the shell scripts, which had the task of the securing the mutual communication
and the data transfer between the local PC with the master code and a disk space located
in the presence of the KAPLAN cluster.

The crucial development of the shape optimization tool has been supported by three
scientific articles, which laid a proper foundation to this academic task:

• MORAVEC, Prokop and Pavel RUDOLF. Application of a particle swarm optimi-
zation for shape optimization in hydraulic machinery. [63]

• MORAVEC, Prokop and Pavel RUDOLF. Combination of Particle swarm optimi-
zation and Neder-Mead algorithm in diffuser shape optimization. [64]

• POCHYLÝ, František, RUDOLF, Pavel, ŠTEFAN, David, MORAVEC, Prokop,
STEJSKAL, Jiří and Aleš SKOTÁK. Design of a pump-turbine using a quasi-
potential flow approach, mathematical optimization and CFD. [75]

The complete doctoral thesis is illustratively divided into the six main sections. In the
beginning of this thesis is shortly summarized current state of art of the shape optimi-
zation methods, which are connected with the hydraulic flow parts and computational
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fluid dynamics (CFD). Such optimization methods are here separated into three groups,
starting with the most basic trial and error method, continuing with the exploitation of
the commercial or non-commercial software and ending with utilization of correct op-
timization algorithms. The following main section is the theory section, which covers
the basic theoretical basis around the shape optimization, Bézier curves, chosen Particle
swarm optimization method and its multi-objective modification. Afterwards, 1D pump
design section briefly explains chosen procedures and techniques, which are behind the
proper design of the radial pump - such knowledge is then employed for the "starting"
design in presented shape optimization problems. In the end of the work are the two main
applications of the shape optimization tool - the case of the shape optimization of the
pump turbine impeller and the shape optimization of very low specific speed pump.
Final results from this optimization were compared with comparative CFD simulations
and in the case of the pump turbine are also compared with the proper measurements
performed by ČKD Blansko Engineering (grant TH01020982 - Zefektivnění akumulace
energie a zajištění stability rozvodné sítě rozšířením provozního pásma přečerpávacích vod-
ních elektráren).

Mentioned case of the pump turbine impeller was extensively explored in this thesis,
mainly thanks to the creation of three different impeller designs (design A, B, C),
which heavily differed with 𝛽 angle modelling approach. The design A, which was strongly
influenced by another shape optimization software (based on the quasi-potential flow), was
also manufactured as a model and afterwards measured for the purpose of the comparative
CFD simulations. Design B explored the pure linear change of the 𝛽 angle along the length
the blade and design C utilized the inflection point within 𝛽 development to ensure the
mild change of the angle near the leading and the trailing edge of the blade. All optimized
designs were inspected from several points of view - starting with the main performance
characteristics and ending with the flow patterns inside each individual design. It must
be noted that not only the one phase URANS simulations were exploited here, but also
the two-phase URANS simulation were carefully utilized in the case of the pump turbine
to successfully create another type of design comparison → the cavitation qualities were
extensively explored (but out of the optimization procedure).

The second investigated test case for the presented shape optimization tool was the
task of finding the proper shape of the very low specific speed centrifugal pump (𝑛𝑠 =
33 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1). Such types of the pumps suffer with a lot of unfavourable/unsuitable flow
phenomena, namely: the formation of the local eddies, the pressure pulsations or the
overall structural vibrations. Several modelling methods emerged in past few years to
successfully eliminate these flow instabilities, but in this thesis was pursued the "classical"
type of blade shape modelling with constant blade thickness along the length of the
blade. It must be noted that the presented shape optimization tool cannot fully exploit
its great potential here, meaning that the inflection approach in 𝛽 angle modelling was
not used → the tool struggled with the initial random impeller creation, mainly due to
the uncharacteristic shape of the meridional flow channel of the very low specific speed
centrifugal pump.
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The main thesis outcome:
• The successful creation of the shape optimization tool, which in the unique way mer-

ged the MOPSO algorithm, the chosen ANSYS software and remote computation
on the cluster KAPLAN.

• The confirmation of the suitable properties of the stochastic (population based)
optimization algorithm in the hydraulic machinery field of interest.

• The basic outline of the suitable design of the radial centrifugal pump - with the
gradual change of the average static pressure in the meridional view; the descending
order of 𝛽 angle inlet values (from the hub to shroud) with the overall simple 𝛽
angle development or the mild 𝛽 angle change near the leading an the trailing edge
for the purpose of the reducing of the blade loading, which bring the favourable
advantage in the cavitation qualities of the current optimized impeller.
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NOMENCLATURE
Acronym Unit Description
𝛼1 [°] angle of pre-rotation
𝛽 [°] angle of blade
𝛽1 [°] inlet angle of blade
𝛽2 [°] outlet angle of blade
𝛽𝑖, 𝛽𝑖𝑖, 𝛽𝑖𝑗 [-] regression coefficients
𝛾 [-] contraction parameter
𝛾 [-] slip factor
𝛾1, 𝛾2 [-] loss coefficient
𝛿𝑖𝑗 [-] Kronecker delta
Δ [𝑚𝑚] blade thickness
Δ𝑚

𝑘 [-] mesh size parameter
𝜂 [-] expansion parameter
𝜂𝑐 [-] total efficiency
𝜂𝐻 [-] hydraulic efficiency
𝜃 [°] angle of blade
𝜅𝑤 [-] Waisser correction
𝜆 [°] angle of inclination
𝜉 [-] constant
𝜌 [-] reflection parameter
𝜌 [𝑘𝑔/𝑚3] density
𝜎 [-] simplex reduction parameter
𝜎𝑏 [-] constant
𝜏𝑎𝑙 [-] shear stress
𝜏𝑖𝑗 [𝑘𝑔/(𝑚 · 𝑠2)] Reynolds stress tensor
𝜏2 [-] blade blockage
𝜐 [-] relative disk loss
𝜙1, 𝜙2 [-] flow coefficients
𝜓 [-] vector of adjoint variables
𝜔 [𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠] radial velocity
Ω [-] set, constraint set
𝑎 [-] variable
𝑎0 [𝑚𝑚] guide vanes opening
𝐴,𝐵,𝐶,𝐷 [-] points of meridional flow channel
𝐴1 [𝑚2] area
𝑏1, 𝑏2 [𝑚] pump widths
𝐵𝑛

𝑖 [-] Bernstein polynomials
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝐻 [-] constant
𝑐0 [-] starting point
𝑐1 [-] positive constant
𝑐2 [-] positive constant
𝑐𝑚1, 𝑐𝑚2 [𝑚/𝑠] meridional velocity
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Acronym Unit Description
𝑐𝑝 [-] coefficient of pressure recovery
𝑐𝑢0 [𝑚/𝑠] inlet circumferential component of abs. velocity
𝑐𝑢2 [𝑚/𝑠] outlet circumferential component of abs. velocity
𝐶 + + [-] programming language
𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 [-] pressure constant
𝐷 [W] energy dissipation
𝑑0, 𝑑1, 𝑑2, 𝑑ℎ, 𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 [𝑚] diameters
𝑑* [-] dimensionless diameter
𝑒 [mm] blade thickness
𝑓(𝑥) [-] function
𝑓Ω [-] function
𝑔 [-] index
𝑔 [𝑚/𝑠2] gravitational acceleration
𝐺 [-] gradient of objective function
𝐻 [m] pump head
𝐻𝐴 [m] system characteristic
𝑖 [-] particle index
𝐽 [-] objective function
𝑘 [𝑚2/𝑠2] turbulent kinetic energy
𝑘 [-] iteration
𝑘 − 𝜖 [-] turbulence model
𝑘𝑛 [-] blockage
𝑘𝑚1 [-] constant
𝑘𝑚2 [-] constant
𝐾 [-] constant
𝐾ℎ [-] constant
𝑘𝑧 [𝑚] roughness coefficient
𝐿ℎ𝑢𝑏 [m] length of hub curve
𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 [m] length of shroud curve
𝑚 [-] exponent
𝑀 [-] set of acceptable solutions
𝑀𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 [-] constant
𝑛 [-] space dimension, number of workers (cases)
𝑛 [𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] revolutions per minute (RPM)
𝑛𝑠, 𝑛𝑏, 𝑛𝑠, 𝑛𝑠𝑠 [𝑚𝑖𝑛−1] specific speeds
𝑛𝐷 [-] finite set of directions, problem dimension
N [-] natural number
𝑁𝑠 [-] new solution
𝑝1 [Pa] pressure at inlet
𝑝2 [Pa] pressure at outlet
𝑝𝑐 [-] contracted point
𝑝𝑒 [-] expanded point
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Acronym Unit Description
𝑝𝑔𝑛 [-] position of the global best particle
𝑝𝑖𝑛 [-] best previous position the 𝑖-th of particle
𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 [-] point with the best value of examined function
𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛 [-] point with the worst value of examined function
𝑝𝑟 [-] reflected point
𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,0 [𝑃𝑎] inlet total pressure
𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,2 [𝑃𝑎] outlet total pressure
𝑝𝑒𝑛𝜃 [-] 𝜃 angle penalty
𝑝𝑒𝑛𝐻𝑄 [-] instability penalty
𝑝𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑢𝑏 [-] hub penalty
𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑑 [-] shroud penalty
𝑃 [𝑊 ] power
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 [𝑊 ] maximal power
𝑃1 [-] best previous position of the particle
𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3, ..., 𝑃𝑖 [-] control points
𝑃𝑧, 𝑃𝑧1, 𝑃𝑧2 [𝑊 ] power dissipation
𝒫* [-] Pareto optimal set
𝒫ℱ* [-] Pareto front
𝑄 [𝑚3/𝑠] flow rate
𝑄 [-] vector of flow variables
𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 [𝑚3/𝑠] flow rate with volumetric losses
𝑄𝑚 [𝑘𝑔/𝑠] mass flow rate
𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓 [𝑚3/𝑠] referential flow rate
R [-] real number
𝑅 [-] discretized RANS residual vector
𝑅 [𝑚] radius coordinate
𝑅𝑎 [𝜇𝑚] average mean roughness
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑() [-] random number from interval (0, 1)
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑() [-] random number from interval (0, 1)
𝑅𝑒 [-] Reynolds number
𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑛 [-] leader particle
𝑠 [𝑚] axial sidewall gap
𝑆𝑘 [-] set of points
𝑆𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒 [𝑚2] area of the blade
𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 [𝑚2] area of the blade with specific pressure
𝑆1 − 𝑆6 [-] solution 1 - solution 6
𝑢 [-] vector
𝑢0 [𝑚/𝑠] circumferential velocity at pump’s inlet
𝑢2 [𝑚/𝑠] circumferential velocity at pump’s outlet
𝑣 [-] averaged variable
𝑣, [-] fluctuating part of the variable
𝑣0 [𝑚/𝑠] inlet velocity
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Acronym Unit Description
𝑣2 [𝑚/𝑠] outlet velocity
𝑣𝑖 [-] reduced point
𝑣𝑡 [𝑚2/𝑠] turbulent viscosity
𝑣𝑖𝑛 [various] velocity of the 𝑖-th particle (step size)
𝑉1 [various] velocity of the particle (step size)
𝑤 [-] inertia weight
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐻 [-] head weight
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 [-] surface pressure weight
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝜂 [-] efficiency weight
𝑥 [-] variable
𝑥 [-] centroid
𝑥𝑖 [-] design variable
𝑥* [-] variable
𝑥𝑐 [-] contracted point
𝑥𝑒 [-] expanded point
𝑥𝑖𝑛 [-] current position of the 𝑖-th particle
𝑋𝐷 [-] vector of design variables
𝑥𝑟 [-] reflected point
𝑋1 [-] current position of the particle
𝑦0 [𝑚] inlet height
𝑦2 [𝑚] outlet height
𝑦 [-] response
𝑌 [𝐽/𝑘𝑔] specific energy
𝑧 [-] number of blades
𝑧 [𝑚] coordinate
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Acronym Description
1𝐷 One-dimensional
3𝐷 Three-dimensional
𝐴𝐵𝐶 Artificial Bee Colony
𝐴𝑠𝐵𝑒𝐶 Artificial super-Bee enhanced Colony
𝐵𝐹𝐺𝑆 Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm
𝐵𝐸𝑃 Best efficiency point
𝐶𝐴𝐷 Computer-aided design
𝐶𝐹𝐷 Computational Fluid Dynamics
𝐶𝑂𝑃 Cavitation operation point
𝐶𝑅 Cavitation resistance
𝐸𝐴 Evolutionary Algorithm
𝐸𝐴𝑆𝑌 Evolutionary Algorithms System
𝐺𝐴 Genetic Algorithm
𝐺𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑇 Global best particle
𝐻𝐶𝐼 Hydrodynamic cavitation intensity
𝐿𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑇 Local best particle
𝐿𝐸 Leading edge
𝑀𝐴𝐷𝑆 Mesh adaptive direct search
𝑀𝑂𝑃𝑆𝑂 Multi-objective particle swarm optimization
𝑁𝑂𝑀𝐴𝐷 Nonlinear Optimization by Mesh Adaptive Direct Search
𝑁𝑀 Nelder - Mead
𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻 Net positive suction head
𝑁𝑃𝑆𝐻3 Critical net positive suction head
𝑂𝐹𝐼𝑉 𝐾 Odbor fluidního inženýrství Viktora Kaplana
𝑂𝑃 Operation point
𝑃𝑆𝑂 Particle swarm optimization
𝑃𝑆𝑂𝐴 Particle swarm optimization algorithm
𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑆 Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations
𝑅𝐻𝑉 Requested head value
𝑅𝑃𝑀 Revolutions per minute
𝑅𝑆𝑀 Response surface method/methodology
𝑇𝐸 Trailing edge
𝑈𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑆 Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations
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